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ALWAYS MAKING THINGS
BETTER

Non-stop 
improvement
Since the very first Palm buoyancy aid –  
from the Grade VI PFD (one of the first 
swiftwater rescue buoyancy aids) to the 
legendary Extrem PFD – we have been hard 
at work to make even better gear; and now, 
after three years of development, the Nevis ...

1987
GRADE VI

1993
CANYON S1994

EXTREM 
RIVER VEST

2004
ROGUE

2020
NEVIS

2001
AXIS

2010
EXTREM



MORE ENJOYABLE, SAFER,
BETTER EXPERIENCES

† L Collins, C Onions, Improving the performance of swift‑water rescue, University of Central Lancashire, 2014. 
L Collins, C Onions, A review of quick‑release harness, University of Central Lancashire, 2013.

‡ British Canoeing Annual Review, 2018‑2019 – A progress report on Stronger Together.
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Paddling 
together 
From city centre waterways, to our miles of 
coastline, paddlesport is helping ever more 
people enjoy the outdoors. Crucially it's local 
canoe shops like yours which guide people 
through their first steps and are there for them 
through the years. With British Canoeing and 
local shops, together we put 1.8 million people‡ 

on the water in 2018.

The latest 
research 
As sponsors of the research by Loel Collins 
and the University of Central Lancashire 
on effective chest harness release† we've 
implemented their recommendations on all 
of our whitewater PFDs. We've gone a step 
further with the simplest, set-and-forget 
system for a quick release safety harness on 
our Nevis PFD. Check out the new Piggyback 
harness and Delta Fit of the Nevis on page 10.

Simply better 
made
We go a step further with all our products, 
exceeding standards in strength, buoyancy 
and longevity, so that you can relax and enjoy 
your time on the water with gear that you can 
rely on. From aircraft grade aluminium buckles 
on the shoulder straps of our buoyancy aids 
and the very best YKK waterproof zips on our 
drysuits to Vibram soles on our river boots. 
Going the extra mile is what we do.

Something
for everyone
Getting afloat doesn't have to be difficult. We 
make paddlesports more accessible by making 
gear for kids and women – gear that fits you 
and suits your style. Removing the barriers 
to getting on the water is the first step to 
attracting more people to the sport. Products 
like our Glide inflatable PFD make it simple to 
take a buoyancy aid with you.
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WITH RESPECT FOR EACH OTHER
AND THE ENVIRONMENT

Our factories
our people
We have staff with decades of experience at 
our UK factory, who started with the company 
in Easton-in-Gordano back in 1993.

Thanks to our employment policy, our 
main manufacturing factory in Vietnam 
has a turnover rate of 2.8%, much lower 
than the 38% Hanoi average. A great 
working environment fosters experienced, 
knowledgeable staff.

Reduce, reuse, 
recycle
We have made improvements throughout our 
supply chain. Our UK factory is signed up to 
Operation Clean Sweep to capture all our 
plastic waste. We now dispatch using paper 
tape (saving 198 kilometres of plastic tape a 
year). And our product packaging is changing 
in 2020 to recyclable materials. For more on 
our packaging improvements, supply chain and 
goals see page 122.

Supporting 
activism
Our ambassadors are out to make a difference, 
like environmentalist Cal Major's Vitamin Sea 
tour, Erin Bastian's Paddle Cleanup (now in its 
third year), and through our marine recycled 
Islander Kayaks programme. In 2018/19 we 
donated kayaks to help Surfers Against 
Sewage, the Olive Ridley Turtle Project and a 
kayak clean-up scheme on the Costa Brava.

Engineering 
a solution
New materials can change the world – last 
year we moulded the world’s first kayaks made 
from salvaged marine waste. We replaced 
oil based neoprene with limestone neoprene 
(24% less carbon emissions†) too. This year 
our Terek jacket is made from 100% recycled 
nylon, which is so supple you just have to try it 
on. And we've begun the mission to eliminate 
PVC from our products (see page 123).

† Sheico Group data verified with Higg MSI.
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TO ENJOY A L IFETIME OF
PADDLESPORT

Gear for
your family
We're sure you'll agree that canoeing, kayaking, 
surfing and camping out can become a way of 
life. That's true of Andy Knight and his family, 
now third generation finding wonder and 
community in paddlesport.

1989
ROWIE AND ANDY

2019
RORY AND ROWIE
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Nevis PFD
12132 XS/S (60 N), M/L (70 N), XL/XXL (80 N)

The Nevis PFD is the culmination of research from 
UCLan, design by Barney Caulfield and testing 
worldwide by Bren Orton. At its core is the Delta Fit 
adjustment system. Two wings that wrap your ribs, 
reducing pressure on your abdomen, helping you to 
breathe and increasing mobility.

Set-up to go in five fluid steps, with fewer 
buckles (including new load tested aircraft grade 
aluminium hardware). The Nevis has the world’s 
first Piggyback adjustable quick release chest 
harness, improving upon the latest research, so 
that releasing your harness doesn’t affect the fit of 
your PFD. The Nevis sets a new standard in fit and 
safety.

• Delta Fit adjustment system
• One pull Piggyback harness
• Utility-draw front pocket to 

segment your safety gear
• Zipped tunnel pocket
• Twin side stash pockets with clip points
• Load tested aircraft grade aluminium 

adjustment hardware
• APC easy catch O-ring
• Gaia non-PVC foam

WEIGHT 1444 g (M/L)
MATERIALS CORDURA® 500D fabric • Gaia PVC-free foam
FEATURES ISO 12402-5 / 12402-6 certified • pullover entry • Delta Fit • grip 
strips • Piggyback one-pull chest harness • APC O-ring • 7075 aluminium 
hardware • shoulder straps tested to 3.2 kN • reflective details • dual 
cowtail parks • Easy Glide straps • Utility-draw front pocket • dual entry 
zipped tunnel pocket • velcro side stash pockets with split D-ring • internal 
front and rear velcro slip pocket • easy access knife sleeve • internal pocket 
compartments • daisy chain webbing clip-in points • elastic strap keepers

PIGGYBACK HARNESS

A world first – one smooth pull sets 
the harness to the correct length and 
secures the fit of the PFD – setting 
safety has never been so simple.

GAIA FOAM

Towards a PVC free future – Gaia 
foam is greener, with better chemical 
resistance, lower water absorption 
and is naturally mould resistant. 

UTILITY-DRAW

Low profile but capacious, the 
Utility-draw pocket lets you organise 
everything you need to carry, just 
the way you like it.

WHITEWATER

OCEAN + COBALT

LIME + MINT

FLAME + CHILLI
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Extrem PFD
12371 XS/S (60 N), M/L (70 N), XL/XXL (75 N)

A benchmark by which all whitewater PFDs are 
judged, the legendary Extrem is a well loved 
friend – one that will keep you safe wherever you 
choose to go. The original wrap design, it buckles 
up fast and thanks to its Flex Fit, conceals large 
amounts of foam floatation. With upgraded pocket 
configuration, the new UCLan adjustable harness 
and aluminium hardware, it’s ready to carry on the 
journey.

• Front opening easy-on design
• Utility-draw front pocket to segment safety gear
• UCLan adjustable chest harness sets up safely
• Load tested aircraft grade aluminium buckles
• APC easy catch O-ring
• Gaia non-PVC foam

WEIGHT 1391 g (M/L)
MATERIALS CORDURA® 500D fabric • Gaia PVC-free foam
FEATURES ISO 12402-5 / 12402-6 certified • buckle front entry • Flex Fit 
• 3D anti ride-up waistbelt with grip strips • UCLan adjustable chest harness 
(patent GB2492084) • APC O-ring • 7075 aluminium hardware • shoulder 
straps tested to 3.2 kN • reflective details • dual split D-ring cowtail parks 
• Easy Glide straps • Utility-draw front pocket • easy access knife sleeve 
• webbing lash points • internal rear velcro slip pocket • internal pocket 
compartments • daisy chain webbing clip-in points • compatible with 10417 
Hydration Bladder • elastic strap keepers

Extrem women's PFD
12370 WXS/S (55 N), WM/L (60 N), WXL/XXL (65 N)

A benchmark by which all whitewater PFDs are 
judged, the legendary Extrem is a well loved 
friend – one that will keep you safe wherever you 
choose to go. The original wrap design, it buckles 
up fast and thanks to its Flex Fit, conceals large 
amounts of foam floatation. With upgraded pocket 
configuration, the new UCLan adjustable harness 
and aluminium hardware, it’s ready to carry on the 
journey.

• Chest support panels
• Front opening, easy-on design
• Utility-draw front pocket to segment safety gear
• UCLan adjustable chest harness sets up safely
• Load tested aircraft grade aluminium buckles
• APC easy catch O-ring
• Gaia non-PVC foam

WEIGHT 1341 g (WM/L)
MATERIALS CORDURA® 500D fabric • Gaia PVC-free foam
FEATURES ISO 12402-5 / 12402-6 certified • buckle front entry • Flex 
Fit • chest support panels • 3D anti ride-up waistbelt with grip strips 
• UCLan adjustable chest harness (patent GB2492084) • APC O-ring • 7075 
aluminium hardware • shoulder straps tested to 3.2 kN • reflective details 
• dual split D-ring cowtail parks • Easy Glide straps • Utility-draw front 
pocket • easy access knife sleeve • webbing lash points • internal rear 
velcro slip pocket • internal pocket compartments • daisy chain webbing 
clip-in points • compatible with 10417 Hydration Bladder • elastic strap 
keepers

OCEAN + COBALT

FLAME + CHILLI

FLAME + CHILLI

PATENTED UCLAN HARNESS

Protected under patent GB2492084: quick release 
harness webbing adjustment system, developed 
by Dr Loel Collins of the University of Central 
Lancashire (UCLan) following study and publication 
of academic research (Onions & Collins 2013). 
Research supported by Palm Equipment.
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Ace PFD
12392 XXS (40 N), XS/S (60 N), M/L (60 N), XL/XXL (70 N)

Sometimes less is more. Trimmed down to the essentials‚ 
the Ace is easy to adjust and smoothly styled. With 60 N 
of floatation, and our 3D waist to hold it firmly in place, it's 
just as smooth competing on whitewater as it is cruising 
around the bay on your SUP.

• ICF competition approved (not including XXS size)
• XXS (KL) kids size for younger paddlers

WEIGHT 607 g (M/L)
MATERIALS polyester 300D fabric
FEATURES ISO 12402-5 / 12402-6 certified • ICF 6.12 kg approved (except XXS) 
• pullover entry • Comfort Fit • adjustable shoulder straps • 3D anti ride-up waistbelt 
• Easy Glide straps • internal velcro slip pocket

FX PFD
11729 XXS (40 N), XS/S (50 N), M/L (60 N), XXL (70 N)

The river play PFD, for big volume, big wave adventures or 
laps of your local play run. The comfiest, coolest looking 
buoyancy aid you'll find. Underneath the bright, clean outer, 
failsafe shoulder straps and ample foam help keep you 
safe in your whitewater playground.

WEIGHT 877 g (M/L)
MATERIALS nylon 200D fabric
FEATURES ISO 12402-5 / 12402-6 certified • pullover entry • Comfort Fit • failsafe 
shoulder straps tested to 3.2 kN • reflective details • 3D anti ride-up waistbelt • Easy 
Glide straps • front pocket

FXr PFD
12368 XS/S (60 N), M/L (70 N), XL/XXL (70 N)

One PFD for everything from rivers to tide races. 
It's the comfiest, coolest looking buoyancy aid. 
Under the bright, clean exterior are rated shoulder 
straps with aircraft grade aluminium hardware. 
With the new utility-draw front pocket, and the new 
UCLan adjustable safety harness, the FXr is ready 
for action.

• Utility-draw front pocket to segment safety gear
• UCLan adjustable chest harness sets up safely
• Load tested aircraft grade aluminium 

adjustment hardware
• APC easy catch O-ring
• Gaia non-PVC foam

WEIGHT 1279 g (M/L)
MATERIALS CORDURA® 500D fabric • Gaia PVC-free foam
FEATURES ISO 12402-5 / 12402-6 certified • pullover entry • Comfort 
Fit • 3D anti ride-up waistbelt • UCLan adjustable chest harness (patent 
GB2492084) • APC O-ring • 7075 aluminium hardware • shoulder straps 
tested to 3.2 kN • reflective details • dual split D-ring cowtail parks • Easy 
Glide straps • Utility-draw front pocket • easy access knife sleeve • webbing 
lash points • internal pocket compartments • daisy chain webbing clip-in 
points • elastic strap keepers

WHITEWATER

1% profit from all Palm 
whitewater PFDs goes to 
freerivers.org, supporting 
campaigns to save our 
wild rivers.

FLAME + CHILLI

SHERBET + MANDARIN

OCEAN + COBALT

 CHILLI + FLAME

 COBALT + OCEANFLAME

LIMEAQUA
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Kaikoura PFD
11730 XS/S (60 N), M/L (70 N), XL/XXL (75 N)

Wind, waves and exposure – open water can 
remind you how small we are. The Kaikoura is 
perfect for tackling big adventures, whether you're 
using one blade or two. Flex Fit buoyancy foam is 
the final word on comfort and safety. With carefully 
placed pockets and stowage, the Kaikoura will 
carry everything you need, close to hand – even 
when conditions get rough.

• Large front pockets with internal 
compartments, clip-in points and 
two-way zips for VHF radio aerial

• YKK quality front zip
• Neoprene lined underarm for comfort

WEIGHT 1242 g (M/L)
MATERIALS CORDURA® 500D fabric
FEATURES ISO 12402-5 / 12402-6 certified • vent mesh liner • front zip 
entry • Flex Fit • adjustable shoulder straps • reflective details • 3D anti 
ride-up waistbelt • Easy Glide straps • two zip front pockets • internal 
pocket compartments • pocket clip-in point • fleece lined hand warmer 
pockets • velcro rear pocket • compatible with 10417 Hydration Bladder 
• accessory mount point

FLAME

OCEAN

BACK

COMFORT FIT
Layered sheets of soft foam that are free 
to bend around each other to conform to 

your body shape.

FLEX FIT
Bonded into pre-formed shapes, buoyancy 

foam that curves around your body for 
unparalleled freedom of movement.

DELTA FIT
Two wings that wrap your ribs, reducing 

pressure on your abdomen, helping you to 
breathe and increasing mobility.

TOURING
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Meander PFD
11457 XS/S (45 N), M/L (50 N), XL/XXL (55 N)

The Meander is our easy-going touring PFD, designed 
to be lightweight, slimline, and easy to use. A low profile 
design with a simple, secure zip and buckle closure.

• YKK quality front zip

WEIGHT 588 g (M/L)
MATERIALS nylon 420D ripstop fabric
FEATURES ISO 12402-5 / 12402-6 certified • front zip entry • reflective details • 3D anti 
ride-up waistbelt • adjustable waist straps • front zipped pocket • pocket clip-in point 
• internal velcro slip pocket

Hydro PFD
11464 XS/S (50 N), M/L (70 N), XL/XXL (70 N)

A versatile front-entry personal floatation device with a 
classic cut, loaded with storage, including a rear pocket – 
great for fishing or canoeing.

• YKK quality front zip

WEIGHT 830 g (M/L)
MATERIALS nylon 420D ripstop fabric
FEATURES ISO 12402-5 certified • front zip entry • reflective details • 3D anti ride-up 
waistbelt • adjustable waist straps • two buckle front pockets • pocket clip-in point 
• velcro rear pocket • compatible with 10417 Hydration Bladder 
• accessory mount point

Peyto women's PFD
11463 WXS/S (45 N), WM/L (50 N), WXL/XXL (60 N)

Smooth looks and subtle curves conceal a highly capable 
touring buoyancy aid. Comfort Fit foam, a supple face 
fabric and accessible strap adjustment mean the Peyto fits 
comfortably, next to your skin or over a jacket. Hidden hand 
warmers, front pockets to swallow up a radio and other 
essentials, and a rear pocket to accommodate a drinks 
reservoir make this a premium quality all season PFD.

• YKK quality front zip

WEIGHT 825 g (WM/L)
MATERIALS nylon 200D fabric
FEATURES ISO 12402-5 / 12402-6 certified • front zip entry • Comfort Fit • adjustable 
shoulder straps • reflective details • 3D anti ride-up waistbelt • Easy Glide straps • two 
zip front pockets • pocket clip-in point • fleece lined hand warmer pockets • zip rear 
pocket • compatible with 10417 Hydration Bladder

Peyto PFD
11462 XS/S (60 N), M/L (65 N), XL/XXL (70 N)

Smooth looks and subtle curves conceal a highly capable 
touring buoyancy aid. Comfort Fit foam, a supple face 
fabric and accessible strap adjustment mean the Peyto fits 
comfortably, next to your skin or over a jacket. Hidden hand 
warmers, front pockets to swallow up a radio and other 
essentials, and a rear pocket to accommodate a drinks 
reservoir make this a premium quality all season PFD.

• YKK quality front zip

WEIGHT 826 g (M/L)
MATERIALS nylon 200D fabric
FEATURES ISO 12402-5 / 12402-6 certified • front zip entry • Comfort Fit • adjustable 
shoulder straps • reflective details • 3D anti ride-up waistbelt • Easy Glide straps • two 
zip front pockets • pocket clip-in point • fleece lined hand warmer pocket • zip rear 
pocket • compatible with 10417 Hydration Bladder

FLAME

MINT

OCEANBACK

FLAME
OLIVE

BACK OCEAN

FLAME

AQUA

FLAME

OCEAN

TOURING
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Glide PFD
11731 One size (100 N)

This waist belt PFD conceals a 100 N floatation bladder 
which can be instantly inflated when you need it, at the pull 
of a cord. Perfect for stand up paddle boarding, the Glide 
has a handy phone sized pocket and D-ring clip points. 
Sitting comfortably out of the way when not in use, the 
Glide fastens securely over your head after inflation.

WEIGHT 535 g
MATERIALS nylon 200D fabric • nylon 210D TPU air bladder
FEATURES ISO 12402-5 / 12402-6 certified • pullover entry • Halkey Roberts manual 
valve • 24 g CO2 cylinder • UML oral inflation tube • zip pocket • D-ring attachment 
points

Meander women's PFD
11458 WXS/S (40 N), WM/L (45 N), WXL/XXL (50 N)

The Meander is our easy-going touring PFD, designed 
to be lightweight, slimline, and easy to use. A low profile 
design with a simple, secure zip and buckle closure.

• YKK quality front zip

WEIGHT 570 g (WM/L)
MATERIALS nylon 420D ripstop fabric
FEATURES ISO 12402-5 / 12402-6 certified • front zip entry • reflective details • 3D anti 
ride-up waistbelt • adjustable waist straps • front zipped pocket • pocket clip-in point 
• internal velcro slip pocket

Meander Highback PFD
12270 XS/S (45 N), M/L (50 N), XL/XXL (55 N)

The Meander Highback PFD works with taller seats found 
on many sit-on-top and touring kayaks. The cut away back 
panel sits above the seat for a more comfortable paddling 
position. Lightweight and slimline, this PFD is easy to use, 
with a simple zip entry, secure waist buckle closure and 
useful zipped pocket for your belongings.

• YKK quality front zip

WEIGHT 684 g (M/L)
MATERIALS nylon 420D ripstop fabric
FEATURES ISO 12402-5 / 12402-6 certified • front zip entry • highback • reflective 
details • 3D anti ride-up waistbelt • adjustable waist straps • front zipped pocket 
• pocket clip-in point • internal velcro slip pocket

PURPLE

FLAME

FLAME

OCEAN

BACK

FLAMEOCEAN

INFLATED

INFLATABLE
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Quest PFD
11459 XS/S (45 N), M/L (50 N), XL/XXL (55 N)

11460 KXS/S (35 N), KM/L (40 N)

Safe, simple and great value, the Quest has a slimline cut 
for comfort and function. Available in adult and kids' sizes 
to suit the whole family.

• Heavy duty front zip

WEIGHT 445 g (M/L), 360 g (KM/L)
MATERIALS polyester 420D fabric
FEATURES ISO 12402-5 / 12402-6 certified • front zip entry • reflective details • 3D anti 
ride-up waistbelt • adjustable shoulders

Dragon PFD
12085 XXS (40 N), XS/S (45 N), M/L (50 N), XL/XXL (55 N)

A simple low profile vest PFD. The narrow, slim shape, and 
easy adjustment make the Dragon a great buoyancy aid for 
all sorts of watersports like SUP, dragon boating or sailing.

WEIGHT 417 g (M/L)
MATERIALS polyester 420D fabric
FEATURES ISO 12402-5 / 12402-6 certified • pullover entry • adjustable straps 
• reflective details

Universal PFD
12120 XS–XXL (60 N)

12121 KXS/S (35 N), KM/L (45 N)

This highly versatile, zip-up buoyancy aid is available in 
adult and kids' sizes to suit the whole family.

• A unique one-size-fits-all design
• Heavy duty front zip

WEIGHT 476 g (XS-XXL), 393 g (KM/L)
MATERIALS polyester 420D fabric
FEATURES ISO 12402-5 / 12402-6 certified • front zip entry • reflective details 
• adjustable straps

Roam PFD
12268 XXS (40 N), XS/S (45 N), M/L (50 N), XL/XXL (55 N)

A simple low profile PFD with easy to use zip front entry. 
The narrow, slim shape, and easy adjustment make the 
Roam a great buoyancy aid for all sorts of watersports like 
SUP, dragon boating or sailing.

WEIGHT 464 g (M/L)
MATERIALS polyester 420D fabric
FEATURES ISO 12402-5 / 12402-6 certified • front zip entry • adjustable straps • 38 
mm webbing chest strap

XS-XXL

KXS/S

KM/L
BLUE + WHITE

RED + WHITE

BACK

BLUE

RED

KM/L KXS/S
RED

RED

RECREATION
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Rescue 850 PFD
10392 XS/S (70 N), M/L (80 N), XL/XXL (90 N)

The industry standard for safety and rescue professionals, 
tested the world over. Single handed release buckles, a 
quick release chest harness, lash tabs and high visibility 
reflective panels make this the safest rescue PFD available.

• Glove-friendly single handed release buckles
• Internal slip pocket for documents

WEIGHT 1750 g (M/L)
MATERIALS CORDURA® 500D fabric
FEATURES ISO 12402-5 / 12402-6 certified • buckle front entry • 50 mm chest harness 
webbing • Chest harness with O-ring • failsafe shoulder straps tested to 3.2 kN • cowtail 
park • reflective details • removable leg straps • 3D anti ride-up waistbelt • Easy Glide 
straps • two buckle front pockets • pocket clip-in point • velcro rear pocket • internal 
rear velcro slip pocket • front and rear velcro identification patches • multiple accessory 
mount points • safety whistle included

Rescue Extrem PFD
12135 XS/S (60 N), M/L (70 N), XL/XXL (75 N)

The full range of swiftwater safety features in one tidy 
package. Low volume, yet high float, Flex Fit foam wraps 
around your torso, great for mobility and swimming.

• Buckle front entry design
• Large front pocket with divider and daisy chain clip points
• Radio antenna compatible two-way zip on front pocket

WEIGHT 1575 g (M/L)
MATERIALS CORDURA® 500D fabric
FEATURES ISO 12402-5 / 12402-6 certified • buckle front entry • Flex Fit • removable 
chest harness with O-ring • 50 mm chest harness webbing • failsafe shoulder straps 
tested to 3.2 kN • dual cowtail parks • reflective details • 3D anti ride-up waistbelt 
• Easy Glide straps • front pocket • internal pocket compartments • pocket clip-in point 
• internal rear velcro slip pocket • front and rear velcro identification patches • multiple 
accessory mount points 

RED

RED

BACK

Rescue Universal PFD
12355 S-4XL (100 N)

A high-float‚ one size fits all PFD, which can outfit your whole 
team. With all the essential safety features and it's quick 
to adjust for a secure and safe fit with the size adjustable 
UCLan harness (patent GB2492084).

WEIGHT 1595 g
MATERIALS CORDURA® 500D fabric
FEATURES ISO 12402-5 / 12402-6 certified • buckle front entry • removable leg straps 
• UCLan size adjustable chest harness with O-ring (patent GB2492084) • 50 mm chest 
harness webbing • failsafe shoulder straps tested to 3.2 kN • cowtail park • reflective 
details • 3D anti ride-up waistbelt • adjustable shoulder straps • two velcro front pockets 
• pocket clip-in point • multiple accessory mount points

Rescue 800 PFD
11621 XS/S (70 N), M/L (80 N), XL/XXL (90 N)

Designed to meet the demands of rescue professionals, the 
Rescue 800 is our classic rescue PFD. With full adjustability, 
high visibility, and knife storage space.

• Glove-friendly single handed release buckles

WEIGHT 1745 g (M/L)
MATERIALS CORDURA® 500D fabric
FEATURES ISO 12402-5 / 12402-6 certified • buckle front entry • 50 mm chest harness 
webbing • Chest harness with O-ring • failsafe shoulder straps tested to 3.2 kN • cowtail 
park • reflective details • removable leg straps • 3D anti ride-up waistbelt • Easy Glide 
straps • velcro front pocket • pocket clip-in point • velcro rear pocket • front and rear 
velcro identification patches • multiple accessory mount points • safety whistle included

RED RED

BACK

RESCUE
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Centre Zip PFD
12269 XXS (50 N), XS/S (60 N), M/L (70 N),  
 XL/XXL (75 N), 3XL/4XL (80 N)

12269-321-690 3XS (35 N)

A zip-up buoyancy aid with a durable CORDURA® shell for 
group and centre use. The zipped opening, easy to adjust 
strapping and colour-coded size labelling make outfitting 
large groups easy.

• Clear size indicators on large inner label
• Colour coded side panel
• YKK quality front zip
• Removable leg straps on the 3XS size

WEIGHT 752 g (M/L)
MATERIALS CORDURA® 500D fabric
FEATURES ISO 12402-5 / 12402-6 certified • front zip entry • 3D anti ride-up waistbelt 
• adjustable 38 mm webbing straps • reflective details • size indicator • colour coded 
sizing

Highside Rafter PFD
10381 XXS (60 N), XS/S (70 N), M/L (100 N),  
 XL/XXL (100 N), 3XL/4XL (110 N)

Designed to meet the ISO 12402-5/6 rafting standards, the 
Highside is a high float, high performance PFD with a wide 
size range and modern foam shape. Failsafe 38 mm shoulder 
webbing and 500D CORDURA® fabric ensure unbeatable 
strength and durability for the most punishing commercial 
operations.

• Clear size indicator on inside back
• Colour coded webbing for each size
• Stress points double reinforced

WEIGHT 1210 g (M/L)
MATERIALS CORDURA® 500D fabric
FEATURES ISO 12402-5 / 12402-6 certified • failsafe shoulder straps • self-levelling 
floatation collar • reflective details • 3D anti ride-up waistbelt • adjustable 38 mm webbing 
chest • waist and shoulder straps • size indicator • colour coded sizing

Centre Vest PFD
11835 XXS (50 N), XS/S (60 N), M/L (70 N),  
 XL/XXL (75 N), 3XL/4XL (80 N)

A pullover buoyancy aid for group and centre use. With 
a durable CORDURA® shell, easy to adjust strapping and 
quickly identifiable colour-coded size labelling.

• Clear size indicators on large inner label
• Colour coded side panel

WEIGHT 693 g (M/L)
MATERIALS CORDURA® 500D fabric
FEATURES ISO 12402-5 / 12402-6 certified • pullover entry • 3D anti ride-up waistbelt 
• adjustable 38 mm webbing straps • reflective details • size indicator • colour coded 
sizing

Rafter 120 PFD
12281 S–4XL (120 N)

A high-float, one size fits all PFD ideal for high volume 
water. With a three buckle front opening, it's quick to adjust 
for a secure and safe fit. The float collar helps to keep your 
head above water when floating on your back. Failsafe 
shoulder webbing and heavy duty ripstop material make 
this buoyancy aid strong and durable for commercial use.

• Stress points double reinforced

WEIGHT 938 g (M/L)
MATERIALS nylon 420D ripstop fabric
FEATURES ISO 12402-5 / 12402-6 certified • buckle front entry • failsafe shoulder 
straps • self-levelling floatation collar • reflective details • 3D anti ride-up waistbelt 
• adjustable 38 mm webbing straps

RED RED

RED

RED

PROFESSIONAL
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Atom jacket
12387 S, M, L, XL, XXL

From wind‚ rain and baking sun to full 
immersion in icy water‚ your jacket goes 
through it all to keep you paddling at your 
best. The Atom is our most advanced 
whitewater jacket‚ made from durable 
XP 3-layer fabric‚ with great freedom 
of movement. This expedition top will 
perform time and time again in the 
harshest environments‚ keeping you 
looking good all the way to the take-out.

• XP 3-layer fabric
• Latex seals with UltraStretch 

neoprene overprotection 

WEIGHT 745 g (L)
MATERIALS XP 3-layer fabric
FEATURES latex neck gasket • UltraStretch neoprene outer 
collar • latex wrist gaskets • velcro adjustable cuffs • velcro 
adjustable neoprene waistband • twin waist • YKK AquaGuard 
zip chest pocket • reflective details

Zenith women's jacket
12390 WS, WM, WL, WXL

A mid-weight whitewater jacket with a comfy GlideSkin 
neck‚ made from XP 2.5-layer fabric. The Zenith is a do-it-
all jacket for surfing‚ freestyling and laps of your home run, 
when comfort and freedom of movement are your priority.

• Super comfortable UltraStretch gaskets
• Proven three season XP 2.5-layer fabric 

WEIGHT 553 g (WM)
MATERIALS XP 2.5-layer fabric
FEATURES UltraStretch neoprene neck gasket • latex wrist gaskets • UltraStretch 
neoprene cuffs • velcro adjustable neoprene waistband • twin waist • YKK AquaGuard 
zip chest pocket • reflective details

Zenith jacket
12389 S, M, L, XL, XXL

A mid-weight whitewater jacket with a comfy GlideSkin 
neck‚ made from XP 2.5-layer fabric. The Zenith is a do-it-
all jacket for surfing‚ freestyling and laps of your home run, 
when comfort and freedom of movement are your priority.

• Super comfortable UltraStretch gaskets
• Proven three season XP 2.5-layer fabric

WEIGHT 629 g (L)
MATERIALS XP 2.5-layer fabric
FEATURES UltraStretch neoprene neck gasket • latex wrist gaskets • UltraStretch 
neoprene cuffs • velcro adjustable neoprene waistband • twin waist • YKK AquaGuard 
zip chest pocket • reflective details

COBALT + OCEAN

CHILLI + FLAME

FLAME + CHILLI
MINT + LIME

SHERBET + OCEAN

WHITEWATER
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Surge jacket
12388 S, M, L, XL, XXL

A do-it-all whitewater jacket with superior features‚ 
suitable for a variety of paddlers and conditions. Made 
from mid-weight XP 2.5-layer material with natural latex 
gaskets.

• Proven three season XP 2.5-layer fabric
• Latex neck and wrist seals

WEIGHT 689 g (L)
MATERIALS XP 2.5-layer fabric
FEATURES latex neck gasket • velcro adjustable outer collar • latex wrist gaskets 
• velcro adjustable neoprene cuffs • velcro adjustable neoprene waistband • twin waist 
• YKK AquaGuard zip chest pocket • reflective details

Vertigo jacket
11444 S, M, L, XL, XXL

Our excellent value entry level whitewater jacket, with 
neoprene neck seal, latex wrist seals, and our 3D cut for 
unrestricted freedom of movement.

WEIGHT 459 g (L)
MATERIALS XP 2-layer fabric
FEATURES neoprene neck gasket • latex wrist gaskets • velcro adjustable cuffs 
• velcro adjustable neoprene waistband • twin waist

Velocity jacket
11443 S, M, L, XL, XXL

An entry level whitewater jacket suited for spring to 
autumn use, the Velocity has latex wrist and neck gaskets, 
and is made from waterproof, breathable 2-layer fabric.

WEIGHT 568 g (L)
MATERIALS XP 2-layer fabric
FEATURES latex neck gasket • velcro adjustable outer collar • latex wrist gaskets 
• velcro adjustable cuffs • velcro adjustable neoprene waistband • twin waist

OCEAN

FLAME

LIME

Zenith shortsleeve jacket
12391 S, M, L, XL, XXL

A mid-weight shortsleeve jacket for warm weather 
paddling, with a soft, comfortable UltraStretch neck and 
bicep seals. Made from XP 2.5-layer fabric‚ the Zenith is 
the one for alpine trips‚ summer surfing or freestyle.

• Super comfortable UltraStretch gaskets
• Proven three season XP 2.5-layer fabric 

WEIGHT 547 g (L)
MATERIALS XP 2.5-layer fabric
FEATURES UltraStretch neoprene neck gasket • UltraStretch neoprene bicep gaskets 
• velcro adjustable neoprene waistband • twin waist • YKK AquaGuard zip chest pocket 
• reflective details

LIME + OCEAN

SHERBET + OCEAN

MANDARIN + SHERBET

OCEAN + COBALT
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Rocket kids' jacket
11826 KM, KL, KXL

A high performance whitewater jacket 
for the next generation of whitewater 
adventurers. Our premium 3D cut in 
breathable XP 2-layer fabric, sized for 
paddlers up to sixteen years old.

• Kids' specific, cone shaped latex 
gaskets with velcro adjustable cuffs

WEIGHT 375 g (KM)
MATERIALS XP 2-layer fabric
FEATURES neoprene neck gasket • latex wrist gaskets • velcro 
adjustable cuffs • velcro adjustable neoprene waistband 
• twin waist

AQUA + FLAME

GEAR FOR KIDS

Get the set – the Rocket top and bottoms 
combine with kids’ sizes of the Ace PFD, 
Rock shoes, Sport deck and Shuck lid for 
a lifetime of whitewater fun.

WHITEWATER

Cardiff Kids' Academy, Wales – photo Peter Wood
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Chinook jacket
12501 S, M, L, XL, XXL

Paddle on lake, river or sea, through wind, rain and spray. 
The Chinook is light enough to pack away small, but with 
the waterproof protection you need when the weather rolls 
in. A volume adjustable hood keeps the wind and rain out, 
and the internal adjustable neck closure and latex wrist 
gaskets keep out waves.

• Fleece lined double collar with offset zip
• ExoSkin inner neck seal
• Spraydeck compatible twin waist

WEIGHT 804 g (L)
MATERIALS XP 2.5-layer fabric
FEATURES fleece lined 1/2 zip collar • velcro adjustable ExoSkin neck seal • laser-cut 
breather holes • latex wrist gaskets • velcro adjustable cuffs • drawcord adjustable 
waist • twin waist • YKK AquaGuard zip front pockets • volume adjustable hood 
(helmet compatible) • zip-off hood • reflective details

Chinook women's jacket
12288 WS, WM, WL, WXL

Paddle on lake, river or sea, through wind, rain and spray. 
The Chinook is light enough to pack away small, but with 
the waterproof protection you need when the weather 
rolls in. A volume adjustable hood keeps the wind and rain 
out, and the internal velcro neck closure and latex wrist 
gaskets keep out waves.

• Fleece lined double collar with offset zip
• ExoSkin inner neck seal
• Spraydeck compatible twin waist

WEIGHT 710 g (WM)
MATERIALS XP 2.5-layer fabric
FEATURES fleece lined 1/2 zip collar • velcro adjustable ExoSkin neck seal • laser-cut 
breather holes • latex wrist gaskets • velcro adjustable cuffs • drawcord adjustable 
waist • twin waist • YKK AquaGuard zip front pockets • volume adjustable hood 
(helmet compatible) • zip-off hood • reflective details

COBALT

GOLD

GOLD

Bora jacket
12499 S, M, L, XL, XXL

This jacket is dependable when the 
weather becomes challenging. For 
rough ocean conditions and cold 
weather touring, the Bora will keep you 
comfortable and paddling strong. Supple 
XP 3-layer fabric keeps you warm and lets 
vapour out, while the articulated hood, 
latex wrist seals and velcro twin waist will 
keep you snug and dry.

• Three-layer warmth and 
waterproofness

• Adjustable ExoSkin inner seal with 
fleece lined vented outer collar

• Asymmetric cuffs shield the 
back of your hands

• Volume adjustable hood, easily 
repositioned for field of view

• Spraydeck compatible twin waist

WEIGHT 869 g (L)
MATERIALS XP 3-layer fabric
FEATURES fleece lined 1/2 zip collar • zipped adjustable 
ExoSkin neck seal • laser-cut breather holes • latex wrist 
gaskets • asymmetric velcro adjustable cuffs • velcro 
adjustable Mesh Skin neoprene waistband • twin waist • YKK 
AquaGuard zip front pockets • volume adjustable hood 
(helmet compatible) • roll-away hood • reflective details

TOURING

 CHILLI + FLAME
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Terek jacket
12366 S, M, L, XL, XXL

Tread lightly in this jacket made from 
recycled material from post industrial 
waste. Supple, soft and quiet the 3-layer 
recycled nylon Terek tour jacket makes no 
compromises on paddling performance, 
whilst bringing the chance to paddle in 
a garment that has done its bit reducing 
waste through recycling.

• Three-layer recycled nylon fabric, 
soft feel and highly breathable

• Blouson cut, comfortable for 
seated or stand-up paddling

• ExoSkin wrist gaskets keep 
water out without feeling tight

• Kangaroo and tunnel pocket

WEIGHT 483 g (L)
MATERIALS XP 3-layer recycled fabric
FEATURES ExoSkin lined 1/2 zip collar • ExoSkin wrist gaskets 
• velcro adjustable cuffs • velcro adjustable waistband • YKK 
AquaGuard zip kangaroo pocket • tunnel pocket • roll-away 
hood •  volume adjustable hood (helmet compatible) 
• reflective details

INNER CUFF

Inside out protection. The Exoskin 
inner cuff is soft and comfortable, 
whilst doing its job of preventing 
water running down your sleeve.

TIDY AWAY HOOD

The roll-away hood shields you 
from wind and spray, following the 
movement of your head it's able to 
cinch around your head.

RECYCLED FABRIC

A greener garment – the face and 
backing of the Terek are made from 
recycled nylon. Meeting the Global 
Recycled Standard 4.0.

TOURING

CITRUS

TEAL
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Vantage jacket
12503 S, M, L, XL, XXL

11472-329 S, M, L, XL, XXL

A single waist paddling jacket that's quick and easy to 
throw on when the weather changes. The kangaroo-pouch 
pocket with fleece-lined hand warmer will keep your hands 
warm and out of the wind. Wear it to paddle, or just to walk 
the dog, it packs down into its own hood to store away for 
an unexpected downpour.

• Offset front zip lets you pin the neck 
baffle out of the way when open

• Drop rear hem protects when standing or seated

WEIGHT 563 g (L)
MATERIALS XP 2.5-layer fabric
FEATURES 1/2 zip collar • velcro adjustable cuffs • drawcord adjustable waist 
• dropped rear hem • YKK AquaGuard zip kangaroo pocket • fleece lined hand warmer 
pocket • volume adjustable hood (helmet compatible) • reflective details

Mistral shortsleeve jacket
12508 S, M, L, XL, XXL

Canoeing, kayaking, sailing; some like to do it all. The all-
purpose Mistral short sleeved jacket, with bicep seals, twin 
waist and a collar which opens wide for ventilation neatly 
bridges the gap between whitewater and touring gear.

• Venting collar closes down for semi-dry seal

WEIGHT 485 g (L)
MATERIALS XP 2.5-layer fabric
FEATURES velcro adjustable collar • neoprene bicep gaskets • drawcord adjustable 
waist • twin waist • YKK AquaGuard zip chest pocket

OLIVE

OCEAN + CITRUS

TEAL

Vantage women's jacket
12504 WS, WM, WL, WXL

11473 WS, WM, WL, WXL

A single waist women’s paddling jacket that's quick 
and easy to throw on when the weather changes. The 
kangaroo-pouch pocket with fleece-lined hand warmer 
will keep your hands warm and out of the wind. Wear it to 
paddle, or just to walk the dog, it packs down into its own 
hood to store away for an unexpected downpour.

• Offset front zip lets you pin the neck 
baffle out of the way when open

• Drop rear hem protects when standing or seated

WEIGHT 406 g (WM)
MATERIALS XP 2.5-layer fabric
FEATURES 1/2 zip collar • velcro adjustable cuffs • drawcord adjustable waist 
• dropped rear hem • YKK AquaGuard zip kangaroo pocket • fleece lined hand warmer 
pocket • volume adjustable hood (helmet compatible) • reflective details

Mistral jacket
12507 S, M, L, XL, XXL

Canoeing, kayaking, sailing; some like to do it all. The 
all-purpose Mistral jacket, with latex wrist seals, twin 
waist and a collar which opens wide for ventilation neatly 
bridges the gap between whitewater and touring gear.

• Venting collar closes down for semi-dry seal

WEIGHT 595 g (L)
MATERIALS XP 2.5-layer fabric
FEATURES velcro adjustable collar • latex wrist gaskets • velcro adjustable cuffs 
• drawcord adjustable waist • twin waist • YKK AquaGuard zip chest pocket

OCEAN

CHILLI

FLAME

11472 

YELLOW

11473 

PURPLE
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Atlas jacket
12284 S, M, L, XL, XXL

On or off the water, the Atlas multi-sport 
jacket is a great choice whether belaying, 
biking, boating or paddleboarding. A 
simple ExoSkin inner wrist seal saves you 
from that rush of water down your sleeve. 
Made from waterproof, breathable and 
durable 2.5-layer fabric.

• Asymmetric wrist cuffs shield 
the back of your hands

WEIGHT 535 g (L)
MATERIALS XP 2.5-layer fabric
FEATURES front zip entry • ExoSkin wrist gaskets • velcro 
adjustable cuffs • drawcord adjustable waist • YKK AquaGuard 
zip front pockets • volume adjustable hood (helmet 
compatible) • reflective details

Tempo jacket
12289 S, M, L, XL, XXL

Like to travel fast and light? The Tempo 
is a lightweight jacket to keep wind and 
spray from spoiling your session. The 
collar can be zipped up snug or unzipped 
to your chest so you can control the air 
flow, keeping you moving when it's cold 
outside.

• Packable and light XP 2.5-layer fabric
• Chest length front zip helps airflow

WEIGHT 275 g (L)
MATERIALS XP 2.5-layer ripstop fabric
FEATURES 1/2 zip collar • drawcord adjustable waist  
• velcro adjustable ExoSkin cuffs • dropped rear hem 
• reflective details 

Tempo women's jacket
12290 WS, WM, WL, WXL

Like to travel fast and light? The Tempo 
is a lightweight jacket to keep wind and 
spray from spoiling your session. The 
collar can be zipped up snug or unzipped 
to your chest so you can control the air 
flow, keeping you moving when it's cold 
outside.

• Packable and light XP 2.5-layer fabric
• Chest length front zip helps airflow

WEIGHT 218 g (WM)
MATERIALS XP 2.5-layer ripstop fabric
FEATURES 1/2 zip collar • drawcord adjustable waist  
• velcro adjustable ExoSkin cuffs • dropped rear hem 
• reflective details 

Vector jacket
11469 S, M, L, XL, XXL

Canoeing, sailing, kayaking. However you take to the water, 
the Vector will keep wind and spray from dampening your 
day. Made from durable ripstop XP 2-layer fabric, with 
velcro closures on the neck, waist and wrists. You can also 
store snacks and keys securely in the zipped front pocket.

WEIGHT 420 g (L)
MATERIALS XP 2-layer fabric
FEATURES velcro adjustable neoprene collar • velcro adjustable neoprene cuffs 
• velcro adjustable neoprene waistband • YKK AquaGuard zip kangaroo pocket

Vector women's jacket
11470 WS, WM, WL, WXL

Canoeing, sailing, kayaking. However you take to the water, 
the Vector will keep wind and spray from dampening your 
day. Made from durable ripstop XP 2-layer fabric, with 
velcro closures on the neck, waist and wrists. You can also 
store snacks and keys securely in the zipped front pocket.

WEIGHT 400 g (WM)
MATERIALS XP 2-layer fabric
FEATURES velcro adjustable neoprene collar • velcro adjustable neoprene cuffs 
• velcro adjustable neoprene waistband • YKK AquaGuard zip kangaroo pocket

AQUA

AQUA

FLAME JET GREY

FLAME

MULTI-SPORT

RECREATION
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Centre smock
12166 XXS (KL), XS (KXL), S, M, L, XL, XXL

With clear colour coded labelling to indicate size, this 
hooded waterproof smock is ideal for centres, clubs 
and commercial users. No fuss neoprene wrists and 
elasticated waist, with a simple adjustment at the neck 
make finding a comfortable fit easy. Made from tough 420 
denier nylon fabric.

• Clear size indicator on inside back
• Colour coded size indicator on chest, 

wrist and rear hanging loop

WEIGHT 510 g (L)
MATERIALS PU coated nylon 420D fabric
FEATURES velcro adjustable neoprene collar • neoprene wrist gaskets • elasticated 
waist • elasticated hood (helmet compatible) • size indicator • colour coded sizing

Vector kids' jacket
11471 KS, KM, KL

Canoeing, sailing, kayaking. However you take to the water, 
the Vector will keep wind and spray from dampening your 
day. Made from durable ripstop XP 2-layer fabric, with 
velcro closures on the neck, waist and wrists.

WEIGHT 258 g (KM)
MATERIALS XP 2-layer fabric
FEATURES velcro adjustable neoprene collar • velcro adjustable neoprene cuffs 
• velcro adjustable neoprene waistband

Centre jacket
12164 XXS (KL), XS (KXL), S, M, L, XL, XXL

With clear colour coded labelling to indicate size, 
this waterproof jacket is ideal for centres, clubs and 
commercial users. No fuss neoprene wrists and 
elasticated waist, with a simple adjustment at the neck 
make finding a comfortable fit easy. Made from tough 420 
denier nylon fabric.

• Clear size indicator on inside back
• Colour coded size indicator on chest, 

wrist and rear hanging loop

WEIGHT 457 g (L)
MATERIALS PU coated nylon 420D fabric
FEATURES velcro adjustable neoprene collar • neoprene wrist gaskets • elasticated 
waist • size indicator • colour coded sizing

Pop jacket
12207 S, M, L, XL, XXL

12208 KXL

A functional, durable paddle jacket. With a velcro 
adjustable neoprene collar, which can be opened wide for 
ventilation. Simple neoprene wrists and drawcord waist. 
This best-seller is the benchmark to which all other entry-
level jackets aspire.

WEIGHT 319 g (L), 276 g (KXL)
MATERIALS PU coated nylon 210D fabric
FEATURES velcro adjustable neoprene collar • neoprene wrist gaskets • drawcord 
adjustable waist

LIME

FLAME

BLUE

RED RED

PROFESSIONAL
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Outerwear fabrics
We've developed a range of breathable waterproof fabrics to suit every 
use. Matching these with the best seam tapes and DWR (durable water 
repellent) treatments. From light and packable touring jackets to hard 
wearing whitewater drysuits.

† Breathability tested by the ISO 2528 A‑1 method.

XP-2 layer
Simple and tough, our 2-layer fabric is 
packable, lightweight, waterproof and 
breathable, which is ideally suited to 
recreation and touring gear. DWR treated 
nylon face fabric with a hydrophobic 
microporous PU coating.

XP-3 recycled
It's hard to believe you can have this quality 
from a recycled product. Both the face fabric 
and tricot lining are 100% recycled from 
post-industrial nylon (certified to the Global 
Recycled Standard). The hydrophilic PU 
membrane gives it a very high waterproofness 
and breathability yet it is also very supple and 
soft to the touch, as well as light weight.

XP-4 layer
Our toughest, most waterproof fabric. Warm 
moisture vapour inside your jacket is able to 
pass through the barrier of the microporous 
coating and the extra hydrophilic layer 
'sucks' moisture from inside your jacket to 
the outside. Inside, the soft, absorbent mesh 
liner helps by dispersing moisture across a 
greater area of membrane.

XP-2.5 layer
Our hard working 2.5-layer dry-touch 
fabric has a great combination of durability, 
waterproofness, breathability and light 
weight. The 'dry touch' PU print (the extra 
half-layer on our two layer fabric) makes the 
inside smooth and comfortable as well as 
protecting the waterproof coating.

XP-3 layer
Our performance three layer fabric is supple, 
durable, highly waterproof and breathable. 
Warm moisture vapour inside your jacket 
is able to pass through the barrier of the 
hydrophobic microporous PU coating. The 
soft nylon tricot mesh lining inside helps by 
dispersing moisture and gives the fabric a 
comfortable warm feel inside.

  Durable nylon face fabric with DWR.

 Hydrophobic, microporous polyurethane 
coating with pores so small only water vapour 
may pass.

 Hydrophilic polyurethane membrane 
transports water vapour outward.

 Nylon 20 denier tricot mesh lining protects the 
membrane and disperses moisture.

WATERPROOFNESS 25,000 mm
BREATHABILITY 5,000 g/m2/24hrs†

WEIGHT 235 g/m2

 Durable nylon face fabric with DWR.

 Hydrophobic, microporous polyurethane 
coating allows vapour to escape and keeps 
water out.

 Nylon 20 denier tricot mesh lining protects the 
membrane and disperses moisture.

WATERPROOFNESS 20,000 mm
BREATHABILITY 5,000 g/m2/24hrs†

WEIGHT 200 g/m2

 Nylon woven face fabric with DWR.

 Hydrophobic, microporous polyurethane 
coating allows vapour to escape and keeps 
water out.

 Diamond matrix 'dry touch' print protects the 
microporous coating from abrasion.

WATERPROOFNESS 10,000 mm
BREATHABILITY 5,000 g/m2/24hrs†

WEIGHT 160 g/m2

 Nylon woven ripstop face fabric treated with 
DWR.

 Hydrophobic, microporous polyurethane 
coating allows vapour to escape and keeps 
water out.

WATERPROOFNESS 5,000 mm
BREATHABILITY 5,000 g/m2/24hrs†

WEIGHT 140 g/m2

 Durable recycled nylon face fabric with DWR.

 Hydrophilic polyurethane membrane allows 
vapour to escape and keeps water out.

 Recycled nylon 20 denier tricot mesh lining 
protects the membrane and disperses 
moisture.

WATERPROOFNESS 20,000 mm
BREATHABILITY 4,000 g/m2/24hrs†

WEIGHT 112 g/m2



XP-3 recycled
The new 2020 Terek touring jacket is the first 
to be made from our new recycled nylon fabric. 
With appeal and quality like this, the future for 
recycled materials is bright.
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32 Chris Brain, Bugsworth Basin, England – photo Go Paddling / Marcin Kumiega
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Bora suit
12382 S, M, MB, L, LT, XL, XXL

The ultimate cold weather drysuit for ocean and coastal 
exploration, now with YKK AquaSeal zips. Named after a 
katabatic north wind, this is the suit to ride out changeable 
and challenging conditions, with its adjustable storm 
hood, intelligently reinforced wear points and non-chafing 
UltraStretch neck seal.

• Tough XP 4-layer fabric waterproof to 25 m
• Individually pressure tested YKK AquaSeal zips
• No four-way seam joins
• Tough double taped socks

WEIGHT 1987 g (L)
MATERIALS XP 4-layer fabric
FEATURES 320D reinforced panels • UltraStretch neoprene neck gasket • fleece 
lined 1/2 zip collar • laser-cut breather holes • latex wrist gaskets • velcro adjustable 
cuffs • velcro adjustable neoprene waistband • twin waist • YKK AquaSeal shoulder 
entry zip • YKK AquaSeal relief zip • YKK AquaGuard zip front pockets • fleece lined 
hand warmer pockets • inner neoprene waistband • volume adjustable hood (helmet 
compatible) • roll-away hood • XP 4-layer socks with nylon 320D soles • reflective 
details • optional latex neck gasket

Bora women's suit
12383 WS, WSR, WM, WL, WXL

The ultimate cold weather drysuit for ocean and coastal 
exploration, now with YKK AquaSeal zips. Named after a 
katabatic north wind, this is the suit to ride out changeable 
and challenging conditions, with its adjustable storm 
hood, intelligently reinforced wear points and non-chafing 
UltraStretch neck seal.

• Tough XP 4-layer fabric waterproof to 25 m
• Individually pressure tested YKK AquaSeal zips
• No four-way seam joins
• Tough double taped socks
• Curved ‘bomb-door’ pee zip

WEIGHT 1849 (WM)
MATERIALS XP 4-layer fabric
FEATURES 320D reinforced panels • UltraStretch neoprene neck gasket • fleece lined 
1/2 zip collar • laser-cut breather holes • latex wrist gaskets • velcro adjustable cuffs 
• velcro adjustable neoprene waistband • twin waist • YKK AquaSeal shoulder entry zip 
• YKK AquaSeal dropseat relief zip • YKK AquaGuard zip front pockets • fleece lined 
hand warmer pockets • inner neoprene waistband • volume adjustable hood (helmet 
compatible) • roll-away hood • XP 4-layer socks with nylon 320D soles • reflective 
details • optional latex neck gasket

SUITS

YELLOW + JET GREY

YELLOW + JET GREY

BACK
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Atom suit
12380 S, M, MB, L, XL, XXL

The second generation of our Atom suit, now with 
YKK AquaSeal entry and relief zips. A simpler‚ tougher 
whitewater suit – optimising the number of seams and 
positioning them to minimise wear. Heavy duty double 
taped socks and UK made latex gaskets are there to keep 
you dry.

• Tough XP 4-layer fabric waterproof to 25 m
• Individually pressure tested YKK AquaSeal zips
• No four-way seam joins 
• Tough double taped socks

WEIGHT 1495 g (L)
MATERIALS XP 4-layer fabric
FEATURES 320D reinforced panels • latex neck gasket • UltraStretch neoprene outer 
collar • latex wrist gaskets • velcro adjustable cuffs • velcro adjustable neoprene 
waistband • twin waist • YKK AquaSeal shoulder entry zip • YKK AquaSeal relief zip 
• YKK AquaGuard zip front pockets • inner neoprene waistband • XP 4-layer socks with 
nylon 320D soles • reflective details

Atom women's suit
12381 WS, WSR, WM, WL, WXL

The second generation of our Atom suit, now with YKK 
AquaSeal entry and dropseat relief zips. A simpler‚ tougher 
whitewater suit – optimising the number of seams and 
positioning them to minimise wear. Heavy duty double 
taped socks and UK made latex gaskets are there to keep 
you dry.

• Tough XP 4-layer fabric waterproof to 25 m
• Individually pressure tested YKK AquaSeal zips
• No four-way seam joins
• Tough double taped socks 
• Curved ‘bomb-door’ pee zip

WEIGHT 1399 g (WM)
MATERIALS XP 4-layer fabric
FEATURES 320D reinforced panels • latex neck gasket • UltraStretch neoprene outer 
collar • latex wrist gaskets • velcro adjustable cuffs • velcro adjustable neoprene 
waistband • twin waist • YKK AquaSeal shoulder entry zip • YKK AquaSeal dropseat 
relief zip • YKK AquaGuard zip front pockets • inner neoprene waistband • XP 4-layer 
socks with nylon 320D soles • reflective details

OCEAN + COBALTFLAME + CHILLI

COBALT + OCEAN BACK
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Cascade suit
11741 S, M, MB, L, LT, XL, XXL

An excellent multi-purpose drysuit with no skimping on 
features, diagonal YKK AquaSeal front-entry allows easy 
closure, relief zip, double taped socks and reinforced areas 
as standard, this suit will keep you comfortable and dry for 
all sorts of watersports activities.

• XP 3-layer fabric, waterproof to 20 m
• Reinforced elbows, seat and knees
• Easy front zip entry with twin waist
• Individually pressure tested YKK AquaSeal zips 

WEIGHT 1650 g (L)
MATERIALS XP 3-layer fabric
FEATURES twin waist • 320D reinforced panels • latex neck gasket • velcro adjustable 
outer collar • latex wrist gaskets • velcro adjustable cuffs • velcro adjustable neoprene 
waistband • YKK AquaSeal front entry zip • YKK AquaSeal relief zip • XP 4-layer socks 
with nylon 320D soles • drawcord adjustable waist

Cascade women's suit
12369 WS, WSR, WM, WL, WXL

A multi-purpose front entry drysuit with all the features 
you’d expect. A diagonal front zip can make zipping 
yourself into the suit easier. The same latex neck and wrist 
gaskets; YKK AquaSeal entry and drop seat relief zip; 
reinforced panels and socks as you’d find on our premium 
suits.

• XP 3-layer fabric, waterproof to 20 m
• Reinforced elbows, seat and knees
• Easy front zip entry with twin waist
• Individually pressure tested YKK AquaSeal zips
• Curved ‘bomb-door’ pee zip

WEIGHT 1398 g (WM)
MATERIALS XP 3-layer fabric
FEATURES 320D reinforced panels • latex neck gasket • velcro adjustable outer collar 
• latex wrist gaskets • velcro adjustable cuffs • velcro adjustable neoprene waistband 
• YKK AquaSeal front entry zip • YKK AquaSeal dropseat relief zip • XP 4-layer socks 
with nylon 320D soles • drawcord adjustable waist • twin waist

SUITS

FLAME + JET GREYFLAME + JET GREY
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Rescue suit
12137 S, M, MB, L, LT, XL, XXL

Developed with Rescue 3 training centre CIWW, the Palm 
search and rescue drysuit meets the demand for a hard 
working, comfortable suit, packed with features. Made 
from a high performance, breathable 4-layer fabric with 
tough 330D nylon face for durability. The flexible YKK 
AquaSeal front zips are individually tested by YKK. Easy 
to maintain and keep operational for frequent use. The 
latex gaskets are glued to simplify your own in-house 
replacement.

• Integral belt and braces
• In-house replaceable latex neck, wrists and socks
• Padded Armortex reinforcement 

at elbows, knees and seat

WEIGHT 1972 g (L)
MATERIALS XP 4-layer fabric 320D throughout
FEATURES latex neck gasket • latex wrist gaskets • velcro adjustable cuffs • integral 
belt and braces • YKK AquaSeal front entry zip • YKK AquaSeal relief zip • latex 
socks • thigh cargo and document pocket with writing surface • padded Armortex 
reinforcement at elbows knees and seat • velcro shoulder patches for detachable ID 
• reflective SOLAS tape

Base suit
12384 S, M, MB, L, LT, XL, XXL

An entry-level diagonal zip drysuit built to our high 
standards. Made from XP 3-layer breathable material with 
a YKK AquaSeal entry zip, simple latex neck and wrist 
gaskets and latex socks – all the essentials you’d look for 
in a suit for sit-on-top kayaks, rafting or sailing. 

• Easy front zip entry
• Visible and durable colour combination
• Pressure tested YKK AquaSeal zip
• Latex socks

WEIGHT 1098 g (L)
MATERIALS XP 3-layer fabric
FEATURES  latex neck gasket • latex wrist gaskets • latex socks • YKK AquaSeal front 
entry zip • drawcord adjustable waist

RESCUE SUITS

SAFFRON + JET GREY RED + JET GREY

BACK
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Atom women's pants
11743 WS, WM, WL, WXL

Dry pants for tough conditions, made 
from durable, highly waterproof XP 3-layer 
fabric with heavy duty reinforcement at 
the seat and knees. Cut for comfort and 
durability on or off the water, with fewer 
seams, positioned to minimise wear. The 
twin waist design seals with your paddle 
jacket to make a versatile two-piece suit, 
with double taped 4-layer socks keep you 
comfortable in the water.

• Reinforced seat and knees

WEIGHT 659 g (WM)
MATERIALS XP 3-layer fabric
FEATURES 320D reinforced panels • velcro adjustable 
neoprene waistband • twin waist • XP 4-layer socks with nylon 
320D soles

Atom pants
11742 S, M, L, XL, XXL

Dry pants for tough conditions, made 
from durable, highly waterproof XP 3-layer 
fabric with heavy duty reinforcement at 
the seat and knees. Cut for comfort and 
durability on or off the water, with fewer 
seams, positioned to minimise wear. The 
twin waist design seals with your paddle 
jacket to make a versatile two-piece suit, 
with double taped 4-layer socks keep you 
comfortable in the water.

• Reinforced seat and knees

WEIGHT 735 g (L)
MATERIALS XP 3-layer fabric
FEATURES 320D reinforced panels • velcro adjustable 
neoprene waistband • twin waist • XP 4-layer socks with nylon 
320D soles

Atom bib
11725 S, M, L, XL, XXL

Premium salopettes for big days out, 
made from breathable XP 3-layer fabric 
with tough 4-layer wear panels. The fabric 
upper body section has a vent mesh back 
to keep things comfortable, and there's 
a low profile waterproof relief zip too. 
Combined with a twin-waist jacket, they 
make a warm, protective two-piece suit.

• Reinforced seat and knees
• Relief zip
• Waterproof and breathable 

body section

WEIGHT 874 g (L)
MATERIALS XP 3-layer fabric
FEATURES 320D reinforced panels • velcro adjustable 
neoprene waistband • TiZip MasterSeal front relief zip • XP 
4-layer socks with nylon 320D soles • elasticated adjustable 
braces • mesh back panel

JET GREY JET GREY JET GREY

PANTS + SHORTS
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Vector pants
11745 S, M, L, XL, XXL

Keep wind, rain and splashes out in these 
lightweight waterproof over trousers, 
for use on or off the water. Made in 
our breathable XP 2-layer fabric, with 
adjustable waist and ankle cuffs, the 
Vector pants can pack down small to 
carry as an emergency layer.

WEIGHT 347 g (L)
MATERIALS XP 2-layer fabric
FEATURES drawcord adjustable waist • velcro adjustable 
neoprene cuffs

Zenith pants
11744 S, M, L, XL, XXL

Simple, comfortable protection for 
adventures by water. The Zenith pants 
have a comfortable neoprene ankle 
gaskets and waist, and the twin waist 
makes a great seal with your jacket. 
They are cut to minimise the number of 
seams, and we've added reinforced panels 
protect high wear areas.

• Reinforced seat and knees

WEIGHT 697 g (L)
MATERIALS XP 2.5-layer fabric
FEATURES 320D reinforced panels • velcro adjustable 
neoprene waistband • twin waist • neoprene ankle gaskets 
• velcro adjustable cuffs • optional factory fitted XP 4-layer 
socks

Rocket kids' pants
12128 KM, KL, KXL

Serious paddling gear for kids. Made from 
our tactile XP 2-layer fabric with simple 
neoprene ankle gaskets and an adjustable 
waist for extra growing room, these pants 
are a great match with the Rocket jacket. 
In three sizes for paddlers up to sixteen 
years old.

WEIGHT 305 g (KL)
MATERIALS XP 2-layer fabric
FEATURES velcro adjustable neoprene waistband • neoprene 
ankle gaskets • velcro adjustable cuffs

FLAME + AQUA 
+ JET GREY

 JET GREYOCEAN + JET GREY

 JET GREY
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Centre salopettes
12165 XXS (KL), XS (KXL), S, M, L, XL, XXL

Robust, chest high salopettes for centres, 
clubs and outfitters. In a wide range 
of sizes with clear colour coded size 
labelling, adjustable braces and adjustable 
ankle cuffs. The seat and knee panels 
are reinforced with a second layer of 
heavyweight fabric.

• Overlaid heavy duty knee 
and seat panels

• Ankle hem reinforcement
• Clear size indicator on inside back
• Colour coded size indicator on 

chest, ankle and rear hanging loop

WEIGHT 743 g (L)
MATERIALS PU coated nylon 420D fabric
FEATURES ballistic fabric reinforced panels • elasticated 
waist • adjustable webbing braces • velcro adjustable cuffs 
• size indicator • colour coded sizing

Skyline shorts
11753 S, M, L, XL

Simple, stylish and super quick drying. The 
Skyline board short have a classic cut to 
sit on the hips and hang around the knee. 
Lace up at the waist with a low profile 
velcro pocket on the leg.

WEIGHT 128 g (L)
MATERIALS nylon 250D fabric
FEATURES lace adjustment • velcro thigh pocket

Horizon shorts
10372 S, M, L, XL, XXL

The tidy lines of these shorts hide some 
clever features. Under the windproof shell 
is a warm, comfortable fleece liner. The 
neoprene waistband and lace-up closure 
keep the shorts in place and a roomy thigh 
pocket holds your keys close at hand.

WEIGHT 378 g (L)
MATERIALS nylon 200D fabric
FEATURES fleece (92% polyester 8% elastane) • fleece 
inner shorts • neoprene waistband • lace adjustment • YKK 
AquaGuard zip thigh pocket

Horizon women's shorts
12125 WS, WM, WL, WXL

The tidy lines of these shorts hide some 
clever features. Under the windproof shell 
is a warm, comfortable fleece liner. The 
neoprene waistband and lace-up closure 
keep the shorts in place and a thigh 
pocket holds your keys close at hand.

WEIGHT 359 g (WL)
MATERIALS nylon 200D fabric • fleece (92% polyester 
8% elastane)
FEATURES fleece inner shorts • neoprene waistband • lace 
adjustment • YKK AquaGuard zip thigh pocket

Skyline women's shorts
11752 WS, WM, WL, WXL

Simple, stylish and super quick drying. 
The Skyline women's board shorts have 
a classic cut to sit on the hips and hang 
around the knee. Lace up at the waist with 
a low profile velcro pocket on the leg.

WEIGHT 116 g (WM)
MATERIALS nylon 250D fabric
FEATURES lace adjustment • velcro thigh pocket

OCEAN OCEAN

AQUA

RED

 JET GREY  JET GREY

AQUA

PANTS + SHORTS PROFESSIONAL
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Tsangpo suit
11704 S, M, L, XL, XXL

The ultimate one piece baselayer for cold 
conditions, made from super soft, stretchy 
Pontetorto fabric, treated with Polygiene 
odour control. The soft, natural feeling 
fleece, flatlock seam construction, and 
two way zipper access make it so comfy 
you'll never want to take it off.

WEIGHT 480 g (L)
MATERIALS Pontetorto Tecnostretch fleece (65% polyester 
25% polypropylene 10% elastane)
FEATURES Polygiene odour control treated • form fitting 
• flatlock seams • zip chest pocket • two-way front zip • thumb 
loops

Tsangpo women's suit
11746 WS, WM, WL, WXL

The ultimate one piece baselayer for cold 
conditions, made from super soft, stretchy 
Pontetorto fabric, treated with Polygiene 
odour control. The soft, natural feeling 
fleece, flatlock seam construction, and 
elasticated drop seat make it so comfy 
you'll never want to take it off.

WEIGHT 420 g (WM)
MATERIALS Pontetorto Tecnostretch fleece (65% polyester 
25% polypropylene 10% elastane)
FEATURES Polygiene odour control treated • form fitting 
• flatlock seams • zip chest pocket • two-way front zip • drop 
seat • thumb loops

JET GREY

JET GREY

THERMAL INSULATION
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Tsangpo crew 
longsleeve
11779 S, M, L, XL, XXL

Ideal under a paddle jacket our Tsangpo 
crew thermal top is made from supple and 
insulating Pontetorto fleece, treated with 
Polygiene odour control, so you'll want to 
wear this one day after day.

• No underarm seams to prevent chafing

WEIGHT 260 g (L)
MATERIALS Pontetorto Tecnostretch fleece (65% polyester 
25% polypropylene 10% elastane)
FEATURES Polygiene odour control treated • form fitting 
• dropped rear hem • flatlock seams

Tsangpo women's 
longsleeve
11748 WS, WM, WL, WXL

Our warmest thermal top, made from 
super soft, stretchy Pontetorto fabric, 
treated with Polygiene odour control. 
Wear it under a paddle jacket, or as 
casual-wear off the water. With a half 
length front zip, chest pocket and thumb 
loops.

• No underarm seams to prevent chafing

WEIGHT 240 g (WM)
MATERIALS Pontetorto Tecnostretch fleece (65% polyester 
25% polypropylene 10% elastane)
FEATURES Polygiene odour control treated • form fitting 
• dropped rear hem • flatlock seams • zip chest pocket • 1/2 
front zip • thumb loops

Tsangpo longsleeve
11747 S, M, L, XL, XXL

Our warmest thermal top, made from 
super soft, stretchy Pontetorto fabric, 
treated with Polygiene odour control. 
Wear it under a paddle jacket, or as 
casual-wear off the water. With a half 
length front zip, chest pocket and thumb 
loops.

• No underarm seams to prevent chafing

WEIGHT 300 g (L)
MATERIALS Pontetorto Tecnostretch fleece (65% polyester 
25% polypropylene 10% elastane)
FEATURES Polygiene odour control treated • form fitting 
• dropped rear hem • flatlock seams • zip chest pocket • 1/2 
front zip • thumb loops

Tsangpo women's gilet
11751 WS, WM, WL, WXL

A perfect midlayer for cold weather 
paddling, the Tsangpo gilet keeps your 
body warm and your arms free to move. 
The premium quality Pontetorto fleece is 
soft, stretchy, and treated with Polygiene 
odour control. Wear it on the water or on 
land, the full length zip and pockets make 
this one practical and versatile.

WEIGHT 180 g (WM)
MATERIALS Pontetorto Tecnostretch fleece (65% polyester 
25% polypropylene 10% elastane)
FEATURES Polygiene odour control treated • form fitting 
• dropped rear hem • flatlock seams • double zip pockets 
• front zip

Tsangpo gilet
11750 S, M, L, XL, XXL

A perfect midlayer for cold weather 
paddling, the Tsangpo gilet keeps your 
body warm and your arms free to move. 
The premium quality Pontetorto fleece is 
soft, stretchy, and treated with Polygiene 
odour control. Wear it on the water or on 
land, the full length zip and pockets make 
this one practical and versatile.

WEIGHT 240 g (L)
MATERIALS Pontetorto Tecnostretch fleece (65% polyester 
25% polypropylene 10% elastane)
FEATURES Polygiene odour control treated • form fitting 
• dropped rear hem • flatlock seams • double zip pockets 
• front zip

JET GREY JET GREY JET GREY

JET GREY JET GREY

Italian fleece specialists Pontetorto 
make fabrics renowned for their soft, 
natural feel. Tecnostretch fleece used 
in our Tsangpo garments is Bluesign 
certified and has Polygiene odour control 
treatment.
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Arun women's pants
12218 WS, WM, WL, WXL

Channel Flow technology rapidly draws 
water away from your skin, helping to 
keep you dry, warm and comfortable. 
Made from soft, supple polyester, with 
ActiveSeam stitching, the Arun moves 
and stretches as you do, for a new level of 
layering comfort.

• Channel Flow wicking fabric
• Strong and comfortable 

ActiveSeam stitching

WEIGHT 160 g (WM)
MATERIALS Channel Flow fabric (100% polyester)
FEATURES form fitting • ActiveSeam seams • waistband key 
pocket

Arun pants
12215 S, M, L, XL, XXL

Channel Flow technology rapidly draws 
water away from your skin, helping to 
keep you dry, warm and comfortable. 
Made from soft, supple polyester, with 
ActiveSeam stitching, the Arun moves 
and stretches as you do, for a new level of 
layering comfort.

• Channel Flow wicking fabric
• Strong and comfortable 

ActiveSeam stitching

WEIGHT 185 g (L)
MATERIALS Channel Flow fabric (100% polyester)
FEATURES form fitting • ActiveSeam seams • waistband key 
pocket

Arun longsleeve
11448 S, M, L, XL, XXL

Channel Flow technology rapidly draws 
water away from your skin, helping to 
keep you dry, warm and comfortable. 
Made from soft, supple polyester, with 
ActiveSeam stitching, the Arun moves 
and stretches as you do, for a new level of 
layering comfort.

• Channel Flow wicking fabric
• Strong and comfortable 

ActiveSeam stitching
• No underarm seams prevent chafing
• Slightly lifted collar to prevent chafing

WEIGHT 182 g (L)
MATERIALS Channel Flow fabric (100% polyester)
FEATURES form fitting • dropped rear hem • ActiveSeam 
seams

Arun women's 
longsleeve
11449 WS, WM, WL, WXL

Channel Flow technology rapidly draws 
water away from your skin, helping to 
keep you dry, warm and comfortable. 
Made from soft, supple polyester, with 
ActiveSeam stitching, the Arun moves 
and stretches as you do, for a new level of 
layering comfort.

• Channel Flow wicking fabric
• Strong and comfortable 

ActiveSeam stitching
• No underarm seams prevent chafing
• Slightly lifted collar to prevent chafing

WEIGHT 137 g (WM)
MATERIALS Channel Flow fabric (100% polyester)
FEATURES form fitting • dropped rear hem • ActiveSeam 
seams

HEATHER GREY HEATHER GREY HEATHER GREY

HEATHER GREY

CHANNEL 
FLOW

Wicking fabric which draws 
moisture rapidly away 

from your skin.

THERMAL INSULATION
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Rash Guard longsleeve
12192 S, M, L, XL, XXL

This sun-stopping rash guard provides 
maximum protection from UV and chafing 
when paddling, surfing or chilling on the 
water.

• Ultra violet sun protection UPF 50+
• No underarm seams prevent chafing
• Slightly lifted collar to prevent chafing

WEIGHT 198 g (L)
MATERIALS 88% polyester 12% elastane
FEATURES form fitting • dropped rear hem • flatlock seams 
• UPF 50+ sun protection

Rash Guard shortsleeve
12193 S, M, L, XL, XXL

This sun-stopping short-sleeved rash 
guard provides maximum protection from 
UV and chafing when paddling, surfing or 
chilling on the water.

• Ultra violet sun protection UPF 50+
• No underarm seams prevent chafing
• Slightly lifted collar to prevent chafing

WEIGHT 166 g (L)
MATERIALS 88% polyester 12% elastane
FEATURES form fitting • dropped rear hem • flatlock seams 
• UPF 50+ sun protection

Rash Guard women's 
shortsleeve
12195 WS, WM, WL, WXL

This sun-stopping short-sleeved rash 
guard provides maximum protection from 
UV and chafing when paddling, surfing or 
chilling on the water.

• Ultra violet sun protection UPF 50+
• No underarm seams prevent chafing
• Slightly lifted collar to prevent chafing

WEIGHT 131 g (WM)
MATERIALS 88% polyester 12% elastane
FEATURES form fitting • dropped rear hem • flatlock seams 
• UPF 50+ sun protection

Rash Guard women's 
longsleeve
12194 WS, WM, WL, WXL

This sun-stopping rash guard provides 
maximum protection from UV and chafing 
when paddling, surfing or chilling on the 
water.

• Ultra violet sun protection UPF 50+
• No underarm seams prevent chafing
• Slightly lifted collar to prevent chafing

WEIGHT 159 g (WM)
MATERIALS 88% polyester 12% elastane
FEATURES form fitting • dropped rear hem • flatlock seams 
• UPF 50+ sun protection

PLUM AQUAJET GREY + OCEAN

JET GREY + OCEAN

FACTOR 50
Ultraviolet protection factor (UPF) of 

50 blocks 98% of the sun's UV.

RASH GUARDS
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NeoFlex shortsleeve
12184 S, M, L, XL, XXL

A shortsleeve top, made of thin and ultra 
stretchy neoprene bonded to a soft 
Thermospan liner. Warm, flexible and 
simple, for a superb connection with the 
water.

• Soft Thermospan liner for 
moisture wicking and comfort

• Lifted collar to prevent chafing
• Stretches when wet
• No underarm seams prevent chafing

WEIGHT 410 g (L)
MATERIALS NeoFlex (0.5 mm 4-way-stretch neoprene with 
Thermospan liner)
FEATURES form fitting • dropped rear hem • flatlock seams

NeoFlex women's 
shortsleeve
12188 WS, WM, WL, WXL

A shortsleeve top, made of thin and ultra 
stretchy neoprene bonded to a soft 
Thermospan liner. Warm, flexible and 
simple, for a superb connection with the 
water.

• Soft Thermospan liner for 
moisture wicking and comfort

• Lifted collar to prevent chafing
• Stretches when wet
• No underarm seams prevent chafing

WEIGHT 292 g (WM)
MATERIALS NeoFlex (0.5 mm 4-way-stretch neoprene with 
Thermospan liner)
FEATURES form fitting • dropped rear hem • flatlock seams

JET GREY + OCEAN

NeoFlex longsleeve
12183 S, M, L, XL, XXL

A longsleeve top, made of thin and ultra 
stretchy neoprene bonded to a soft 
Thermospan liner. Warm, flexible and 
simple, for a superb connection with the 
water.

• Soft Thermospan liner for 
moisture wicking and comfort

• Lifted collar to prevent chafing
• Stretches when wet
• No underarm seams prevent chafing

WEIGHT 440 g (L)
MATERIALS NeoFlex (0.5 mm 4-way-stretch neoprene with 
Thermospan liner)
FEATURES form fitting • dropped rear hem • flatlock seams

JET GREY + OCEAN AQUA + GLACIER

NeoFlex women's 
longsleeve
12187 WS, WM, WL, WXL

A longsleeve top, made of thin and ultra 
stretchy neoprene bonded to a soft 
Thermospan liner. Warm, flexible and 
simple, for a superb connection with the 
water.

• Soft Thermospan liner for 
moisture wicking and comfort

• Lifted collar to prevent chafing
• Stretches when wet
• No underarm seams prevent chafing

WEIGHT 357 g (WM)
MATERIALS NeoFlex (0.5 mm 4-way-stretch neoprene with 
Thermospan liner)
FEATURES form fitting • dropped rear hem • flatlock seams

AQUA + GLACIER

NEOFLEX
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NeoFlex women's 
leggings
12190 WS, WM, WL, WXL

Full length leggings made of thin and 
ultra stretchy neoprene, bonded to a soft 
Thermospan liner. Warm, flexible and 
simple, for a superb connection with the 
water.

• Soft Thermospan liner for 
moisture wicking and comfort

• Stretches when wet
• Rolled waist for non-slip fit

WEIGHT 376 g (WM)
MATERIALS NeoFlex (0.5 mm 4-way-stretch neoprene with 
Thermospan liner)
FEATURES form fitting • ankle length • high cut at back 
• flatlock seams

NeoFlex women's 
shorts
12191 WS, WM, WL, WXL

Low profile shorts made of thin and ultra 
stretchy neoprene, bonded to a soft 
Thermospan liner. Warm, flexible and 
simple, for a superb connection with the 
water.

• Soft Thermospan liner for 
moisture wicking and comfort

• Stretches when wet
• Rolled waist for non-slip fit

WEIGHT 167 g (WM)
MATERIALS NeoFlex (0.5 mm 4-way-stretch neoprene with 
Thermospan liner)
FEATURES form fitting • high cut at back • flatlock seams

JET GREYAQUA + GLACIER

AQUA + GLACIER

JET GREY

NEOFLEX
Super thin 0.5 mm CR neoprene with a 

Thermospan liner. Great as a stand-alone 
layer in warm conditions.

NeoFlex women's  
bra top
12189 WS, WM, WL, WXL

A sports bra top, made of thin and ultra 
stretchy neoprene bonded to a soft 
Thermospan liner, with supporting chest 
band. Warm, flexible and simple, for a 
superb connection with the water.

• Soft Thermospan liner for 
moisture wicking and comfort

• Stretches when wet

WEIGHT 114 g (WM)
MATERIALS NeoFlex (0.5 mm 4-way-stretch neoprene with 
Thermospan liner)
FEATURES form fitting • supporting chest band • flatlock 
seams

NeoFlex leggings
12185 S, M, L, XL, XXL

Full length leggings made of thin and 
ultra stretchy neoprene, bonded to a soft 
Thermospan liner. Warm, flexible and 
simple, for a superb connection with the 
water.

• Soft Thermospan liner for 
moisture wicking and comfort

• Stretches when wet
• Rolled waist for non-slip fit

WEIGHT 438 g (L)
MATERIALS NeoFlex (0.5 mm 4-way-stretch neoprene with 
Thermospan liner)
FEATURES form fitting • ankle length • high cut at back 
• flatlock seams
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Blaze women's 
longjohn
12231 WXS, WS, WM, WL, WXL

Our premium women's cold 
water wetsuit – supple, warm and 
quick drying. Made from 3 mm 
Neospan – extremely stretchy 
neoprene with a super soft feel. 
The plush Quick Dry lining drains 
and is dry to the touch much 
faster than conventional wetsuits, 
making this suit a joy to put on. 
A classic longjohn design, with 
two way front entry and relief zip 
and Supratex reinforced panels. 
It's glued and blind stitched with 
GlideSkin neoprene ankles to seal 
the suit and keep you comfortable 
– perfectly at home in cold water.

WEIGHT 846 g (WM)
MATERIALS 3 mm CR Neospan neoprene
FEATURES Supratex reinforced panels • Quick Dry 
lining • GlideSkin neoprene ankle seals • pre-bent 
leg shape • glued and blindstitched seams • YKK 
Vislon front entry zip • YKK Vislon relief zip

Blaze longjohn
12230 S, M, MT, L, XL, XXL

Our premium cold water wetsuit 
– supple, warm and quick drying. 
Made from 3 mm Neospan – 
extremely stretchy neoprene 
with a super soft feel. The plush 
Quick Dry lining drains and is dry 
to the touch much faster than 
conventional wetsuits, making 
this suit a joy to put on. A classic 
longjohn design, with full length 
two way front entry zip and 
Supratex reinforced panels. It's 
glued and blind stitched with 
GlideSkin neoprene ankles to seal 
the suit and keep you comfortable 
– perfectly at home in cold water.

WEIGHT 965 g (L)
MATERIALS 3 mm CR Neospan neoprene
FEATURES Supratex reinforced panels • Quick Dry 
lining • GlideSkin neoprene ankle seals • pre-bent 
leg shape • glued and blindstitched seams • YKK 
Vislon two-way front entry zip

Blaze pants
12232 S, M, L, XL, XXL

Our premium cold water neoprene 
trousers. Extremely stretchy 3 mm 
Neospan neoprene with a super soft 
feel (it's also non-petroleum based) and 
a plush Thermofibre lining. They are cut 
higher at the back to suit a paddling 
posture, along with Supratex reinforced 
in high wear areas and grippy side print. 
Glued and blind stitched with GlideSkin 
neoprene ankles to keep out the water so 
you stay comfortable – perfectly at home 
in cold water.

WEIGHT 683 g (L)
MATERIALS 3 mm CR Neospan neoprene
FEATURES Supratex reinforced panels • Thermofibre lined 
• GlideSkin neoprene ankle seals • high cut at back • glued and 
blindstitched seams

Blaze shorts
12234 S, M, L, XL, XXL

Our premium cold water shorts. Extremely 
stretchy 3 mm Neospan neoprene with 
a super soft feel (it's also non-petroleum 
based) and a plush Thermofibre lining. 
They are cut higher at the back to suit 
a paddling posture, along with Supratex 
reinforced in high wear areas. Glued and 
blind stitched with GlideSkin neoprene 
thigh seals to help keep out the water so 
you stay comfortable – perfectly at home 
in cold water.

WEIGHT 418 g (L)
MATERIALS 3 mm CR Neospan neoprene
FEATURES Supratex reinforced panels • Thermofibre lined 
• GlideSkin neoprene thigh seals • high cut at back • glued and 
blindstitched seams

JET GREY

Blaze women's pants
12233 WS, WM, WL, WXL

Our premium cold water women's 
neoprene trousers. Extremely stretchy 
3 mm Neospan neoprene with a super 
soft feel (it's also non-petroleum based) 
and a plush Thermofibre lining. They are 
cut higher at the back to suit a paddling 
posture, along with Supratex reinforced in 
high wear areas. Glued and blind stitched 
with GlideSkin neoprene ankles to keep 
out the water so you stay comfortable – 
perfectly at home in cold water.

WEIGHT 567 g (WM)
MATERIALS 3 mm CR Neospan neoprene
FEATURES Supratex reinforced panels • Thermofibre lined 
• GlideSkin neoprene ankle seals • high cut at back • glued and 
blindstitched seams

JET GREY

JET GREY

JET GREY JET GREY

NEOPRENE
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Quantum shorts
12240 XS, S, M, L, XL

Our high quality 3 mm neoprene shorts. 
Flatlock seams and a high back waist to 
avoid cold spots. Great for a wide range of 
watersports.

WEIGHT 358 g (M)
MATERIALS 3 mm CR neoprene
FEATURES flatlock seams • PU printed seat reinforcement

BLACK

Quantum pants
12238 S, M, L, XL, XXL

Our high quality 3 mm neoprene trousers, 
with reinforced knees, flatlock seams and 
a high back waist to avoid cold spots. 
Great for a wide range of watersports.

WEIGHT 655 g (L)
MATERIALS 3 mm CR neoprene
FEATURES pre-bent leg shape • flatlock seams • PU printed 
knee reinforcement • high cut at back

BLACK

Quantum women's 
pants
12239 WXS, WS, WM, WL, WXL

Our high quality 3 mm neoprene women's 
trousers, with reinforced knees, flatlock 
seams and a high back waist to avoid 
cold spots. Great for a wide range of 
watersports.

WEIGHT 590 g (WM)
MATERIALS 3 mm CR neoprene
FEATURES pre-bent leg shape • flatlock seams • PU printed 
knee reinforcement • high cut at back

BLACK

Quantum women's 
longjohn
12236 WXS, WS, WM, WL, WXL

Our high quality 3 mm neoprene longjohn 
for women, with reinforced knees, flatlock 
seams and a stretch lumbar panel for 
freedom of movement. Great for a wide 
range of watersports.

WEIGHT 730 g (WM)
MATERIALS 3 mm CR neoprene
FEATURES pre-bent leg shape • YKK Vislon two-way front 
entry zip • flatlock seams • PU printed knee reinforcement 
• stretchy lumbar panel

Quantum longjohn
12235 S, M, MT, L, XL, XXL

Our high quality 3 mm neoprene longjohn, 
with reinforced knees, flatlock seams 
and a stretch lumbar panel for freedom 
of movement. Great for a wide range of 
watersports.

WEIGHT 883 g (L)
MATERIALS 3 mm CR neoprene
FEATURES pre-bent leg shape • YKK Vislon two-way front 
entry zip • flatlock seams • PU printed knee reinforcement 
• stretchy lumbar panel • 

BLACKBLACK

Quantum kids' longjohn
12237 KS, KM, KL, KXL

Learning to paddle is exciting and 
rewarding, and it's part of the fun to 
end up in the water from time to time. 
The Quantum kids' longjohn provides 
protection and warmth for up and coming 
paddlers. Easy to fit and adjust, it allows 
full freedom of movement to the shoulders 
and arms.

WEIGHT 696 g (KM)
MATERIALS 3 mm CR neoprene
FEATURES pre-bent leg shape • double velcro shoulder strap 
fastening • flatlock seams • PU printed knee reinforcement 
• velcro adjustable ankle cuffs

BLACK
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Centre longjohn
12167 4XS (KS), 3XS (KM), XXS (KL), XS, S

12167 M, L, XL, XXL

A simple, durable front zip longjohn 
wetsuit, colour coded for easy allocation 
and offered in a broad range of sizes from 
kids to large adults. Made from 3.5 mm 
neoprene, with Small Diamond neoprene 
on the knee and seat panels for extra 
durability.

• Colour coded sizing on shoulders 
and inner back panel

• Clear size indicator on inside back

WEIGHT 1082 g (L)
MATERIALS 3.5 mm CR neoprene
FEATURES Small Diamond neoprene reinforced panels • YKK 
Vislon two-way front entry zip • Mauser seams • PU printed 
knee reinforcement • easy entry heel cut out • colour coded 
sizing • size indicator

Inferno longjohn
10479 S, M, MT, L, XL

Warm 5 mm double-lined neoprene 
longjohn with glued and blindstitched 
construction, strong knee reinforcements 
and ankle zips. A tough companion for 
cold water rafting and other heavy duty 
watersports.

WEIGHT 1653 g (L)
MATERIALS 5 mm CR neoprene
FEATURES Small Diamond neoprene reinforced panels • heavy 
duty knee reinforcement patch • pre-bent leg shape • YKK 
Vislon two-way front entry zip • glued and blindstitched seams 
• YKK Vislon rear ankle zip • size indicator

BLACK BLACK

4XS (KIDS' SMALL)

3XS (KIDS' MEDIUM)

XXS (KIDS' LARGE)

XS (KIDS' XL)

SMALL

MEDIUM

LARGE

X-LARGE

XX-LARGE

COLOUR CODED SIZING

Wetsuit colour coded sizes:

NEOPRENE PROFESSIONAL
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What you wear next to your skin is as important as your waterproof 
jacket, when it comes to staying comfortable. We’ve got the ultimate 
system of fabrics for paddlers for the layers you combine and wear.

Layering fabrics

NeoFlex
Ultra thin 0.5 mm neoprene sandwiched 
between a four-way stretch face fabric 
and a plush, warm, Thermospan backing. 
NeoFlex garments are great active wear 
for cool to mild conditions.

 100 % chloroprene rubber • Four-way stretch high elastane 
content face fabric

Arun
Our base layer fabric maintains a dry 
feel inside even when you're working 
hard thanks to Channel Flow.

Cleverly woven to present hydrophobic 
threads on the inside and hydrophilic 
threads on the outside. Moisture is 
drawn through channels in the inner 
threads, off your skin and into the 
absorbent outer layer, which spreads the 
moisture widely to increase surface area 
for evaporation.

 148 g/m2 • 100% polyester

Rashguard
Lightweight, close fitting and smooth 
against your skin with flatlock stitching. 
Our rashguard material protects from 
sunburn, and helps prevent chafing.

An ultraviolet protection factor (UPF) of 
50 allows only 1/50th of the UV radiation 
in sunlight to pass through. In other 
words it blocks 98% of the UV radiation 
that causes sun burn and skin damage.

 197 g/m2 • 88% polyester, 12% elastane

CR neoprene
Close fitting and highly insulating, 
whether wet or dry, neoprene is also 
buoyant, perfect for watersports wear. 
We use limestone rubber that’s not oil 
based. Neoprene can be faced with a 
variety of fabrics and applications for 
stretch, grip or wear resistance. 

 100% chloroprene rubber

Tsangpo
Our warmest layer. This Tecnostretch 
waffle fleece from the Italian fleece 
specialist Pontetorto is Bluesign 
certified. Snug, elastic, and resistant to 
pilling, it's so nice, you'll want to wear it 
every day. 

And you can, thanks to Polygeine's anti-
bacterial treatment, which inhibits the 
bacteria responsible for that unpleasant 
damp gear smell.

 270 g/m2 • 65% polyester, 25% polypropylene, 10% elastane

Quick Dry
The plush Quick Dry thermal lining 
is dry to the touch much faster than 
conventional wetsuits, making your 
wetsuit a joy to put on. A high-loft nylon/
polyester waffle lining drains freely and 
is also highly insulating, reducing the 
weight for maximum warmth.

 52% nylon, 40% polyester, 8% elastane

Neoprene

Channel FlowUPF 50+

Quick Dry
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Paddle Against Plastic, Maldives – photo James Appleton
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Gradient boots
12138 UK 5–14

The Gradient steps it up – revamped 
with fewer seams, tougher components, 
and reinforcement where it matters. Our 
Vibram sole, moulded from confidence 
inspiring HydroGrip rubber, is the ultimate 
in wet traction. The boot is shaped to 
provide ankle support whilst remaining 
low profile to fit comfortably in a kayak 
and the insole can be removed if you want 
extra space inside for thick socks. The 
upper is reinforced from heel to toe with 
thick scratch rubber.

WEIGHT 418 g (9)
MATERIALS 3 mm CR neoprene
FEATURES free draining mesh • scratch rubber upper • lace up 
• open tongue • pull tab • double stitched seams • Multitendo 
sole pattern • Vibram HydroGrip compound • removable 
insole • cushioning EVA midsole • neoprene collar against grit 
ingress • low profile heel • includes second pair of laces

BLACK

Nova boots
12339 UK 5–12

All-seasons calf high boots providing 
freedom of movement without 
compromising protection. The fabric 
upper gaiter is flexible and breathable, 
while the 4 mm neoprene boot is Quick 
Dry thermal lined – a perfect cold water, 
warm weather combination.

• Flexible, breathable and 
waterproof fabric upper

• Quick Dry thermal lining
• Bridge and heel stabilising 

straps help secure fit
• Glued and blind stitched construction

WEIGHT 1030 g (8)
MATERIALS 4 mm CR limestone neoprene • XP 3-layer fabric
FEATURES Quick Dry thermal lining • buckle calf cinch • velcro 
adjustable straps • glued and blindstitched seams • Diamond 
Traction sole • reinforced heel and toe area • cushioning 
midsole for comfort • low profile heel

Shoot boots
12341 UK 4 – 13

Easy-on, all conditions watersports boots 
made from 3 mm neoprene, with the Palm 
Diamond Traction sole and an extra long 
side zip.

• Vulcanized rubber reinforced 
toe and heel

• Bridge stabilising strap helps secure fit
• Glued and blind stitched construction

WEIGHT 542 g (8)
MATERIALS 3 mm CR limestone neoprene
FEATURES YKK Vislon side zip entry • glued and blindstitched 
seams • velcro adjustable straps •  Diamond Traction sole •  
reinforced heel and toe area

JET GREY

BLACK + GREY

BOOTS

VIBRAM

JET GREY
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RPaw shoes
12344 UK 4 – 12

Low profile, mid-height water shoes – the 
ultimate bootie when flexibility and contact 
with a board or boat are your priority. Made 
from 4 mm Quick Dry thermal neoprene with 
a durable Flex Direct sole and stabilising 
strap for optimum grip.

• GlideSkin O-ring ankle gasket 
keeps out water and debris

• Quick Dry thermal lining
• Bridge stabilising strap helps secure fit
• Flex Direct sole for optimum 

grip and barefoot feel
• Glued and blind stitched construction

WEIGHT 465 g (8)
MATERIALS 4 mm CR limestone neoprene
FEATURES Quick Dry thermal lining • GlideSkin O-ring ankle gasket 
• velcro adjustable bridge strap • glued and blindstitched seams 
• Flex Direct sole • reinforced heel and toe area • low profile heel 
• twin pull tabs

Descender shoes
12340 UK 4 – 13

High performance three-quarter height water 
shoes. 4 mm Quick Dry lined neoprene, 
stabilising strap system and stiffened Palm 
Diamond Traction soles make these shoes 
master of all classes.

• GlideSkin O-ring ankle gasket 
keeps out water and debris

• Quick Dry thermal lining
• Bridge and heel stabilising 

straps help secure fit
• Glued and blind stitched construction

WEIGHT 812 g (8)
MATERIALS 4 mm CR limestone neoprene
FEATURES Quick Dry thermal lining • GlideSkin O-ring ankle gasket 
• velcro adjustable bridge and heel straps • glued and blindstitched 
seams • Diamond Traction sole • reinforced heel and toe area 
• cushioning midsole for comfort • low profile heel • twin pull tabs

JET GREY

Rock shoes
12342 UK 1 – 13

Highly versatile, mid-height water shoes 
made from 3 mm neoprene, with a stabilising 
strap and the Palm Diamond Traction sole.

• Glued and blind stitched construction
• Bridge stabilising strap helps secure fit

WEIGHT 556 g (8)
MATERIALS 3 mm CR limestone neoprene
FEATURES velcro adjustable bridge strap • glued and blindstitched 
seams • Diamond Traction sole • reinforced heel and toe area

BLACK + GREY

SHOES

JET GREY

JET GREY
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Stomp socks
12345 S, M, L, XL, XXL

Popular with freestyle paddlers 
everywhere, these 3 mm neoprene socks 
have DuraTX sole protection and a 
Quick Dry thermal lining, for warmth and 
maximum flexibility.

• GlideSkin O-ring ankle gasket 
keeps out water and debris

• Quick Dry thermal lining
• Hard-wearing and flexible 

DuraTX coated sole panel
• Glued and blind stitched construction

WEIGHT 166 g (L)
MATERIALS 3 mm CR limestone neoprene
FEATURES Quick Dry thermal lining • GlideSkin O-ring ankle 
gasket • glued and blindstitched seams • DuraTX coated sole 
• pairing snaps

Kick socks
12346 S, M, L, XL, XXL

Slimline and essential protection, the Kick 
3 mm neoprene socks are reinforced 
on the sole. Suitable for a range of 
watersports.

• Glued and blind stitched construction

WEIGHT 80 g (8)
MATERIALS 3 mm CR limestone neoprene
FEATURES glued and blindstitched seams • PU printed sole 
reinforcement • pairing snaps

Index socks
12347 S, M, L, XL, XXL

Lightweight, warm, 1.5 mm titanium coated 
neoprene socks. Super stretchy, thin 
feel is ideal worn inside water shoes or 
combined with dry wear for insulation.

• 1.5 mm super-stretch Neospan 
titanium neoprene

• GlideSkin O-ring ankle gasket 
keeps out water and debris

• Glued and blind stitched construction

WEIGHT 92 g (8)
MATERIALS 1.5 mm CR limestone neoprene
FEATURES GlideSkin O-ring ankle gasket • titanium insulation 
• flatlock seams • pairing snaps

Tsangpo socks
11802 S, M, L, XL

The Tsangpo thermal socks are made 
from warm Pontetorto fleece, with 
Polygiene odour control treatment. They 
are ideal for wearing inside drysuit socks.

WEIGHT 60 g (L)
MATERIALS Pontetorto Tecnostretch fleece (65% polyester 
25% polypropylene 10% elastane)
FEATURES slip-on • flatlock seams

JET GREY

Centre boots
12343 UK 4-14

Boots for rafting and canyoning operators. Over the ankle, 
protective 5 mm neoprene, reinforced at the heel and toe, 
and including our grippy Diamond Traction sole. They are 
easy to use with clients thanks to a long side entry zip and 
clear UK/Euro shoe size printed on the calf.

WEIGHT 365 g (8)
MATERIALS 5 mm CR neoprene
FEATURES YKK side zip entry • Diamond Traction sole • reinforced heel and toe area 
• size indicator • glued and blindstitched seams

BLACK

SOCKS

PROFESSIONAL

JET GREY JET GREY JET GREY
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Jersey lined neoprene
Blue neoprene items are standard 3 mm thick 
chloroprene rubber with a nylon jersey fabric 
inside and out and a robust edge binding. 
Insulating, waterproof and windproof neoprene 
for everyday use.

NeoFlex
Grey neoprene items are super thin NeoFlex. 
The 0.5 mm thickness makes these items 
extremely well fitting. Extra warmth and 
comfort comes from the knitted Thermospan 
lining. For active use in mild conditions.

Titanium stretch
Green items are very stretchy Neospan 
neoprene, with a thickness of less than 2 mm. 
Extra insulation comes with the titanium 
coating which reflects your body heat back 
at you. Several of these items have GlideSkin 
gaskets to seal around you wrist or ankle. For 
freedom of movement in colder water.

Quick Dry thermal
Orange items are thicker 3-4 mm neoprene 
with a Quick Dry thermal lining. The high-loft 
nylon/polyester waffle lining drains freely, it's 
dry to the touch and highly insulating. Several 
of these items have GlideSkin gaskets to seal 
around you wrist or ankle. Our warmest gloves, 
socks and boots for the coldest conditions.

Warm, warmer, warmest
Among the new gloves, headwear, socks and boots you will see a blue, 
grey, green and orange colour coding, which makes it easy to reach for 
the right product and explain the benefits. The contrast colour denotes 
the thickness, lining and special finishes …
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60 Erin Bastian, Lofoten, Norway – photo Jonnie Miller
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Current pogies
11734 One size

Create a warm micro-climate around 
your hands when paddling in wind and 
spray. The Current mitts' fleece liner and 
windproof shell keep your hands warm, 
without compromising control of your 
paddle.

• Warm fleece lining

WEIGHT 185 g
MATERIALS nylon 200D fabric • fleece liner (100% polyester)
FEATURES hands-free drawcord wrist adjustment • micro 
fleece liner • reflective details

Descent pogies
12322 One size

The Descent quick-access pogies are 
made from 3 mm Quick Dry thermal lined 
neoprene, with an anti-flush cuff baffle to 
provide warmth without compromising 
control.

• Short neck design for rapid access
• Anti-flush baffle
• Quick Dry thermal lining
• Glued and blind stitched construction

WEIGHT 214 g
MATERIALS 3 mm CR limestone neoprene
FEATURES Quick Dry thermal lining • glued and blindstitched 
seams • short cuff • pull tab • inner baffle • velcro fastening 
around paddle shaft • pairing snaps

Neo pogies
12323 One size

The Neo full length neoprene pogies 
are made from 3 mm neoprene, and 
feature reflective details and an easy-on 
cuff to keep your hands warm in harsh 
conditions.

• Full length neck offers hand 
and wrist protection

• Glued and blind stitched construction

WEIGHT 200 g
MATERIALS 3 mm CR limestone neoprene
FEATURES glued and blindstitched seams • pull tab • velcro 
fastening around paddle shaft • pairing snaps

POGIES

JET GREY

JET GREY

JET GREY
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Throttle gloves
12332 S, M, L, XL

Multi-purpose gloves made from soft 
2 mm neoprene for warmth and comfort. 
Protection for your hands with tough 
Amara reinforced palm and thumb. The 
velcro adjustable wrist closure ensures a 
snug fit.

• Velcro adjustable wrist closure
• Tough Amara palm grip

WEIGHT 101 g (L)
MATERIALS 2 mm CR limestone neoprene
FEATURES velcro adjustable cuff • Amara reinforced palms 
• pairing snaps

Hook gloves
12325 S, M, L, XL

With pre-bent fingers to help prevent 
fatigue and a lighter weight palm giving 
better paddle control. Made with Quick 
Dry thermal lined neoprene, with grippy 
palm print.

• Pre-bent shape prevents grip fatigue
• Quick Dry thermal lining
• Glued and blind stitched construction

WEIGHT 116 g (L)
MATERIALS 3 mm CR limestone neoprene
FEATURES Quick Dry thermal lining • GlideSkin cuff • glued 
and blindstitched seams • grippy PU palm print • pre-bent 
fingers • pairing snaps

Clutch gloves
12333 S, M, L, XL

Multi-purpose short finger gloves made 
from soft 2 mm neoprene. Protection for 
your hands with tough Amara reinforced 
palm and thumb. The velcro adjustable 
wrist closure ensures a snug fit.

• Fingerless glove for 
dexterity and control

• Velcro adjustable wrist closure
• Tough Amara palm grip

WEIGHT 75 g (L)
MATERIALS 2 mm CR limestone neoprene
FEATURES velcro adjustable cuff • Amara reinforced palms 
• pairing snaps

JET GREY JET GREY JET GREY

Talon mitts
12327 S, M, L, XL

An open palm design with internal finger separation for 
increased control, the Talon mitten allows you to maintain 
a grip on your paddle and still keep your hands warm. 
Made from 3 mm Quick Dry thermal lined neoprene, with a 
GlideSkin cuff seal and grippy palm print.

• Open palm design for maximum paddle control
• Quick Dry thermal lining
• Velcro fold back retainer for ‘gloves off’ mode
• Glued and blind stitched construction

WEIGHT 103 g (L)
MATERIALS 3 mm CR limestone neoprene
FEATURES Quick Dry thermal lining • GlideSkin cuff • glued and blindstitched seams 
• grippy PU palm print • pre-bent fingers • open palm • velcro fold back retainer 
• pairing snaps

Claw mitts
12326 S, M, L, XL

This shaped mitten allows your fingers to flex inside 
providing more comfort, warmth and control. Made from 
3 mm Quick Dry thermal lined neoprene, with a GlideSkin 
cuff seal and grippy palm print.

• Quick Dry thermal lining
• Grippy PU palm print
• Glued and blind stitched construction

WEIGHT 105 g (L)
MATERIALS 3 mm CR limestone neoprene
FEATURES Quick Dry thermal lining • GlideSkin cuff • glued and blindstitched seams 
• grippy PU palm print • pre-bent fingers • pairing snaps

JET GREY
BLACK

GLOVES

JET GREY
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High Ten gloves
12329 S, M, L, XL

The warm and flexible High Ten 
minimalistic gloves have all the 
essentials and are suitable for all kinds 
of watersports, offering warmth, grip and 
control.

• Glued and blind stitched construction
• PU palm grip

WEIGHT 108 g (L)
MATERIALS 3 mm CR limestone neoprene
FEATURES grippy palm print • pairing snaps

Pro gloves
12331 S, M, L, XL, XXL

Designed for search and rescue 
professionals, these extremely tough 
gloves are reinforced with high-strength 
fibres for serious work in cold and wet 
conditions.

• 2 mm super-stretch Neospan titanium 
neoprene, embossed for flexibility

• Armortex reinforced palm
• Volume adjustment strap

WEIGHT 156 g (S)
MATERIALS 2 mm CR limestone neoprene
FEATURES titanium insulation • velcro adjustable cuff • velcro 
adjustable volume • Armortex reinforced palms and fingers 
• Amara reinforced back of the hand • pull tab

High Five gloves
12330 KS, KM, KL

Warm and flexible, the High Five gloves 
ensure kids won't get cold hands and are 
suitable for all kinds of watersports, which 
need warmth, grip and control.

• Glued and blind stitched construction
• PU palm grip

WEIGHT 91 g (L)
MATERIALS 3 mm CR limestone neoprene
FEATURES grippy palm print • pairing snaps

JET GREY
JET GREY

NeoFlex gloves
12324 S, M, L, XL

A thin, super-stretch glove that's ideal 
for spring or summer activity. The simple, 
Thermospan lined NeoFlex neoprene 
glove has a hard-wearing Amara palm for 
grip.

• NeoFlex super-stretch 0.5 mm 
Thermospan lined neoprene

• Amara palm grip

WEIGHT 50 g (L)
MATERIALS 0.5 mm CR limestone Neospan neoprene
FEATURES Thermospan lined • Amara reinforced palms 
• grippy PU palm print • pairing snaps

Grab gloves
12328 S, M, L, XL

The extremely comfortable Grab gloves 
are made entirely from 1.5 mm super-
stretch neoprene. They are titanium 
coated for warmth with PU print for grip.

• 1.5 mm super-stretch Neospan 
titanium neoprene

• GlideSkin cuff seal
• PU palm grip
• Glued and blind stitched construction

WEIGHT 98 g (L)
MATERIALS 2 mm CR limestone Neospan neoprene
FEATURES titanium insulation • glued and blindstitched 
seams • GlideSkin cuff • grippy PU palm print • pairing snaps

JET GREY JET GREY

RED

GLOVES

PROFESSIONAL
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Surf hood
12335 One size

The Surf hood will stop brain freeze if your head is 
immersed. Made from 2 mm Quick Dry thermal neoprene. 
The neck is shaped to fit well over paddle jacket neck 
gaskets. With a peak to shield your eyes from the spray.

• Glued and blind stitched construction
• Quick Dry thermal lining
• GlideSkin face opening can be worn 

over or under your chin

WEIGHT 102 g
MATERIALS 2mm CR limestone neoprene
FEATURES Quick Dry thermal lining • glued and blindstitched seams • GlideSkin trim 
• stiffened peak

NeoFlex hood
12490 One size

A thin, super-stretch hood ideal for use under a helmet 
or as a spring or summer stand alone. Made from 
Thermospan lined NeoFlex neoprene. The neck is shaped 
to fit well over paddle jacket neck gaskets.

• NeoFlex super-stretch 0.5 mm Thermospan neoprene
• GlideSkin face opening can be worn 

over or under your chin

WEIGHT 68 g
MATERIALS 0.5 mm CR limestone Neospan neoprene
FEATURES Thermospan lined • GlideSkin trim

Pilot cap
12337 One size

Made using 2 mm Quick Dry thermal 
neoprene and flatlock stitched for 
comfort. Keep your head warm in the cold 
water.

• Quick Dry thermal lining

WEIGHT 61 g
MATERIALS 2 mm CR limestone neoprene
FEATURES Quick Dry thermal lining • glued and blindstitched 
seams • over ear coverage

Header cap
12336 One size

The Header is designed to help keep your 
head warm when immersed and reduces 
the risk of surfers ear. Its stretchy low 
profile allows it to be worn under a helmet.

• 1.5 mm super-stretch Neospan 
titanium neoprene

• Removable chin strap

WEIGHT 56 g
MATERIALS 1.5 mm CR limestone Neospan neoprene
FEATURES titanium insulation • over ear coverage • flatlock 
seams • adjustable and removable chin-strap with low-profile 
buckle

Tsangpo hat
11801 One size

A fleece beanie hat made from soft, 
stretchy Pontetorto fabric. Great for 
wearing under your helmet or kept in a 
drybag for emergencies. If it gets wet, just 
wring it out and put it straight back on.

WEIGHT 30 g
MATERIALS Pontetorto Tecnostretch fleece (65% polyester 
25% polypropylene 10% elastane)
FEATURES Polygiene odour control treated • form fitting 
• flatlock seams • double layer headband

HEADWEAR

JET GREY

JET GREY

JET GREY

JET GREY JET GREY
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Poncho Grande 
11783 One size

A weatherproof ripstop changing robe 
with a microfleece towel lining. Driving 
wind and rain? No need to run for cover 
– change with pride at the end of your 
session. The hood and hand-warmer 
pockets are also towel lined, so you might 
also like to hang out for a while longer in 
your Poncho Grande.

• Wide opening arm holes
• Front kangaroo pocket

WEIGHT 964 g
MATERIALS 300 gsm microfibre polyester towel • polyester 
75D ripstop fabric

Universal Mat 
11455 One size

Get changed in a muddy car park, stay 
comfortable on a hard seat and kneel 
happily for hours in a canoe. Here's the 
multi-function mat you'll never want to be 
without, made from insulating foam with a 
durable ripstop cover. When you're done 
changing, it folds in half with a velcro tab 
to keep the grit and mud on the inside. 
Kneeling mat, seat or hat, use it and abuse 
it however you see fit!

• Folds in half with velcro tab

WEIGHT 141 g
MATERIALS polyester ripstop fabric

Poncho 
11847 One size

Change in comfort at the take-out, 
or at the beach. This poncho shaped 
changing robe has a hood, hand warmer 
pockets and wide arm holes. Made from 
a microfleece towel it's light and packs 
down small to stow away.

• Wide opening arm holes
• Front kangaroo pocket

WEIGHT 836 g
MATERIALS 300 gsm microfibre polyester towel

AQUA

JET GREY + AQUA

JET GREY

LIFESTYLE
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Neck Scarf 
12605 One size

Make an active contribution to cleaning 
the sea with this Sequal approved 
recycled neck scarf. A multi-functional 
seamless tube, it can be worn as a 
headband, hat, balaclava, neck warmer or 
pirate bandanna. Fast drying and highly 
breathable, the polyester fibre in this scarf 
is made from upcycled marine PET plastic.

• Upcycled marine plastic 
sourced polyester fabric

• Fast drying, seamless design

WEIGHT 37 g
MATERIALS Sequal recycled polyester

Palm Snapback Cap 
12638 One size

A classic Palm script logo cap with 
snapback adjustment and puff embroidery. 
A smart woollen finish, structured with 
hard buckram.

• Flat brim
• Six panel, high crown, structured 

with hard buckram

WEIGHT 88 g
MATERIALS 80% acrylic 20% wool

Palm Alloy Belt 
12604 XS-XXL (64-112 cm)

Keep your trousers up! Over a metre of 
our nylon PFD shoulder webbing, fastened 
with one of our new aircraft grade 
aluminium tension lock buckles.

• Aircraft grade aluminium 
trouser support

WEIGHT 76 g
MATERIALS 38 mm nylon webbing •  7075 aluminium 
hardware

Palm water bottle 
12463 800 ml

Hydrate and motivate with this quality 
Mizu water bottle. A single wall, stainless 
steel bottle with 800 ml capacity and a 
screw cap, which you can clip onto your 
bag, boat or board.

WEIGHT 178 g
MATERIALS stainless steel 

Eyewear Band 
12338 One size

A simple 2.5 mm neoprene band to keep 
your glasses in place whilst on the water. 
Thread the arms of your glasses through 
the neoprene tubes at each end of the 
band.

WEIGHT 5 g
MATERIALS 2.5 mm CR limestone neoprene •  press fit 

Palm script logo 
stickers 
12173 Large, pack of 5

12172 Small, pack of 10

Die-cut Palm script logo waterproof 
sticker. Black print on white background. 
Pack of five, large logo. Pack of ten, small 
logo.

WEIGHT 86 g (large pack of 5), 34 g (small pack of 10)
DIMENSIONS 25 x 20 cm large, 10 x 8 cm small

JET GREY

OCEAN

MOUNTAINS 
TO THE SEA

OCEAN

BLACK

COBALTJET GREY BLACK + WHITE
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Palm 79 hoody
12587 S, M, L, XL, XXL

Palm legacy 1979 surf themed hoody. A 
bold embossed print on a soft brushed 
cotton hoody, with front kangaroo pocket 
and drawcord hood.

• Global Organic Textile Standard 
certified manufacture

WEIGHT 520 g (L)
MATERIALS 300 g/m² organic cotton

Palm 79  
women's hoody
12588 WS, WM, WL, WXL

Palm legacy 1979 surf themed women’s 
hoody. A bold embossed print on a soft 
brushed cotton hoody, with front kangaroo 
pocket and drawcord hood.

• Global Organic Textile Standard 
certified manufacture

WEIGHT 480 g (WM)
MATERIALS 300 g/m² organic cotton

Palm 79 sweater
12589 S, M, L, XL, XXL

Palm legacy 1979 surf themed sweater. 
A bold embossed print on a premium 
unbrushed organic cotton sweatshirt.

• Global Organic Textile Standard 
certified manufacture

WEIGHT 351 g (L)
MATERIALS 320 g/m² organic cotton

Palm 79 
women's sweater
12590

WS, WM, WL, WXL

Palm legacy 1979 surf themed women’s 
sweater. A bold embossed print on a 
premium unbrushed organic cotton 
sweatshirt.

• Global Organic Textile Standard 
certified manufacture

WEIGHT 300 g (WM)
MATERIALS 320 g/m² organic cotton

APPAREL

JET GREY

TEAL GRANITE GRANITE
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Palm 79 T-shirt
12591 S, M, L, XL, XXL

The Atlantic ocean surf is where it all 
began in 1979. A bold embossed Palm 
print on a premium organic cotton shirt. 
Surf the mountain trail or hang-ten at the 
beach in this classic fit tee.

• Global Organic Textile Standard 
certified manufacture

WEIGHT 167 g (L)
MATERIALS 180 g/m² organic cotton

Palm 79 
women's T-shirt
12592 WS, WM, WL, WXL

The Atlantic ocean surf is where it all 
began in 1979. A bold embossed Palm 
print on a premium organic cotton shirt. 
Surf the mountain trail or hang-ten at the 
beach in this classic fit tee.

• Global Organic Textile Standard 
certified manufacture

WEIGHT 160 g (WM)
MATERIALS 180 g/m² organic cotton

Palm Classic Script 
Logo T-shirt
12594 S, M, L, XL, XXL

The classic Palm script logo T-shirt in 
premium organic cotton. Classic fit with a 
bold embossed print.

• Global Organic Textile Standard 
certified manufacture

WEIGHT 167 g (L)
MATERIALS 180 g/m² organic cotton

Palm Sunset T-shirt
12593 S, M, L, XL, XXL

Sunrise or sunset, whichever you prefer. A 
premium organic cotton tee with a classic 
fit, for lounging in the shade of a palm 
tree.

• Global Organic Textile Standard 
certified manufacture

WEIGHT 167 g (L)
MATERIALS 180 g/m² organic cotton

GOLD JET GREY JET GREY

TEAL
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Enduro deck
11781 Deck: R4, R5 Waist: XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL

Durable and reliable, the Enduro is our 
all-round whitewater deck, with a knee-off 
strap for an easy exit from your boat. The 
Supratex rim section resists wear, whilst 
the sticky Gripsil print underneath grips 
your cockpit for a dry seal. The seamless 
O-ring seal at the waist helps keep the 
deck in place with or without a twin seal 
jacket.

WEIGHT 714 g (R4, M/L)
MATERIALS 4 mm CR neoprene
FEATURES Supratex reinforced rim • O-ring seal waist  
• glued and blindstitched seams • taped seams • 9.5 mm 
elastic shock cord double sewn • sticky Gripsil on cockpit 
lining • knee off strap • 38 mm webbing release loop 
• attachment clip

Orbit deck
11754 Deck: R4, R5 Waist: XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL

Don't buckle under pressure. Our rand is 
designed to stay on your kayak through 
even the biggest hits, and the implosion 
proof centre section soaks up the 
impacts. KNytex Kevlar reinforcement 
protects against abrasion on the outside 
whilst Gripsil keeps things in place 
underneath. An extended body tube, with 
O-ring seal, add to the Orbit's fully loaded 
checklist of features.

WEIGHT 1005 g (R4, M/L)
MATERIALS 4 mm CR neoprene
FEATURES Small Diamond reinforced panels • KNytex 
reinforced rim • Supratex reinforced rim • O-ring seal waist 
• glued and blindstitched seams • Melco taped seams • 11 
mm rubber rand (70 IRHD) • triple glued rand • 3D shape 
• sticky Gripsil on cockpit lining • 38 mm webbing release loop 
• attachment clip

Impact deck
11780 Deck: R4, R5 Waist: XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL

The Impact is our premium shock cord 
deck for whitewater freestyle paddling. 
Burly 9.5 mm shock cord holds it in place, 
and the seamless O-ring seal keeps the 
waist tube where you want it. The Nytex 
reinforced rim shrugs off wear and tear, 
and a three-quarter dry lip seals water out.

WEIGHT 771 g (R4, M/L)
MATERIALS 3 mm CR neoprene
FEATURES Nytex reinforced rim • Supratex reinforced rim 
• O-ring seal waist • glued and blindstitched seams • Melco 
taped seams • 9.5 mm elastic shock cord double sewn 
• 3/4 length dry-lip • sticky Gripsil on cockpit lining • 38 mm 
webbing release loop • attachment clip

JET GREY

JET GREY

JET GREY

WHITEWATER
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Roanoke deck
11768 Deck: R3, R4, R5, R6  

Waist: adjustable (60–127 cm)

For extended adventures by kayak, the 
right spraydeck is vital. Get the protection 
of a neoprene deck with the breathability 
of a fabric waist tube with the Roanoke 
spraydeck. Equipped with elasticated 
deck lines, and a light waterproof XP 
3-layer waist tunnel, the Roanoke has a 
durable reinforced rim, and is shaped for 
comfort on long paddling trips.

WEIGHT 736 g (R4)
MATERIALS 3 mm CR neoprene
FEATURES Small Diamond reinforced panels • Supratex 
reinforced rim • XP 3-layer fabric waist tube • velcro waist 
adjustment • glued and blindstitched seams • taped seams 
• 9.5 mm elastic shock cord double sewn • sticky Gripsil on 
cockpit lining • shock cord deck lacing • D-ring attachment 
points • adjustable elastic braces (removable) • zip pocket 
• pocket clip-in point • 38 mm webbing release loop 
• attachment clip

Loweswater deck
11769 Deck: R4, R5, R6  

Waist: adjustable (60–127 cm)

A lightweight combined neoprene 
and fabric spraydeck, with drawcord 
adjustable waist and removable braces for 
day touring and recreational kayaking.

WEIGHT 595 g (R4)
MATERIALS 3 mm CR neoprene
FEATURES XP 2.5-layer fabric waist tube • drawcord 
adjustable waist • glued and blindstitched seams • taped 
seams • 9.5 mm elastic shock cord double sewn • adjustable 
elastic braces (removable) • 38 mm webbing release loop 
• attachment clip

Sport deck
11782 Deck: R2 – Waist: XXS, XS/S, M/L  

Deck: R3, R4, R5, R6 – Waist: XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL

A simple shock cord spraydeck, the Sport 
is easy to get on and off a kayak and 
comes in a wide range of sizes to work 
on most kayaks. Made to the highest 
standard with high quality CR neoprene.

WEIGHT 679 g (R4, M/L)
MATERIALS 3 mm CR neoprene
FEATURES glued and blindstitched seams • 9.5 mm elastic 
shock cord double sewn • 38 mm webbing release loop 
• attachment clip

JET GREY

JET GREY

JET GREY

TOURING
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Derwent deck
10557 Deck: N4, N5 Waist: adjustable (60–127 cm)

The Derwent is the most simple, lightweight spraydeck 
available. It is ideal for clubs and groups and those just 
starting out on the water.

WEIGHT 235 g (N4)
MATERIALS PU coated nylon 210D fabric
FEATURES waterproof ripstop nylon waist tube • drawcord adjustable waist • taped 
seams • 6 mm adjustable shock cord • 20 mm webbing release loop

Coniston deck
10562 Deck: N3, N4, N5, N6, N7 Waist: adjustable (60–127 cm)

The Coniston is ideal for recreation kayaks. It is a 
lightweight, rip stop nylon high-back touring deck designed 
to fit a wide range of kayaks.

WEIGHT 429 g (N4)
MATERIALS PU coated nylon 420D ripstop fabric • PU coated nylon 210D ripstop 
fabric
FEATURES 1680D reinforced panels • waterproof ripstop nylon waist tube • drawcord 
adjustable waist • taped seams • 6 mm adjustable shock cord • reflective details • 20 
mm webbing release loop • moulded handle

Cockpit Cover 
10558 N3, N4, N5, N6, N7

A heavy-duty durable cockpit cover to protect the 
contents of your kayak during transport and storage 
outdoors.

WEIGHT 374 g (N4)
MATERIALS 1680D nylon fabric
FEATURES 6 mm adjustable shock cord • 20 mm webbing release loop

Ullswater deck
10560 Deck: N3, N4, N5 Waist: adjustable (60–127 cm)

A lightweight ripstop nylon spraydeck ideal for first time 
kayakers or occasional users.

WEIGHT 305 g (N4)
MATERIALS PU coated nylon 210D ripstop fabric
FEATURES waterproof ripstop nylon waist tube • drawcord adjustable waist • taped 
seams • 6 mm adjustable shock cord • 20 mm webbing release loop • moulded handle

BLACK

GREY

BLACK

BLACK

RECREATION

COVER
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THROWLINES

Bolt 20 m
12171

Lightning 18 m
12497

Pro 25 m
12274

Pro 20 m
12273

Pro 15 m
12272

Zambezi Belt
10554

Quick Release Belt
12509

Ocean Pro 10 m
10555

React 3 m
10552

Cowtail
10543 Cowtail one
10544 Cowtail two

APC
12432

Safety Tape
10538

Snake Sling
10539

Side Swing HMS 
Autolock

12431

Autolock
10545

Screw Gate
10541

Wire Gate
10540

Prusik Minding 
Pulley

12602

Whitewater Pulley
10542

Safety & rescue

SAFETY

BELTS & TOWLINES

Folding Knife
11479

Fox 40 Micro
10546

Kayak Pump
10457

Survival Shelter
12402

Emergency Bivvy 
Bag
12403

Paddle Float
12227

3D Canoe
11327 large

11326 medium
11325 small

Kayak Heavy Weight
11452-321-656 30 L
11452-321-654 25 L
11452-321-653 20 L
11452-321-652 15 L

Kayak Mid Weight
11453-306-655 60 L
11453-306-653 20 L
11453-306-652 15 L

Shuck full-cut
12130

Shuck half-cut
12131

AP4000
11841

AP2000
11480

FLOATATION

HELMETS
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11452-321-654 25 L
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Kayak Mid Weight
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11453-306-653 20 L
11453-306-652 15 L

Shuck full-cut
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Shuck half-cut
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AP4000
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AP2000
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Lightning 18 m 
throwline
12497 18 m

Light, accurate, quick to deploy and pack. 
The Lightning throwbag comes with 
18 m of easy to handle 8 mm rope, with a 
breaking strain of 8 kN, which packs down 
small into a wide neck bag. Speed is of the 
essence, so we added our Quickclip clean 
line attachment and an elasticated Fidlock 
magnetic clasp.

• Stiffened neck to aid 
throwing and repacking

• Quickclip clean line attachment
• Fast and secure Fidlock 

magnetic closure

WEIGHT 552 g (18 m)
MATERIALS 8 mm Ø floating polypropylene kernmantle rope 
• CORDURA® 500D bag with 420D polyester lining
FEATURES 18 m rope length • high visibility colour • 8 kN 
static breaking strength • rope can be untied from bag 
• Fidlock magnetic neck closure • Quickclip clean line 
attachment point • compatible with 12509 Quick Release belt 
and 10554 Zambezi belt

Bolt 20 m throwline
12171 20 m

The Bolt throw bag holds 20 m of easy 
to handle 11 mm polypropylene cored 
floating rope, with a breaking strain of 10 
kN. Strong enough as a haul line, nimble 
enough for person to person rescues. It 
packs down into a wide neck bag with a 
speedy Fidlock magnetic closure. Belt 
loops on the bag fit the Quick Release 
Belt so you always have your line to hand. 
The rope is detachable for a clean line 
with our Quickclip webbing attachment 
point.

• Stiffened neck to aid 
throwing and repacking

• Quickclip clean line attachment
• Fast and secure Fidlock 

magnetic closure

WEIGHT 1123 g (20 m)
MATERIALS 11 mm Ø floating polypropylene kernmantle rope 
• CORDURA® 500D bag with 420D polyester lining
FEATURES 20 m rope length • high visibility colour • 10 kN 
static breaking strength • rope can be untied from bag 
• Fidlock magnetic neck closure • Quickclip clean line 
attachment point • compatible with 12509 Quick Release belt 
and 10554 Zambezi belt

SHERBET

LIME

THROWLINES
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Pro throwline
12274 25 m

12273 20 m

12272 15 m

A rescue throwline with detachable, 
easy-to-handle floating rope with a 
Quickclip clean line attachment point. Our 
Pro throwlines are adaptable with belt 
attachment points, wide neck opening and 
floating bags.

• Extra fabric and stiffened neck 
to aid throwing and repacking

WEIGHT 1436 g (25 m), 929 g (15 m), 
MATERIALS 11 mm Ø floating polypropylene kernmantle rope 
• CORDURA® 500D bag
FEATURES 10 kN static breaking strength • high visibility 
colour • buoyant foam padding • shock cord neck closure 
• reflective details • rope can be untied from bag • Quickclip 
clean line attachment point • compatible with 12509 Quick 
Release belt and 10554 Zambezi belt

Zambezi Belt 
10554 One waist size • 3 m rope

A technical waist belt for mounting any 
Palm throwline. It has 'throwline release' 
and 'belt release' buckles, a 3 m towline 
pouch and a comfortable vent mesh belt.

WEIGHT 441 g
MATERIALS 6 mm Ø floating polypropylene kernmantle rope 
• CORDURA® 500D towline pouch
FEATURES 3 m rope length • shock absorber • side opening 
• reflective details • 38 mm padded webbing belt • buoyant 
foam padding • Fixlock quick-release buckle • throwline/leash 
attachment point and deployment system with Fixlock quick-
release buckle • towline karabiner not included • rope can be 
untied from bag • stainless steel D-ring

Quick Release Belt 
12509 One waist size

A padded belt for carrying a Palm 
throwline around your waist, or as a 
quick release leash attachment point for 
SUP. With two quick-release buckles, 
recognisable by shape and colour, and 
reinforced attachment strap.

• Throwline or SUP leash waistbelt
• Locators for all sizes of Palm throwlines

WEIGHT 283 g
MATERIALS 38 mm padded webbing belt
FEATURES buoyant foam padding • Fixlock quick-release 
buckle • throwline/leash attachment point and deployment 
system with Fixlock quick-release buckle

HIGH-VIS

RED BLACK

BELTS & TOWLINES
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Cowtail
10543 Cowtail one (with O-ring)

10544 Cowtail two 

An elasticated attachment for use with 
personal floatation device harness 
systems. Without karabiners to allow for a 
variety of uses.

WEIGHT 80 g (Cowtail one), 53 g (Cowtail two)
MATERIALS 25 mm tubular nylon tape
FEATURES Integral stainless steel O-ring (Cowtail One) • 75 
cm (extended) length elasticated tape • 5 kN static breaking 
strength • high visibility colour • neoprene karabiner grip 
• karabiner loop at one end • recommended for use with screw 
gate karabiners

APC O-ring
12432 48 mm internal, 9 mm bar

A fat anodised aluminium O-ring for your 
PFD chest harness providing an easy to 
recognise attachment point.

WEIGHT 31 g
MATERIALS 7075 aluminium
FEATURES 12 kN maximum breaking strength • 48 mm 
internal diameter • 9 mm bar diameter

Safety Tape 
10538 5 m

This 5 m tape fits neatly in the front 
pocket of your PFD. Useful for many 
things, it can be used as a sling or short 
throwline. With Velcro fastening to keep it 
in a tidy coil.

WEIGHT 234 g
MATERIALS 25 mm tubular nylon tape
FEATURES 5 m tape length • high visibility colour • 10 kN 
static breaking strength • karabiner loop at one end • neoprene 
karabiner grip • velcro fastening

Ocean Pro 10 m towline
10555 One waist size • 10 m rope

An adaptable, quick-to-deploy ocean 
towline with a vent mesh belt for comfort 
and floatation. The Ocean Pro pocket 
opens wide to make rope packing easy.

WEIGHT 597 g
MATERIALS 6 mm Ø floating polypropylene kernmantle rope 
• CORDURA® 500D towline pouch
FEATURES 10 m rope length • shock absorber • top opening 
• reflective details • 38 mm padded webbing belt • buoyant 
foam padding • Fixlock quick-release buckle • Seadog 
rustproof plastic clip • rope can be untied from bag • stainless 
steel D‑ring

React 3 m towline
10552 One waist size • 3 m rope

A waist mounted towline, made to meet 
the demands of daily safety and rescue 
use. Featuring an easy pack bag, as well 
as a vent mesh liner for comfort and 
floatation.

WEIGHT 403 g
MATERIALS 6 mm Ø floating polypropylene kernmantle rope 
• CORDURA® 500D towline pouch
FEATURES 3 m rope length • shock absorber • top opening 
• reflective details • 38 mm padded webbing belt • buoyant 
foam padding • Fixlock quick-release buckle • Seadog 
rustproof plastic clip • rope can be untied from bag • stainless 
steel D‑ring

Snake Sling 
10539 4 m

The Snake Sling is a versatile piece of 
safety kit, which will do the job of prusik, 
towing sling or anchor. Made from strong 
tubular nylon webbing, its two sewn end 
loops can be joined with a karabiner to 
make a continuous loop, or left apart as 
a 4 m straight sling. It's coloured red to 
stand out from the 5 m Safety Tape.

WEIGHT 184 g
MATERIALS 25 mm tubular nylon tape
FEATURES 4 m tape length • high visibility colour • 10 kN 
static breaking strength • karabiner loops at both ends

YELLOW RED

COWTAIL ONE

YELLOWRED

COWTAIL TWO

OCEAN

YELLOW

BELTS & TOWLINES SAFETY
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Autolock karabiner
10545 One size

Quick to operate single twist autolock 
action gate. Anodised finish and clean 
nose closure.

WEIGHT 97 g
MATERIALS anodised aluminium
FEATURES CE EN362:2004/B certified • UIAA approved 
• major axis strength 28 kN • minor axis strength 8 kN • open 
gate strength 8 kN • auto lock opening • gate opening 24 mm 
• clean nose

Side Swing HMS 
Autolock karabiner
12431 One size

A wide, rounded HMS shape with a quick 
to operate single twist autolock action 
gate. The gate opens at an angle for a 
larger 26 mm opening.

WEIGHT 93 g
MATERIALS anodised aluminium
FEATURES CE EN362:2004/B certified • CE EN122275:1998/K 
certified • UIAA approved • major axis strength 22 kN • minor 
axis strength 10 kN • auto lock opening • gate opening 26 mm 
• clean nose

Prusik Minding Pulley 
12602 One size

A swing cheek pulley with prusik minding 
side plates to help with progress capture 
for hauling systems. Very efficient with 
a ball bearing, it’s also lightweight and 
compact enough for your PFD pocket.

WEIGHT 91 g
MATERIALS anodised aluminium
FEATURES UIAA approved • EN 12278:2007 • maximum 
breaking strength 30 kN (15 kN in each strand) • swing sided 
opening • max rope Ø 11 mm • working load limit 5 kN (2.5 kN 
in each strand) • ball bearing

Wire Gate karabiner
10540 One size

A large wire gate karabiner with a 
generously large gate opening, which fits 
over most paddle shafts.

WEIGHT 76 g
MATERIALS anodised aluminium
FEATURES CE EN362:2004/B certified • UIAA approved 
• major axis strength 22 kN • minor axis strength 8 kN • open 
gate strength 7 kN • wire gate opening • gate opening 35 mm

Whitewater Pulley 
10542 One size

A practical aluminium swing cheek pulley 
with a maximum working load of 20 kN, 
ideal for use in rope rescue systems.

WEIGHT 88 g
MATERIALS anodised aluminium
FEATURES CE EN12278 certified • UIAA approved • maximum 
breaking strength 20 kN (10 kN in each strand) • swing sided 
opening • max rope Ø 11 mm

SHERBET

RED

SILVER

GOLD

PURPLE

Screw Gate karabiner
10541 One size

A screw gate karabiner with anodised 
finish and clean nose closure.

WEIGHT 77 g
MATERIALS anodised aluminium
FEATURES CE EN122275:1998/B certified • CE 
EN122275:1998/K certified • CE EN362:2004/B certified 
• UIAA approved • major axis strength 24 kN • minor axis 
strength 7 kN • open gate strength 7 kN • screw gate opening 
• gate opening 23 mm • clean nose

SILVER
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Emergency Bivvy Bag 
12403 One size

A simple large bivvy bag that you can use 
to overnight or to package a casualty in 
an emergency. Packs down into its own 
drybag.

WEIGHT 425 g
DIMENSIONS 220 x 80 cm
MATERIALS XP 2.5-layer fabric
FEATURES  hood with drawcord • storage bag

Kayak Pump 
10457 One size

The sea kayak bilge pump removes about 
30 litres of water per minute without the 
need for a hose. Easily stored on your 
deck for quick access.

WEIGHT 395 g
DIMENSIONS Length 46 cm • Width 10.5 cm
MATERIALS injection moulded plastic
FEATURES soft buoyant foam ring

Folding Knife 
11479 One size

Everything a paddler needs from a knife – 
a 70 mm locking blade, serrated rope-
cutting edge and a safely rounded tip. Its 
low profile knurled handle fits neatly in a 
PFD knife pocket, and the bite pull-tab is 
a simple addition which makes it easier to 
open one-handed.

• Highly corrosion resistant 
Japanese stainless steel

• Hypalon fabric pull tab for 
one handed opening

WEIGHT 49 g
MATERIALS nylon glass filled handle • stainless steel blade
FEATURES 70 mm blade length • serrated cutting edge • round 
nose blade • pull tab

Fox 40 Micro whistle
10546 One size

The Fox 40 whistle's three-chamber 
design with no moving parts can produce 
up to 110 decibels. Its sound can be heard 
well above man-made and environmental 
noise to attract attention in an emergency.

• Patent 3 chamber design
• Pealess, faultless performance
• A penetrating 110 decibels
• Includes lanyard

WEIGHT 14 g
MATERIALS injection moulded plastic
FEATURES ISO 12402-8 certified • pealess 3 chamber design 
• up to 110 dB • includes lanyard

Survival Shelter 
12402 4 to 6 people

For up to six people to temporarily shelter 
from the elements. Packs down into its 
own drybag.

WEIGHT 1065 g
DIMENSIONS 160 x 100 x 90 cm
MATERIALS PVC coated nylon 70D fabric
FEATURES reflective details • window and air vent 
• storage bag

Paddle Float 
12227 One size

An aid to re-entry for rescue or learning 
to roll, the Paddle Float is a single air 
chamber which clips quickly and easily 
around your paddle shaft. It has a welded 
centre seam and reinforced edging for 
durability.

WEIGHT 294 g
DIMENSIONS 55 x 34.5 cm
MATERIALS PVC coated nylon 70D fabric
FEATURES high frequency welded seams • adjustable 
webbing attachment strap • screw lock air valve  
• valve hose pocket

RED SHERBET

PURPLE

FLAME

ASSORTED

RED

SAFETY
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Kayak Heavy Weight 
float bag
11452-321-656 30 L (half stern)

11452-321-654 25 L (half stern)

11452-321-653 20 L (half stern)

11452-321-652 15 L (half bow / stern)

Heavy-duty floatation airbags with screw 
lock valves, shaped to fit modern kayaks. 
Install these in your kayak to prevent 
water filling the boat in the event of a 
capsize.

• Heavy duty abrasion resistant fabric

WEIGHT 280 g (30 L), 289 g (25 L). 206 g (20 L), 169 g (15 L)
DIMENSIONS 92 x 48 cm (30 L), 112 x 39 cm (25 L),  
92 x 38 cm (20 L), 67 x 42 cm (15 L)
MATERIALS PVC coated nylon 70D fabric
FEATURES high frequency welded seams • screw lock air 
valve • quick deflation dump valve • securing eye

Kayak Mid Weight 
float bag
11453-306-655 60 L (full bow/stern)

11453-306-653 20 L (half stern)

11453-306-652 15 L (half bow/stern)

Mid-weight floatation airbags, shaped to 
fit modern kayaks. Install these in your 
kayak to prevent water filling the boat in 
the event of a capsize.

WEIGHT 349 g (60 L), 175 g (20 L), 137 g (15 L)
DIMENSIONS 112 x 59 cm (60 L), 92 x 38 cm (20 L),  
67 x 42 cm (15 L)
MATERIALS PVC with weave texture
FEATURES high frequency welded seams • press fit air valve 
• securing eye

RED

RED

BLUE

3D Canoe float bag
11327 Large 60 inch

11326 Medium 48 inch

11325 Small 32 inch

A must have for outfitting your canoe for 
moving water. Ingeniously shaped to sit 
snugly in a range of boats, this floatation 
bag is built to last, with D-ring lash tabs for 
sturdy attachment, dump valve for quick 
deflation, and a protective stow pocket for 
the inflation valve.

WEIGHT 1088 g (L), 843 g (M), 555 g (S)
DIMENSIONS 152 cm (60"), 122 cm (48"), 81 cm (32")
MATERIALS PVC coated nylon 70D fabric
FEATURES high frequency welded seams • 3D shape • screw 
lock air valve • valve hose pocket • quick deflation dump valve 
• D-ring attachment points

FLOATATION
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Shuck helmet
12130 full-cut S (51-54 cm), M (55-58 cm), L (59-62cm)

12131 half-cut S (51-54 cm), M (55-58 cm), L (59-62cm)

Like a pea in a pod – wearing the Shuck helmet feels 
natural, fitted and secure. With a tough ABS shell and 
multi-impact EPP liner, the Shuck protects you from the 
kinds of hits kayaking, rafting and other watersports can 
serve up. Dial in your fit with the occipital stabiliser keeping 
the helmet secure and seated in place. The quick drying 
fabric liner which cups your head is treated with Polygiene 
odour control to keep it fresh (it's washable too).

WEIGHT full-cut 577 g (L), half-cut 533 g (L)
MATERIALS ABS injection moulded plastic shell • EPP multi-impact foam liner
FEATURES CE EN1385 watersport safety standard certified • quick drying comfort 
liner • Polygiene odour control treated • self adhesive fit pad kit • (full-cut) ABS ear 
covers with 5 mm comfort foam lining • dial adjustable occipital stabiliser • adjustable 
straps with side release buckle • chin strap protector

FULL-CUT
OCEAN

HALF-CUT
BLACK

FULL-CUT

HALF-CUT

WHITE FLAME BLACK

FLAME OCEAN WHITE

HELMETS
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EAP4000 helmet
11841 Adjustable S (51-56 cm), L (56-60 cm)

A low profile side-cut helmet, injection moulded in 
polypropylene for impact protection with an easy to 
operate slide adjustable inner cradle for a secure and 
comfortable fit.

WEIGHT 437 g (L)
MATERIALS high‑impact polypropylene
FEATURES CE EN1385 watersport safety standard certified • water-resistant foam 
lining • slide adjustable inner cradle • vents for ventilation and drainage • soft webbing 
chinstrap

AP2000 helmet
11480 One size adjustable (52-58cm)

A full-cut helmet, injection moulded in polypropylene for 
impact protection with an easy to operate ratchet inner 
cradle for a secure and comfortable fit.

WEIGHT 423 g
MATERIALS high‑impact polypropylene
FEATURES CE EN1385 watersport safety standard certified • water-resistant foam 
lining • slide adjustable inner cradle • vents for ventilation and drainage • soft webbing 
chinstrap

AQUA

AQUA

YELLOW

RED

WHITE

YELLOW

WHITE

RED



River Trek
12348-376-719 125 L
12348-376-718 100 L
12348-376-717 75 L
12348-376-716 50 L

Downstream
12527-375-715 35 L
12527-375-654 25 L

Ozone
12349-374-657 20 L
12349-374-714 10 L
12349-374-713 5 L
12349-374-712 3 L

Classic
12351-377-654 25 L
12351-377-657 20 L
12351-377-652 15 L
12351-377-714 10 L
12351-377-713 5 L

Aero
12350-321-652 15 L
12350-321-714 10 L
12350-321-713 5 L
12350-321-712 3 L

Ultralite
12352-373-657 20 L
12352-373-652 15 L
12352-373-714 10 L
12352-373-713 5 L
12352-373-712 3 L

Superlite Multi-pack 
4x

12433

First Aid Organiser 
5 L

12526

First Aid Carrier
3 L

12353

Accessories

Big Caddy
10459

Caddy
10458

Upright Bars
10528 50 cm
10527 40 cm

J Bars
10529

Roof Rack Pads
11454-312-453 80 cm
11454-312-687 50 cm

Heavy Duty
Cam Straps

11763 7 m

TRANSPORT

Cam Straps
11762 5.5 m
11761 4.5 m
11760 3.5 m

Cam Buckle Cover
11836

Deluxe Backrest
12427

Surf Backrest
12429

Universal Backband
10154 large
11620 small

Paddle Leash
10513

Hydration Bladder
10417

Glide CO2 Re-arm Kit
11852

BAGS

EXTRAS

DRYBAGS

Breakout
12472

Mega
12442-302-720 95 L

12442-302-721 150 L

Paddle Bag
10416 2.3 m
10415 2 m

10414 1.65 m

88 SUP Bristol, England – photo Peter Wood
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River Trek
12348-376-719 125 L
12348-376-718 100 L
12348-376-717 75 L
12348-376-716 50 L

Downstream
12527-375-715 35 L
12527-375-654 25 L

Ozone
12349-374-657 20 L
12349-374-714 10 L
12349-374-713 5 L
12349-374-712 3 L

Classic
12351-377-654 25 L
12351-377-657 20 L
12351-377-652 15 L
12351-377-714 10 L
12351-377-713 5 L

Aero
12350-321-652 15 L
12350-321-714 10 L
12350-321-713 5 L
12350-321-712 3 L

Ultralite
12352-373-657 20 L
12352-373-652 15 L
12352-373-714 10 L
12352-373-713 5 L
12352-373-712 3 L

Superlite Multi-pack 
4x

12433

First Aid Organiser 
5 L

12526

First Aid Carrier
3 L

12353

Accessories

Big Caddy
10459

Caddy
10458

Upright Bars
10528 50 cm
10527 40 cm

J Bars
10529

Roof Rack Pads
11454-312-453 80 cm
11454-312-687 50 cm

Heavy Duty
Cam Straps

11763 7 m

TRANSPORT

Cam Straps
11762 5.5 m
11761 4.5 m
11760 3.5 m

Cam Buckle Cover
11836

Deluxe Backrest
12427

Surf Backrest
12429

Universal Backband
10154 large
11620 small

Paddle Leash
10513

Hydration Bladder
10417

Glide CO2 Re-arm Kit
11852

BAGS

EXTRAS

DRYBAGS

Breakout
12472

Mega
12442-302-720 95 L

12442-302-721 150 L

Paddle Bag
10416 2.3 m
10415 2 m

10414 1.65 m
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River Trek drybag
12348-376-719 125 L

12348-376-718 100 L

12348-376-717 75 L

12348-376-716 50 L

With a heavy duty padded shoulder harness 
the River Trek is comfortable to carry fully 
loaded.

• Adjustable backpack shoulder system
• Supple, hard-wearing 420D fabric
• Welded seam construction
• PVC free

WEIGHT 1285 g (125 L), 1080 g  (100 L), 995 g (75 L), 883 g (50 L)
DIMENSIONS 95 x 50 x 31 cm (125 L), 95 x 39 x 27 cm (100 L), 80 x 
39 x 27 cm (75 L), 70 x 36 x 23 cm (50 L)
MATERIALS PU coated 420D fabric •  PU coated 500D CORDURA® 
base
FEATURES PVC free • double stitched reinforced seams • roll 
down closure • D-ring attachment point • backpack shoulder straps 
• backpack sternum strap • daisy chain attachment points

Downstream drybag
12527-375-715 35 L

12527-375-654 25 L

The Downstream has a clear panel to help 
locate the contents and a shoulder carry 
strap.

• Transparent panel helps identify contents
• Supple, hard-wearing 420D fabric
• Welded seam construction
• PVC free

WEIGHT 517 g (35 L), 440 g (25 L)
DIMENSIONS 65 x 30 cm (35 L), 57 x 28 cm (25 L)
MATERIALS PU coated 420D fabric • transparent TPU
FEATURES PVC free • welded seams • double stitched reinforced 
seams • roll down closure • D-ring attachment point • carry strap

Ozone drybag
12349-374-657 20 L

12349-374-714 10 L

12349-374-713 5 L

12349-374-712 3 L

Transparent roll down drybags that make 
it easy to identify what's inside. Made from 
robust TPU.

• Transparent material helps identify contents
• Welded seam construction
• PVC free

WEIGHT 262 g  (20 L), 177 g (10 L), 122 g (5 L), 88 g (3 L)
DIMENSIONS 47 x 25 cm (20 L), 34 x 20 cm (10 L), 26 x 18 cm (5 L), 
18 x 15 cm (3 L)
MATERIALS PU coated 420D fabric • transparent TPU
FEATURES PVC free • welded seams • roll down closure • D-ring 
attachment point 

CHILLI + JET GREY

CLEAR

CHILLI

DRYBAGS

PVC FREE

This year we have eliminated PVC from 
out drybag line. The polyeurethane 

alternatives we've used are just as supple 
and robust. See page 123.
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Aero drybag
12350-321-652 15 L

12350-321-714 10 L

12350-321-713 5 L

12350-321-712 3 L

Light, durable drybags with a narrow profile 
ideal stowing in kayaks or housing flat items 
such as laptops and tablets. With a roll down 
dry closure and security D-ring.

• Envelope shape for storing flat items
• Welded seam construction
• Robust ripstop fabric
• PVC free

WEIGHT 130 g (15 L), 104 g (10 L), 63 g (5 L), 51 g (3 L)
DIMENSIONS 44 x 25 cm (15 L), 36 x 20 cm (10 L), 26 x 18 cm (5 L), 
18 x 15 cm (3 L)
MATERIALS TPU coated 68D hexagonal ripstop polyester fabric
FEATURES PVC free • roll down closure • D-ring attachment point 
• welded construction

Ultralite drybag
12352-373-657 20 L

12352-373-652 15 L

12352-373-714 10 L

12352-373-713 5 L

12352-373-712 3 L

These lightweight CORDURA® drybags are a 
great way to organise and protect your gear. 
With a translucent appearance so you can 
see the contents of your bag. Roll down dry 
closure and security D-ring.

• Welded seam construction
• PVC free

WEIGHT 71 g (20 L), 64 g (15 L), 52 g (10 L), 44 g (5 L), 34 g (3 L)
DIMENSIONS 49 x 25 cm (20 L), 44 x 25 cm (15 L), 36 x 20 cm 
(10 L), 26 x 18 cm (5 L), 18 x 15 cm (3 L)
MATERIALS translucent PU coated CORDURA® 30D fabric • silicone 
water repellent coating
FEATURES PVC free • roll down closure • D-ring attachment point

Classic drybag
12351-377-654 25 L

12351-377-657 20 L

12351-377-652 15 L

12351-377-714 10 L

12351-377-713 5 L

Robust drybags in a wide range of sizes with 
roll down closure, security D-ring and hanging 
loop on the base. Shoulder carry strap on 
larger sizes.

• Welded seam construction
• PVC free

WEIGHT 276 g (25 L), 260 g (20 L), 150 g (15 L), 120 g (10 L),  
78 g (5 L)
DIMENSIONS 54 x 25 cm (25 L), 47 x 25 cm (20 L), 42 x 25 cm 
(15 L), 34 x 20 cm (10 L), 26 x 18 cm (5 L)
MATERIALS TPU coated 200D polyester fabric
FEATURES PVC free • welded seams • roll down closure • D-ring 
attachment point • carry strap (20 L + 25 L) • base attachment point

FLAME

TRANSLUCENT

OCEAN
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Mega holdall
12442-302-721 150 L

12442-302-720 95 L

Big enough to carry all your kit for a trip, 
or to store sets of equipment for group 
or personal use. The Mega is made from 
hard wearing 1680D nylon fabric.

WEIGHT 1400 g (150 L), 1200 g (95 L)
DIMENSIONS 70 x 37 x 37 cm (95 L), 82 x 43 x 43 cm (150 L)
MATERIALS 1680D nylon fabric
FEATURES two shoulder carry straps • large full length two-
way zip • two webbing drag handles 

Superlite Multi-pack 4x 
drybags
12433 Pack of 4 – 3 L, 5 L, 10 L, 15 L

Divide up your gear with this pack of four 
roll closure drybags for separating an 
organising your gear in a larger drybag. 
Pack includes one of each; 3, 5 and 10 and 
15 litre lightweight drybags.

• Resistant to dust, dirt and sand
• Stitched and taped construction, 

resistant to water spray
• Not suitable for water 

submersion or electronics
• PVC free

WEIGHT 165 g (pack)
MATERIALS 70D ripstop nylon
FEATURES PVC free •  roll down closure • D-ring attachment 
point • taped seams

First Aid Organiser
12526 5 L

Attached inside a roll closure drybag, 
a zipped organiser folds out flat with 
multiple compartments to separate 
and arrange your first-aid supplies and 
equipment.

• Fold out first aid kit compartments
• Welded seam construction
• PVC free

WEIGHT 155 g
DIMENSIONS 26 x 18 cm (5 L)
MATERIALS TPU coated 68D diamond ripstop polyester fabric
FEATURES PVC free • taped seams • roll down closure • D-ring 
attachment point • internal zip bag with four compartments 

First Aid Carrier
12353 3 L

For a personal or group first aid kit this 
see-through drybag makes it easy to 
identify what's inside. Made from robust 
transparent TPU with a roll down closure, 
security D-ring and hanging loop on the 
base.

• See-through fabric helps 
identify contents

• Welded seam construction
• PVC free

WEIGHT 85 g
DIMENSIONS 18 x 15 cm (3 L)
MATERIALS PU coated 420D fabric • transparent TPU
FEATURES PVC free •  welded seams • roll down closure 
• D-ring attachment point 

JET GREY 15 L
BLUE 10 L
RED 5 L
YELLOW 3 L

DRYBAGS

BAGS

CLEARBLACK

BLACK
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Paddle Bag
10416 2.3 m

10415 2 m

10414 1.65 m

This padded bag will store up to four 
paddles, keeping them securely stowed 
during transportation.

WEIGHT 1157 g (2.3 m), 1007 g (2 m), 867 g (1.65 m)
MATERIALS polyester 600D fabric
FEATURES reinforced end panels • removable shoulder strap 
• carry handle • haul straps at each end • plastic zip

Breakout packaway 
backpack
12472 15 L

Packed away in this tiny pouch is a 
lightweight fifteen litre backpack, perfect 
to carry your gear for a day hike.

• Ultra-lightweight backpack carry bag
• Stows into its own carry bag 

with attachment loop

WEIGHT 130 g
DIMENSIONS 42 x 25 cm (15 L)
MATERIALS PU coated 70D hexagonal ripstop fabric
FEATURES PVC free •  backpack shoulder straps • packs into 
integral zip pouch 

1.65 M 2 M 2.3 M

Caddy trolley
10459 Big Caddy

10458 Caddy

The Big Caddy trolley will easily 
manoeuvre a kayak or canoe up to 80 kg, 
and the Caddy loads of up to 60 kg. They 
have heavy-duty marine-grade aluminium 
frames with removable pneumatic wheels, 
which cope with rough ground and mud.

• Made from marine grade 
anodised aluminium

• Fold out kickstand to prevent 
tipping when loading

WEIGHT 2788 g
MATERIALS anodised aluminium
FEATURES 260 x 85 mm quick release inflatable rubber 
wheels (Schrader valve) • foam protection • fold out kickstand 
• includes 2 x 1 m webbing straps • storage bag

BIG CADDY

CADDY

BAGS

TRANSPORT

BLACK

JET GREY

BLUE

RED
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Cam Straps 
11762 5.5 m

11761 4.5 m

11760 3.5 m

A pair of cam straps with protective 
rubber covers, suitable for securing loads 
to roof racks and trailers. EN approved, 
with 25 mm webbing, non-corroding 
galvanised buckles and rubberised buckle 
cover to protect paintwork and surfaces.

WEIGHT 185 g (5.5 m), 168 g (4.5 m), 145 g (3.5 m)
MATERIALS 25 mm polypropylene webbing • galvanised cam 
buckle • silicone rubber buckle protectors
FEATURES colour coded sizing • ISO 12195-2 certified

Heavy Duty Cam Straps 
11763 7 m

A pair of 7 m long cam straps, made from 
heavy duty 35 mm webbing and using 
non-corroding galvanised buckles. Ideal 
for trailers.

WEIGHT 353 g
MATERIALS 35 mm polypropylene webbing • galvanised cam 
buckle • neoprene buckle protectors
FEATURES ISO 12195-2 certified

Roof Rack Pads 
11454-312-453 80 cm

11454-312-687 50 cm

A pair of roof rack pads to protect 
and secure your boats and boards on 
your vehicle. They fit a wide range of 
bar shapes. Made from tough ballistic 
fabric with wrap around securing straps. 
Available in 50 cm and 80 cm lengths.

• Slip on design to fit different bar shapes

WEIGHT 396 g (80 cm)
MATERIALS 1680D polyester fabric
FEATURES foam core • slip-on • velcro strap attachment

Cam Buckle Cover 
11836 Pair – for 25 mm webbing buckles

A pair of silicone rubber covers, which 
slip on over your metal cam buckles, 
protecting car bodywork and windows 
from damage when strapping boats on to 
your roof.

• Fits most 25 mm webbing cam buckles

WEIGHT 20 g
MATERIALS silicone rubber

50 CM

YELLOW
5.5 M

BLUE
4.5 M

RED
3.5 M

AQUA

JET GREY

BLACK

J Bars 
10529 One size (38 cm)

A pair of contoured bars to secure single 
kayaks and sit-on-tops easily and safely to 
your car roof rack.

• Easy and secure fitting

WEIGHT 1276 g
MATERIALS powder coated steel
FEATURES foam protection • double eyelets for straps 
• includes mounting hardware

Upright Bars 
10528 50 cm

10527 40 cm

A pair of upright bars to secure multiple 
kayaks and sit-on-tops to your car roof 
rack.

• Easy and secure fitting

WEIGHT 1190 g (50 cm), 963 g (40 cm)
MATERIALS powder coated steel • polyester 600D fabric
FEATURES foam protection • double eyelets for straps 
• includes mounting hardware

40 CM

50 CM BLACK BLACK

80 CM

TRANSPORT
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Paddle Leash 
10513 One size

Safely put your paddle down without 
losing it – to take a rest or a photograph. 
Attach the leash to the paddle shaft with 
the velcro loop and clip the other end to 
your deck line or slip it over your hand.

WEIGHT 132 g
MATERIALS polyurethane leash
FEATURES neoprene and velcro loop for paddle attachment

Deluxe Backrest 
12427 One size

A high back deluxe sit-on-top backrest 
made from thermoformed foam with a 
built in contoured seat pad for comfort 
and a reinforced back section. It snaps 
into the D-ring attachment points on 
the deck of your sit-on-top kayak with 
corrosion resistant steel clips, mounted at 
four points for stability. The seat angle can 
be adjusted by the webbing straps.

WEIGHT 932 g
DIMENSIONS 39 cm H x 50 cm W x 4 cm D
MATERIALS nylon elastane mix fabric
FEATURES 25 mm polypropylene webbing • 4 cm thick foam 
• powder coated steel attachment clips

Surf Backrest 
12429 One size

This low profile sit-on-top backrest is 
made from thermoformed foam with a 
reinforced back section. It snaps into the 
D-ring attachment points on the deck of 
your boat with corrosion resistant steel 
clips, mounted at four points for stability. 
The seat angle can be adjusted by the 
webbing straps.

WEIGHT 636 g
DIMENSIONS 27 cm H x 51.5 cm W x 4 cm D
MATERIALS nylon elastane mix fabric
FEATURES 25 mm polypropylene webbing • 4 cm thick foam 
• powder coated steel attachment clips

Glide CO₂ Re-arm Kit 
11852 Pack of 1

A 24 gram CO2 cylinder and indicator tab, 
to re-arm your inflatable Glide PFD after it 
has been used.

WEIGHT 106 g
DIMENSIONS 105 x 25 mm

Hydration Bladder 
10417 One size (1.5 L)

A high quality TPU hydration bladder that 
holds 1.5 litres of liquid. It fits in Palm's 
hydration bladder compatible personal 
floatation devices.

• High quality food grade TPU
• Drinking tube with TPU mouthpiece
• Handy volume gauge printed on front
• Suitable for use with Extrem, 

Kaikoura, Peyto and Hydro PFDs

WEIGHT 121 g
MATERIALS food grade TPU
FEATURES eyelet attachment points

Universal Backband 
10154 Large

11620 Small

A versatile back support designed to fit 
almost any touring or recreation kayak. 
Made from wear resistant ripstop fabric, a 
stiff mid-section ensures excellent support 
for increased comfort on longer trips.

• Polypropylene mid-section 
for back support

WEIGHT 413 g (large), 295 g (small)
DIMENSIONS 20 cm H x 42 cm W x 3 cm D (large)
MATERIALS nylon ripstop fabric

LARGE

SMALL

BLACK BLACK GREY

EXTRAS

BLACK TRANSLUCENT



WHITEWATER

Maverick G5
10526

Maverick G3
10525

Maverick G1
12286

Maverick G1
11759

Maverick G1
10524

Maverick G1
12285

Drift Pro
12279

Drift Lite
12278

Drift
12277

Drift
12276

Drift Livery
12280

Colt
12275

Delta
10511

Otter Canoe
10512

K
ID

S

Paddles

RECREATION

CANOE

TOURING

Vision
11575

Vision
11481

96 The coastline at Palm HQ, Clevedon, England – photo Peter Wood
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WHITEWATER

Maverick G5
10526

Maverick G3
10525

Maverick G1
12286

Maverick G1
11759

Maverick G1
10524

Maverick G1
12285

Drift Pro
12279

Drift Lite
12278

Drift
12277

Drift
12276

Drift Livery
12280

Colt
12275

Delta
10511

Otter Canoe
10512

K
ID

S

Paddles

RECREATION

CANOE

TOURING

Vision
11575

Vision
11481
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Maverick G1  
4-piece paddle
12286 197 cm

Ideal as a spare, this four-piece Maverick 
has a glass reinforced polypropylene 
blade, strong glass fibre shaft and a 
coupling in the centre and at either blade 
so it can be broken down to stow away, or 
adjusted to be left or right handed.

• Glass fibre reinforced 
polypropylene blade 

• Four-piece paddle with 
glass fibre spigot

• Select 45° feather left or right settings
• Large blade shape with dihedral
• Ovalised shaft 

WEIGHT 1217 g (197)
MATERIALS polypropylene glass filled blade  
• glass fibre shaft
FEATURES shaft Ø 31.5 mm • ovalised shaft • adjustable 45° 
left or right-hand feather • 680 cm² blade area • buoyancy 
foam in shaft

Maverick G3 paddle
10525 194, 197, 200 cm

The Maverick's glass filled nylon blades 
and strong glass shaft make it a versatile 
paddle, perfectly suited to newcomers, 
but also ideal for experienced paddlers 
looking for a good value, multi-purpose 
piece of equipment.

• Glass fibre reinforced nylon 
blades are extra tough

• Large blade shape with strong 
dihedral, powerful yet flutter free

• Ovalised shaft (with left 
and right hand index)

• Custom length and feather available

WEIGHT 1150 g (197)
MATERIALS nylon 6 glass filled blade • glass fibre shaft
FEATURES shaft Ø 31.5 mm • ovalised shaft • 45° right-hand 
feather • 680 cm² blade area

Maverick G5 paddle
10526 194, 197, 200 cm

You need a paddle you can rely on. 
Durable and dependable, the Maverick 
G5 paddle has a strong, lightweight 
carbon and glass fibre shaft. The glass 
fibre injection-moulded nylon 6 blade 
has power and finesse. It's ideal if you're 
new to whitewater, and tough enough to 
withstand the demands of steep creeking.

• Glass fibre reinforced nylon 
blades are extra tough

• Large blade shape with strong 
dihedral, powerful yet flutter free

• Ovalised shaft (with left 
and right hand index)

• Custom length and feather available

WEIGHT 1100 g (197)
MATERIALS nylon 6 glass filled blade • carbon-glass fibre 
mix shaft
FEATURES shaft Ø 31.5 mm • ovalised shaft • 45° right-hand 
feather • 680 cm² blade area

LIME RED YELLOW

WHITEWATER
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Maverick G1  
aluminium paddle
12285 194, 197, 200 cm

Great for clubs and groups, the Maverick 
G1 aluminium has a tough polypropylene 
blade on an aluminium shaft – strong and 
simple, the ideal first whitewater paddle.

• Large blade shape with dihedral
• Ovalised shaft
• Custom length and feather available

WEIGHT 1025 g (197)
MATERIALS polypropylene glass filled blade  
• aluminium shaft 
FEATURES shaft Ø 31.5 mm • rubberised tough index shrink 
wrap • 45° right-hand feather • 680 cm² blade area

Maverick G1 paddle
10524 194, 197, 200 cm

Developed and tested by Palm, 
the Maverick G1 has a lightweight 
polypropylene blade, mounted on a 
strong glass fibre shaft – the ideal first 
whitewater paddle.

• Large blade shape with dihedral
• Ovalised shaft
• Custom length and feather available

WEIGHT 1055 g (197)
MATERIALS polypropylene glass filled blade  
• glass fibre shaft
FEATURES shaft Ø 31.5 mm • 45° right-hand feather • 680 
cm² blade area

Maverick G1  
2-piece paddle
11759 197 cm

Ideal as a spare, this two-piece Maverick 
has a glass reinforced polypropylene 
blade, strong glass fibre shaft and a 
coupling in the centre so it can be taken 
apart or adjusted to be left or right 
handed.

• Two-piece paddle with glass spigot
• 45° left or right angle
• Large blade shape with dihedral
• Ovalised shaft

WEIGHT 1080 g (197)
MATERIALS polypropylene glass filled blade  
• glass fibre shaft
FEATURES shaft Ø 31.5 mm • ovalised shaft • adjustable 45° 
left or right-hand feather • 680 cm² blade area

Vision 2-piece paddle
11575 215, 220, 230 cm

A high performance two-piece touring 
paddle. The Vision has stiff, lightweight 
blades, mid-sized to suit a low or high 
angle paddling style and a lightweight 
composite shaft. Our new paddle joint lets 
you to adjust the feather on the go, or to 
take the paddle apart.

• Narrow touring blade 
shape with dihedral

• Custom length available

WEIGHT 1142 g (215)
MATERIALS nylon 6 glass filled blade • carbon-glass fibre 
mix shaft
FEATURES shaft Ø 30 mm • ovalised shaft • adjustable 15° 
increments left or right-hand feather • licensed Werner ferrule 
technology • drip rings • 630 cm² blade area

YELLOW YELLOW SHERBET

BLACK WHITE

TOURING
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Drift Lite paddle
12278 205, 215, 220 cm

The Drift Lite has a smooth, asymmetric 
Drift blade and the lightweight, glass 
fibre shaft adds flexibility for efficient and 
smooth paddling in all conditions.

• Medium size blade shape 
with gentle dihedral

WEIGHT 1075 g (215)
MATERIALS polypropylene glass filled blade  
• glass fibre shaft
FEATURES shaft Ø 30 mm • ovalised shaft • 60° right-hand 
feather • 660 cm² blade area • drip rings

Drift Pro 
2-piece paddle
12279 Adj length (215-220 cm),  
 Adj length (220-225 cm)

The Drift Pro has a light glass fibre 
shaft with adjustable angle and length 
on-the-go. Durable and great value with 
an asymmetric blade – ideal for touring, 
sit-on-tops or inflatable kayaks.

• Adjustable feather and length coupling
• Medium size blade shape 

with gentle dihedral

WEIGHT 1179 g (215-220)
MATERIALS polypropylene glass filled blade  
• glass fibre shaft
FEATURES shaft Ø 30 mm • ovalised shaft • adjustable 0–80° 
feather • 660 cm² blade area • drip rings

Drift 2-piece paddle
12277 220 cm

An asymmetric blade, the two-piece Drift 
paddle has a coupling in the centre of the 
aluminium shaft so it can be taken apart to 
stow away. Durable, light and great value – 
suitable for beginners and intermediates.

• Press the button to switch between 
no feather or right-hand feather

• Medium size asymmetric blade 
shape with gentle dihedral

WEIGHT 1250 g (220)
MATERIALS polypropylene glass filled blade  
• aluminium shaft
FEATURES shaft Ø 30 mm • shrink wrapped hand grip 
• adjustable 0° / 60° right-hand feather • 660 cm² blade area 
• drip rings • buoyancy foam in shaft

Drift paddle
12276 205, 215, 220 cm

The easy going Drift paddle is durable, 
light and great value with an asymmetric 
blade – suitable for beginners and 
intermediates.

• Medium size blade shape 
with gentle dihedral

WEIGHT 1225 g (215)
MATERIALS polypropylene glass filled blade  
• aluminium shaft
FEATURES shaft Ø 30 mm • shrink wrapped hand grip • 60° 
right-hand feather • 660 cm² blade area • drip rings

Vision paddle
11481 210, 215, 220 cm

A high performance touring paddle. The 
Vision has stiff, lightweight blades, mid-
sized to suit a low or high angle paddling 
style. The lightweight, composite shaft 
is strong and stiff for rewarding, efficient 
paddling.

• Narrow touring blade 
shape with dihedral

• Custom length and feather available

WEIGHT 1044 g (215)
MATERIALS nylon 6 glass filled blade • carbon-glass fibre 
mix shaft
FEATURES shaft Ø 30 mm • ovalised shaft • drip rings • 630 
cm² blade area • 45° right-hand feather

BLACK WHITE

RED

YELLOW

RED

RED

YELLOW

BLUE

YELLOW

RED

TOURING RECREATION
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Delta paddle
10511 137 (54″), 145 (57″), 152 cm (60″)

The Delta is designed for open and mild 
waters and is easy to use. With a smooth, 
comfortable pear grip, an oval shaft with 
index and a moulded blade.

• Ovalised solid Douglas fir shaft
• Laminated ponderosa pine-

walnut-ash blade
• Rock Shield blade tip
• Pear grip

WEIGHT 964 g (145)
MATERIALS Douglas fir shaft • ponderosa pine-walnut-ash 
blade
FEATURES ovalised shaft • pear grip • Rock Shield blade tip

Drift Livery  
2-piece paddle
12280 220 cm

The popular Drift paddle in an excellent 
value package, with durable plastic blades 
and an all-purpose aluminium shaft. It can 
be dismantled into two pieces for easy 
transportation.

• Medium size blade shape 
with gentle dihedral 

• Press the button to split the 
paddle into two piece to carry

WEIGHT 1176 g (220)
MATERIALS polypropylene glass filled blade • plastic wrapped 
aluminium shaft
FEATURES shaft Ø 30 mm • 60° right-hand feather • 660 cm² 
blade area

Otter Canoe paddle
10512 150 cm (59″), 160 cm (63″)

A simple, robust canoe paddle with an 
aluminium shaft that is built to last – ideal 
for centres and schools.

WEIGHT 894 g (150)
MATERIALS polypropylene blade • plastic wrapped aluminium 
shaft • plastic T-handle

BLACK WOOD

SAFFRON

Colt kids' paddle
12275 175, 185, 195 cm

Designed for younger or smaller paddlers, 
this lightweight paddle has asymmetric 
blades and a shorter aluminium shaft 
suited to smaller hands.

• Kids' small size blade shape 
and narrow shaft

WEIGHT 923 g (185)
MATERIALS polypropylene glass filled blade • plastic wrapped 
aluminium shaft
FEATURES shaft Ø 28 mm • ovalised shaft • 60° right-hand 
feather • 600 cm² blade area

CANOE

NYLON 6 
GLASS FIBRE REINFORCED

Premium paddle blades made from 
injection moulded nylon 6, reinforced with 

glass fibre – stiff and light. 

POLYPROPYLENE 
GLASS FIBRE REINFORCED

Paddle blades injection moulded from 
glass fibre reinforced polypropylene; light 

but durable.

AQUA

RED

CARBON-GLASS 
SHAFT

Twelve layers of spun carbon (60%) and 
glass fibre (40%) make this shaft light, 

strong, and stiff.

GLASS FIBRE 
SHAFT

Twelve layers of spun glass fibre make 
this shaft lightweight, strong and flexible 

for all-day paddling. 
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APPAREL

 Latex wrist seal 
(pair)
10618
Sizes KS/M‚ KL/
XL‚ XS/S‚ M/L‚ XL/
XXL. Sold in pairs.

 Latex neck seal 
(single)
10619
Sizes XS/S‚ M/L‚ XL/
XXL. Sold individually.

 Latex ankle seal 
(pair)
10627
One size fits all. 
Sold in pairs.

 TiZip lube
10616
Tube of lube for 
TiZip MasterSeal and 
SuperSeal zips.

 YKK Ziptech lube
12386
Lube stick formulated 
for use on YKK AquaSeal 
zips. Contains no 
silicone or paraffin

 Glide CO₂ re-arm 
kit
11852
A 24 gram CO2 cylinder 
and indicator tab‚ to 
re-arm your inflatable 
Glide PFD after it 
has been used.

 Shuck helmet liner
12358
Replacement liner for 
Shuck full- and half-cut 
helmet. With Polygiene 
anti-odour treatment. 
Black with grey trim.

HARDWARE

 Universal seat pad
11516
Including push rivets 
for attachment.

 Universal backrest 
large
10154-
Backrest including 
attachment straps.

 Universal backrest 
small
11620-
Backrest including 
attachment straps.

 Stainless steel 
ratchet
10280
Requires fittings.

 Ratchet strap
10320
Including webbing and 
plastic ratchet strap.

 Universal thigh 
pad
11714
Contains 1 pair . 
Fittings not included.

 Keeper footrest
10165
Fittings included.

 SlideLock footrest
10166
Fittings included.

 Universal domed 
hatch cover round
10243
Round 10″ (25.5 cm). 
Including gasket and 
attachment fittings.

 Universal domed 
hatch cover oval
10244
Oval 12″ x 17″ (30.5 x 43 
cm). Including gasket 
and attachment fittings.

 Star logo hatch 
cover
10233
Round 6″ (15.2 cm).

 Round hatch 5″
10237
Round 5″ (12.5 cm) 
retrofit kit including 
hatch‚ pocket and gasket.

 Retrofit drain bung
10159
Drain plug and mount.

 Replacement drain 
bung
10160
Including drain plug 
and washer.

 Minicell foam 
sheet
10164
200 x 100 x 7.5 cm.

 Self-adhesive 6 
mm foam
10319
Self-adhesive foam 
padding. 100 x 50 cm.

 Soft touch handles
10251
One pair .

 Grab handles
10252
One pair. Boat model 
and size required.

 Bulkhead sealant
10230
Bulkhead sealant.

 Coloured welding 
rods
10324
Pack of 5 sticks.

 Seadog clip
10293
Rustproof plastic 
karabiner.

 100 m floating 
rope
10612
100 m x 10 mm floating 
polypropylene rope.

 T handle 29 mm
10509
To fit 29 mm internal 
diameter.

 T handle 26 mm
10510
To fit 26 mm internal 
diameter.

 Drip rings
10514
28 mm inside diameter.

 Canoe lash kit
11376
Including 21 P clips‚ 
21 rivets‚ 25 cm of 4 
mm cord‚ 6 m of 4 mm 
cord and instructions.

 Scupper hole plug 
kit
10286
For sit-on-tops. Pack 
of 6‚ including cord.

Parts & spares
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FISHING

 Flush rod holder 
10127
Including foam gasket. 
Requires fittings.

 Spinning rod 
holder and mount
10128
Scotty spinning rod 
holder and deck mount. 
Requires fittings.

FITTINGS

 Braided cord black 
2 mm
10134
5 m length.

 Braided cord black 
3 mm
10141
5 m length.

 Braided cord blue 
3 mm
12445
5 m length.

 Braided cord black 
5 mm
10143
5 m length.

 Braided cord red 5 
mm
10138
5 m length.

 Braided cord blue 
5 mm
12446
5 m length.

 Braided cord black 
8 mm
10139
5 m length.

 Elastic shockcord 
black 3 mm
10137
5 m length.

 Elastic shockcord 
black 4 mm
10142
5 m length.

 Elastic shockcord 
black 5 mm
10140
5 m length.

 Elastic shockcord 
red 5 mm
11672
5 m length.

 Elastic shockcord 
blue 4 mm
12632
5 m length

 Elastic shockcord 
blue 5 mm
12444
5 m length.

 Elastic shockcord 
black 6 mm
10136
5 m length.

 Elastic shockcord 
red 6 mm
10135
5 m length.

 Heavy duty 
webbing width 25 
mm
10144
5 m length.

 Push rivet
10272
Pack of 10.

 Pad eye
10262
Pack of 4.

 Deck eye
10265
Pack of 4.

 Double deck eye
10269
Pack of 4.

 D-ring fitting SOT
10279
Pack of 2.

 1″ D-ring fitting
10284
Pack of 2.

 Quick attach 
cargo hook
10277
Pack of 2.

 KH5 plastic hook
10278
Pack of 2.

 25 mm side 
release
10268
Pack of 2.

 25 mm hide 
webbing
10258
Pack of 4.

 25 mm military 
ladder lock
10257
Pack of 4.

 Clam cleat
10259
Pack of 1.

 Jamming cleat
10273
Pack of 1.

 Star cleat
10271
Pack of 4.

 Recessed deck 
fitting
10261
Pack of 4.

 Deck line circle
10260
Pack of 4.

 P clip 3/16
10263
Pack of 4.

 Uphaul bead
10264
Pack of 3.

 Small uphaul bead
10282
Pack of 4.

 Uphaul bead set
10294
Set of 2 large and 2 
small uphaul beads.

PARTS & SPARES
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NUTS AND BOLTS

 M5 Rawlnut
10170
Pack of 2.

 M6 Rawlnut
10171
Pack of 2.

 M5 nyloc nut
10172
Pack of 4.

 M6 nyloc nut
10181
Pack of 4.

 M8 1/2 width hex 
locking nut
10185
Pack of 4.

 10-24 nylon nut
10225
Pack of 4. US 
Thread UNC.

 M5 x 14 Pan Pozi
10211
Pack of 4.

 M5 x 20 large 
head Pan Pozi
10175
Pack of 4.

 M5 x 25 large head 
Pan Pozi
10176
Pack of 4.

 M6 x 18 large head 
Pan Pozi
10183
Pack of 4.

 M6 x 25 large head 
Pan Pozi
11574
Pack of 4.

 M8 x 25 large head 
Pan Pozi
10178
Pack of 4.

 No10 x 3/4 flange 
Pozi self tapping
10188
Pack of 4.

 M5 x 12 
countersunk Pozi
10205
Pack of 4.

 M5 x 16 
countersunk Pozi
10206
Pack of 4.

 M5 x 20 
countersunk Pozi
10207
Pack of 4.

 M5 x 25 
countersunk Pozi
10208
Pack of 4.

 M6 x 12 
countersunk Pozi
10209
Pack of 4.

 M6 x 16 
countersunk Pozi
10196
Pack of 4.

 M6 x 20 
countersunk Pozi
10210
Pack of 4.

 14 x 1 Pan Pozi self 
tapping
10218
Pack of 4

 Cherry rivet
10212
Pack of 10.

 M5 x 15 OD 
washer
10177
Pack of 6.

 M5 x 20 OD 
washer
10179
Pack of 6.

 M5 x 25 OD 
washer
10180
Pack of 6.

 M5 bonded 
washer OD 18 mm
10214
Pack of 6.

 5 mm plastic 
finishing washer
10221
Pack of 6.

 M6 x 20 OD 
washer
10201
Pack of 6.

 M6 x 25 OD 
washer
10184
Pack of 6.

 M6 bonded 
washer OD 22 mm
10227
Pack of 6.

 6 mm plastic 
finishing washer
10222
Pack of 6.

 M6 star locking 
washer
11669
Pack of 6.

 M8 x 20 OD 
washer
10228
Pack of 6.

 M8 x 25 OD 
washer
10186
Pack of 6.

 M8 star locking 
washer
10182
Pack of 6.

 Adhesive 
neoprene washer
10213
Pack of 6.

 M5 Rawlnut fixing 
kit
10161
Pack of 4. M5 x25 C/
Sk Pozi‚ stainless and 
nylon washer‚ Rawlnut.

DAGGER PARTS AND SPARES

 Contour Ergo/ 
Action bulkhead 
footrest – large
12468-302-559
With expanding 
toe-cup system.

 Contour Ergo/ 
Action bulkhead 
footrest – small
12468-302-553
With expanding 
toe-cup system.

 Bulkhead footrest 
volume adjust.
10167
Boat model and size 
required for fittings.

 Katana bulkhead 
footrest complete 
– large
12449-368-559

 Katana bulkhead 
footrest complete 
– small
12449-368-553

 Contour Ergo 
bulkhead foot 
pads
11670
Set of 3 . 

 Dagger domed 
hatch cover oval
10236
Round 10″ (25.5 cm). 
Including gasket and 
attachment fittings.

 Dagger domed 
hatch cover round
10235
Oval 12″ x 17″ (30.5 x 43 
cm). Including gasket 
and attachment fittings.

 Contour Ergo seat 
pad
11675
Requires fittings.

 Contour Lite 
Creek seat pad
10315
Including push rivets 
for attachment.
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 Contour Lite seat 
pad
11662
Including push rivets 
for attachment.

 Contour Ergo seat 
height shim
11668
Foam pad to raise 
seat height.

 Contour Ergo 
Creek seat fixing 
plate
11665
Brass plate‚ pack of 1.

 Contour Ergo 
River tower 
retainer
11667
Retainer disc for Contour 
Ergo River seats .

 Contour Ergo hip 
pads
11378
Including straps 
for attachment.

 Contour Lite Hip 
Pad
11689
Includes attachment 
straps .

 Contour Ergo 
backrest
10156
Including webbing and 
plastic ratchet strap.

 Contour Lite 
Backrest with 
ratchet straps
12447

 Contour Lite 
Backrest with 
webbing straps
12448

 Contour Lite back 
pad
10145
Back rest pad.

 Dagger adjustable 
thighbrace
10321
Including foam padding 
and push rivets.

 Dagger two-
piece precision 
adjustable 
thighbrace
10322
Boat model and size 
required for fittings.

 Dagger knee/thigh 
pads
11447
Partially self-adhesive 
padding. 1 pair‚ 
including push rivets.

 M6 tri wing nut 
large
10290
For seat attachment. 
Red. Pack of 1.

 M8 tri wing nuts 
UK
10254
For bulkhead and seat 
attachment. 1 pair.

 Tri wing nut USA 
replacement kit
11661
Includes x 2 bolts‚ 
washers‚ locking 
nuts and wingnuts.

 Foam pillar 
buoyancy
11664
Specify model and 
bow or stern .

 Security bar
12298
Includes M6 x 16 mm 
pin button screws.

 Aluminium grab 
handle
12297
Includes M6 x 16 mm 
pin button screws.

WILDERNESS PARTS AND SPARES

 WSK rudder kit
10312
For use with non-
rudder ready kayaks.

 Air Pro seat pad
11678
Including push rivets 
for attachment.

 Air Pro back pad
10155
Back rest pad.

 WSK leg lifter cam 
lock
11671
For Phase 3 Air Pro seats.

 Orbix hatch cover 
oval
11659
Oval 12″ x 17″.

 Orbix hatch cover 
round
11660
Round 9″.

 WSK Slide Trax tie 
downs
10291
Set of 4. Includes 
hardware.

 WSK Slide 
Trax universal 
mounting plate
10126
Mounting surface 
for accessory items. 
Requires fittings.

 Tarpon deck fitting
10287
Pack of 4.

 Tarpon mesh 
pocket
11666
Single. Rubber 
pocket cover.

 Stabilizer bar
11869
Provides assistance for 
standing in Ride kayak. 
Slidetrax mounting 
hardware included.

 Rod Stager
11865
A peel and stick foam 
pad shaped to stop 
rods rolling. Compatible 
with Thresher and 
ATAK models.

 Kayak Krate
12292
Utility watertight crate 
with rod holders for 
mounting in the tankwell 
of fishing kayaks.

 Thrive Baitwell
12293
Powered live bait 
storage crate fitting 
in rear tankwell of 
kayak including 
three rod holders.

 Catch Cooler
12296
Insulated tankwell cooler 
bag with zip accessed 
compartments.

 Rectangular 4″ 
stow bin
11863
4″ deep plastic bin to 
fit inside Thresher and 
ATAK. consoles.

 Rectangular 4/6″ 
stow bin
11864
4″ and 6″ deep plastic 
bin to fit inside Thresher 
and ATAK. consoles.

 Helix PD Pedal 
Drive
12294
Hands free propulsion 
pedal drive compatible 
with the Radar 
kayak series.

PARTS & SPARES
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MAD RIVER PARTS AND SPARES

 Webbing/wood 
bow seat uncut
10296
White ash frame with 
webbing seat. 31.5″.

 Webbing/wood 
stern seat uncut
10297
White ash frame with 
webbing seat. 27.5″.

 Webbing/wood 
centre seat uncut
10301
White ash frame with 
webbing seat. 41.0″.

 MR plastic seat 
bow
10307
Bow plastic seat‚ 
hardware not included.

 MR plastic seat 
stern
10308
Stern plastic seat‚ 
hardware not included.

 Seat truss 
synthetic
10298
Pair (hardware sold 
separately) – synthetic.

 Seat truss 
hardware kit for 
web seat
10309
Includes 4 screws‚ 
flat and finish 
washers‚ locknuts.

 Seat hardware kit 
for plastic seat
12437
Includes 4 screws‚ 
flat and finish 
washers‚ locknuts.

 Wood yoke
10299
34.5″ / 87.5 cm. Fits 
canoes up to 40 (101.5 
cm) wide; trim to fit.

 Wood thwart
10300
35" / 90 cm. Fits canoes 
up to 39″ (99 cm) 
wide; can trim to fit.

 Thwart/yoke 
hardware kit
10310
Includes 4 bolts‚ flat and 
finish washers‚ locknuts.

 Pre-bent vinyl 
gunwale and insert
10295
Boat model and size 
required for order.

 Rotomoulded deck 
plate
12299
End plate (single) for 
a Mad River Canoe.
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Chest – measure horizontally under the 
armpits around the fullest part of your 
chest and shoulder blades.

Bust – measure horizontally round the fullest 
part of your bust.

Waist – measure the waist circumference at 
the smallest part of your waist, often 
at the belly button. For most women 
this is about an inch above the belly 
button.

Hips – measure the fullest part of your hips.

Inside leg – measure from your ankle bone 
to your groin.

Weight –  include all the gear you’ll be 
wearing too.

chest 

bust

hips

height

inside leginside leg

waist
waist

Personal floatation sizing

MEN'S AND UNISEX PFDS

XXS XS/S M/L XL/XXL

Chest 68 – 80 cm 78 – 94 cm 94 – 110 cm 110 – 126 cm
27 – 31" 31 – 37" 37 – 43" 43 – 50"

Weight 30 – 50 kg 40 – 70 kg 60 – 90 kg 80 – >110 kg
66 – 110 lb 88 – 154 lb 132 – 198 lb 176 – >242 lb

WOMEN'S PFDS

WXS/S WM/L WXL/XXL

Bust 82 – 90 cm 90 – 98 cm 98 – 106 cm
32 – 35" 35 – 39" 39 – 44"

Weight 40 – 60 kg 50 – 70 kg 60 – >80 kg
88 – 132 lb 110 – 154 lb 132 – >176 lb

KIDS' PFDS
KXS/S 
(6 – 10yrs)

KM/L 
(10 – 14yrs)

Chest 56 – 68 cm 68 – 80 cm
23 – 27" 27 – 31"

Weight 20 – 40 kg 30 – 50 kg
44 – 88 lb 66 – 110 lb

PFD BUOYANCY LABEL
A correct fit is more important than choosing the 
buoyancy category according to your weight. All 
Palm PFDs have buoyancy above the minimum 
floatation required for CE/ISO certification. PFD 
weight ranges are printed inside Palm PFDs on the 
ISO label.

Bear in mind the clothing you choose to wear will 
also affect your ability to swim. Putting things in your 
pockets will also add overall weight. Consider what 
you will be carrying and wearing when choosing a 
PFD size.

THREE STEP FITTING 

 Loosen all the straps and buckles.

 Put the PFD on (over your head or by the front 
zip) and fasten any buckles. Do not tighten 
chest harness yet (if fitted).

 Tighten all straps, starting from the waist 
and working upwards to the shoulder straps. 
Tighten and fasten chest harness. Finish by 
sitting down and checking shoulder straps.

Sizing

Getting the right fit
All measurements refer to body size, not 
garment dimensions. These charts are 
only a guide, few people will be the exact 
sizes shown. Visit your local retailer and 
try the gear on to be sure of a good fit.

KIDS SIZES

Height is the most important 
measurement when buying for children. 
The age ranges are provided as a guide.
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Outerwear, layering 
& neoprene sizing

MEN'S
XS S M MB MT L LT XL XXL

Euro 42 44 – 46 48 48 – 50 48 – 50 50 50 – 52 52 – 54 56

Height 166 – 170 cm 170 – 174 cm 174 – 178 cm 174 – 178 cm 178 – 182 cm 178 – 182 cm 182 – 186 cm 182 – 186 cm 186 – 190 cm
5'5 – 5'7" 5'7 – 5'9" 5'9 – 5'10" 5'9 – 5'10" 5'10 – 6' 5'10 – 6' 6' – 6'1" 6' – 6'1" 6'1 – 6'3"

Chest 78 – 86 cm 86 – 94 cm 94 – 102 cm 102 – 110 cm 94 – 102 cm 102 – 110 cm 102 – 110 cm 110 – 118 cm 118 – 126 cm

31 – 34" 34 – 37" 37 – 40" 40 – 43" 37 – 40" 40 – 43" 40 – 43" 43 – 46" 46 – 50"

Waist 64 – 72 cm 72 – 80 cm 80 – 88 cm 88 – 96 cm 80 – 88 cm 88 – 96 cm 88 – 96 cm 96 – 104 cm 104 – 112 cm
25 – 28" 28 – 31" 31 – 35" 35 – 38" 31 – 35" 35 – 38" 35 – 38" 38 – 41" 41 – 44"

Inside leg 74 – 76 cm 76 – 78 cm 78 – 80 cm 78 – 80 cm 80 – 82 cm 80 – 82 cm 82 – 84 cm 82 – 84 cm 84 – 86 cm
29 – 30" 30 – 31" 31 – 31" 31 – 31" 31 – 32" 31 – 32" 32 – 33" 32 – 33" 33 – 34"

IN-BETWEEN SIZES

Outerwear – MB (Medium Broad) for men has the 
length of a Medium and the width of a Large. 
WSR (Women's Small Relaxed) for women 
has the length of a Small and the width of a 
Medium.

Layering & neoprene – MT (Medium Tall) for men's 
longjohn wetsuits has the width of a Medium 
and the length of a Large.

NEOFLEX
Our 0.5 mm neoprene NeoFlex fabric is super 
stretchy but becomes even stretchier when wet. 
Choose a close fit when you try it on dry, it's 
intended to be snug.

KIDS
Height is the most important measurement when 
buying for children. The age ranges are provided as 
a guide.

KIDS' OUTERWEAR
KS 
(8 – 10yrs)

KM 
(10 – 12yrs)

KL 
(12 – 14yrs)

KXL 
(14 – 16yrs)

Height 122 – 134 cm 134 – 146 cm 146 – 158 cm 158 – 170 cm
4' – 4'5" 4'5 – 4'9" 4'9 – 5'2" 5'2 – 5'7"

Chest 62 – 68 cm 68 – 74 cm 74 – 80 cm 80 – 86 cm
24 – 27" 27 – 29" 29 – 31" 31 – 34"

Waist 56 – 60 cm 60 – 64 cm 64 – 68 cm 68 – 72 cm
22 – 24" 24 – 25" 25 – 27" 27 – 28"

Inside leg 52 – 58 cm 58 – 64 cm 64 – 70 cm 70 – 76 cm
20 – 23" 23 – 25" 25 – 28" 28 – 30"

WOMEN'S 

WXS WS WSR WM WL WXL

UK 8 10 10 – 12 12 14 16

Euro 36 38 38 – 40 40 42 44

US 6 8 8 – 10 10 12 14

Height 158 – 162 cm 162 – 166 cm 162 – 166 cm 166 – 170 cm 170 – 174 cm 174 – 178 cm
5'2 – 5'4" 5'4 – 5'5" 5'4 – 5'5" 5'5 – 5'7" 5'7 – 5'9" 5'9 – 5'10"

Bust 82 – 86 cm 86 – 90 cm 90 – 98 cm 90 – 94 cm 94 – 98 cm 98 – 102 cm
32 – 34" 34 – 35" 35 – 39" 35 – 37" 37 – 39" 39 – 40"

Waist 66 – 70 cm 70 – 74 cm 74 – 78 cm 74 – 78 cm 78 – 82 cm 82 – 86 cm
26 – 28" 28 – 29" 29 – 31" 29 – 31" 31 – 32" 32 – 34"

Hips 90 – 94 cm 94 – 98 cm 98 – 102 cm 98 – 102 cm 102 – 106 cm 106 – 110 cm
35 – 37" 37 – 39" 39 – 40" 39 – 40" 40 – 42" 42 – 43"

Inside leg 68 – 70 cm 70 – 72 cm 70 – 72 cm 72 – 74 cm 74 – 76 cm 76 – 78 cm
27 – 28" 28 – 28" 28 – 28" 28 – 29" 29 – 30" 30 – 31"

SIZING
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Gloves sizing

KS KM KL XS S M L XL XXL

Length <14.5 cm 14.5 – 15.5 cm 15.5 – 16.5 cm 16.5 – 17.5 cm 17.5 – 18.5 cm 18.5 – 19.5 cm 19.5 – 20.5 cm 20.5 – 21 cm >21 cm
<5 .7" 5.7 – 6.1" 6.1 – 6.5" 6.5 – 6.9" 6.9 – 7.3" 7.3 – 7.7" 7.7 – 8" 8 – 8" >8"

Circumference <15.5 cm 15.5 – 16.5 cm 16.5 – 17.5 cm 17.5 – 19 cm 19 – 20.5 cm 20.5 – 22 cm 22 – 23.5 cm 23.5 – 25 cm >25 cm
<6 .1" 6.1 – 6.5" 6.5 – 6.9" 6.9 – 7.5" 7.5 – 8.1" 8 – 8.7" 8 .7" 9.3 – 9.8" >9.8"

Footwear sizing

Socks XS S S M M L L XL XL XXL XXL

UK 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Euro 33 34 36 37 38 39 40 – 41 42 43 44 – 45 46 47 48 49

US 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Length 21 cm 21.5 cm 22 cm 23.5 cm 24 cm 25 cm 26 cm 27 cm 27.5 cm 28.5 cm 29.5 cm 30.5 cm 31 cm 32 cm

Helmet sizing

AP2000 AP4000 SHUCK

Size ONE SIZE S L S M L

Circumference 52 – 58 cm 51 – 56 cm 56 – 60 cm 51 – 54 cm 55 – 58 cm 59 – 62 cm
20.5 – 22.8" 20 – 22" 22 – 23.6" 20 – 21.3" 21.7 – 22.8" 23.2 – 24.4"

circumference

Circumference – Measure around the 
largest area of the head, above 
the eyebrows and ears.

ANATOMIC
FIT

ABS SHELL
EVA FOAM

MULTI-IMPACT
PROTECTION

three-way strap adjuster

ANATOMIC
FIT

ABS SHELL
EVA FOAM

MULTI-IMPACT
PROTECTION

tighten chin strap

ANATOMIC
FIT

ABS SHELL
EVA FOAM

MULTI-IMPACT
PROTECTION

ANATOMIC
FIT

ABS SHELL
EVA FOAM

MULTI-IMPACT
PROTECTION

helmet should cover forehead

FITTING A HELMET

 Try on your helmet – it should cover your 
forehead with the peak just above your eyes – 
it should be a close fit, but not uncomfortably 
tight.

 The helmet should not be able to move around 
on your head or be pulled back to expose your 
forehead.

 Tighten or loosen the cradle at the back of 
your helmet to fit your head.

 To change the helmet’s front/back balance 
slide the straps through the three-way adjuster 
– take time to tension the chin straps equally.

 Pull the chin strap through the quick release 
buckle to tighten under your chin – the fit 
should be snug, but not uncomfortably tight.

 Try on your helmet – if the fit is still not 
satisfactory, repeat the steps. Add or remove 
fit pads (if supplied with your helmet).

Length – measure from the tip of your longest finger 
to the base of your palm at the wrist.

Circumference – Wrap a tape measure around 
your hand at the widest part of the palm, and 
lightly close your hand before taking the 
measurement. circumference

length
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SIZING

Spraydeck sizing & fit

N AND R SIZES 
NYLON AND NEOPRENE DECKS
Nylon decks are marked with N sizes and neoprene 
decks are marked with R sizes.

Because nylon spraydecks do not offer the same 
stretch as neoprene ones, touring boats with 
exceptionally large cockpits will usually need a 
larger size nylon deck than a neoprene one. A size 6 
cockpit will often take a size 5 or 6 deck in neoprene.

GETTING THE RIGHT FIT
Pull the spraydeck waist tube up until the seam is 
above your hips.

The easiest spraydeck to put on might not stay on 
the best or keep the most water out. Which is most 
important to you?

A neoprene spraydeck will become easier to put on 
a kayak when wet, so wet out the edge of your deck 
as you get in your boat.

Over time, a neoprene spraydeck will stretch with 
use, becoming easier to put on your cockpit.

KNytex, Gripsil, and other protective materials will 
reduce the amount of stretch in a deck making a 
good fit even more important.

Nylon spraydecks do not stretch, so make sure you 
get a good fit before you buy, especially with larger 
cockpits.

These charts are only a guide, kayak cockpits vary 
greatly in size and shape. Visit your local retailer and 
try the gear on to be sure of a good fit.

PUTTING ON YOUR SPRAYDECK

 Step into the body-tunnel and pull it up until 
the base of the tunnel is level with your hips. 

 Sit in your kayak being careful to avoid sitting 
on the back of the spraydeck. 

 Lean back and hook the rear edge of the 
spraydeck under the back of the cockpit rim. 

 Lean forward, keeping tension on the elastic, 
and feed the edge of deck around and under 
the sides of the cockpit rim. 

 Stretch the deck away from you and hook the 
front of the deck over the front of the cockpit 
rim. At this point it is important to ensure that 
the release strap is outside the cockpit and 
easily accessible. 

 Sit upright and check around the edge to 
ensure the deck is properly fitted and sealed 
under the cockpit rim.

REMOVING YOUR SPRAYDECK

 Find the release handle at the front of the 
deck by running your hand forwards along the 
edge of the cockpit.

 Pull the handle forwards (away from you) and 
up to release the front of the deck from the 
cockpit rim.

Tip – Practise removing your spraydeck and getting 
out of your boat in a controlled situation so 
that you are able to remove the deck easily, 
even when upside down. The swimming pool 
is a good place to familiarise yourself with the 
capsize/wet-exit drill.

WAIST SIZING

XXS XS/S M/L XL/XXL ADJUSTABLE

Waist 64 – 72 cm 72 – 80 cm 80 – 96 cm 96 – 112 cm 60 – 127 cm
25 – 28" 28 – 31" 31 – 38" 38 – 44" 24 – 50"

DECK SIZING

PALM SIZE EU SIZE US SIZE COCKPIT LENGTH COCKPIT WIDTH EXAMPLES

2 Extra small XS 66 – 75 cm 40 – 45 cm Dagger Axiom 6.9

3 Small S 73 – 82 cm 42 – 50 cm Slalom kayak

4 Keyhole M 81 – 91 cm 45 – 55 cm Dagger Mamba

5 Bigdeck L 89 – 98 cm 48 – 58 cm Dagger Katana

6 Super Big XL 96 – 105 cm 55 – 60 cm Islander Fiesta

7 Super Tour XXL 103 – 110 cm 57 – 62 cm Dagger Zydeco

waist
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Professional centre 
gear sizing

PROFESSIONAL CENTRE PFDS

3XS XXS XS/S M/L XL/XXL 3XL/4XL S – 4XL

Chest 55 –780 cm 70 – 80 cm 75 – 90 cm 90 – 110 cm 110 – 135 cm 135 – 150 cm 80 – 150 cm
22 – 28" 28 – 31" 30 – 35" 35 – 43" 43 – 53" 53 – 59" 32 – 59"

Weight 25 – 40 kg 25 – 50 kg 40 – 60 kg 50 – >70 kg >70 kg >70 kg 40 – >70 kg
55 – 88 lb 55 – 110 lb 88 – 132 lb 110 – >154 lb >154 lb >154 lb 88 – >154 lb

PROFESSIONAL OUTERWEAR & NEOPRENE

4XS (KS) 3XS (KM) XXS (KL) XS (KXL) S M L XL XXL

Height 122 – 134 cm 134 – 146 cm 146 – 158 cm 158 – 170 cm 170 - 174 cm 174 – 178 cm 178 – 182 cm 182 – 186 cm 186 – 190 cm
4' – 4'5" 4'5 – 4'9" 4'9 – 5'2" 5'2 – 5'7" 5'7 – 5'9" 5'9 – 5'10" 5'10 – 6' 6' – 6'1" 6'1 – 6'3"

Chest 62 – 68 cm 68 – 74 cm 74 – 80 cm 80 – 86 cm 86 – 94 cm 94 – 102 cm 102 – 110 cm 110 – 118 cm 118 – 126 cm

24 – 27" 27 – 29" 29 – 31" 31 – 34" 34 – 37" 37 – 40" 40 – 43" 43 – 46" 46 – 50"

Waist 56 – 60 cm 60 – 64 cm 64 – 68 cm 68 – 72 cm 72 – 80 cm 80 – 88 cm 88 – 96 cm 96 – 104 cm 104 – 112 cm
22 – 24" 24 – 25" 25 – 27" 27 – 28" 28 – 31" 31 – 35" 35 – 38" 38 – 41" 41 – 44"

Inside leg 52 – 58 cm 58 – 64 cm 64 – 70 cm 70 – 76 cm 76 – 78 cm 78 – 80 cm 80 – 82 cm 82 – 84 cm 84 – 86 cm
20 – 23" 23 – 25" 25 – 28" 28 – 30" 30 – 31" 31" 31 – 32" 32 – 33" 33 – 34"

Colour coded sizing

RAFTER 120 / RESCUE UNIVERSAL

MODELS ACTIVITY PADDLER HEIGHT BOAT WIDTH PADDLE LENGTH

Maverick G5 
Maverick G3 
Maverick G1

Whitewater
5'2" – 5'9" / 157 – 175 cm 
5'8" – 6'1" / 172 – 185 cm 
over 6'1" / 185 cm

under 25.6" / 65 cm 
under 25.6" / 65 cm 
over 26.4" / 67 cm

194 cm 
197 cm 
200 cm

Vision Touring
5'2" – 5'10" / 157 – 178 cm 
over 5'10" / 178 cm

under 23" / 58 cm 
over 22" / 56 cm

215 cm 
220 cm

Drift Pro 
Drift Lite 
Drift Classic 
Otter

Recreation

5'8" – 6'1" / 172 – 185 cm 
5'8" – 6'1" / 172 – 185 cm 
over 6'1" / 185 cm

21" – 23" / 53 – 58 cm 
23" – 26" / 58 – 66 cm 
over 25" / 64 cm

205 / 215 cm 
215 / 220 cm 
220 / 225 cm

KIDS' MODEL ACTIVITY PADDLE LENGTH

Colt

Small paddlers 175 cm

Moving water 185 cm

Recreation 195 cm

Paddle sizing

KAYAK PADDLES
The recommended paddle length in the table are a 
starting point, you may prefer a slightly shorter or 
longer paddle. A shorter paddle is best suited to a 
shorter paddler or narrower boat and longer paddles 
tend to suit taller people or a wider boat (such as a 
tandem).

OPEN CANOE PADDLES
Your paddle size should ideally be determined by 
the shaft length, rather than the overall length, as 
canoe blades come in a variety of shapes and styles. 
There are two quick methods to determine a roughly 
appropriate length:

 Stretch out your arm, and kneel down holding 
the paddle upside down in front of you. If your 
arm is horizontal and your grip is around the 
throat of the paddle (where blade and shaft 
meet) this is a suitable length.

 Or … standing straight with the paddle resting 
on the floor vertically in front of you, the hand 
grip should measure between the armpit and 
top of shoulder.

Professional garments for clubs, centres and 
commercial users are colour coded according to 
size, to make fitting easy for centre or commercial 
use. There are five sizes of PFD and seven sizes of 
outerwear and layering to fit the same range of sizes.
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Product info

Personal floatation devices
We make PFDs that exceed ISO standard for buoyancy and 
integral strength. Our CORDURA® fabric shell PFDs are 
particularly tough. Look after yours and it will look after you.

CHECKING PFD CONDITION

Zips – fastening zips are free from corrosion, free to 
slide and can be fully opened.

Buckles – buckles have no broken parts, lock closed 
and open as intended.

Straps – straps are free to slide and webbing is free 
from tears, snags or unravelling.

Tears/stitching – check for tears in the fabric or 
broken stitching, especially around strapping 
and closures.

Pockets – pockets and other storage are free from 
debris and mould. Ensure they open/close.

Abrasion/wear – check for excessive abrasion 
that might result in the shell structure of the 
garment failing.

Fading – check for significant fading, as this may 
indicate a deterioration of the strength of the 
materials.

Foam – check the foam fit. If loose, this indicates 
deterioration of the foam and loss of floatation.

Floatation – perform a float test to determine that the 
device still provides enough buoyancy to meet 
the standard.

FLOATATION

ISO 50 N STANDARD

Wearer’s weight (kg) 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70 >70

Minimum buoyancy (N) 35 40 40 45 50

General maintenance advice
All gear weathers and wears with use. You'll find advice in this 
section on the things you can do to maintain your gear, to keep it 
working for you. It's simple to perform most checks every time you 
use your equipment, and take simple steps to maintain your gear 
each time you hang it to dry or put it away. Other checks (like float 
testing your PFD) or maintenance (like restoring the DWR on your 
jacket) need only to be done periodically or when you suspect a 
loss of performance.

Download maintenance guides and check lists for 
PFDs, helmets and throwlines:

palmequipmenteurope.com/maintenance

Personal protective equipment (PPE) should be 
checked regularly for damage or wear and tear. 
It is important to keep records of purchase, use 
and testing. Palm Equipment products are listed on 
Papertrail.io – the online app for logging your gear.

• Washing – rinse PFDs in clean, fresh water 
after each use to help reduce corrosion or 
degradation of materials. 

• Drying – drip dry PFDs out of sunlight. 
Frequent forced drying in drying rooms will 
shorten the lifespan of the material and foam.

• Storage – hang PFDs on hangers from the 
shoulder straps. Avoid storing them wet or 
damp. Avoid stacking or boxing your PFDs 
for long periods – sustained compression will 
damage the foam.

PFD MAINTENANCE

A visual check as you pick the PFD from the rail and 
fit it should be part of every session. Periodically 
float test it. We recommend that you should carry out 
the checks listed here alongside. If a product does 
not pass any of these it should be sent to Palm for 
repair or retired.

If you find a fault, remove your PFD from use 
and decide whether to retire or repair it. Call our 
customer service team for advice or to arrange a 
repair at a reasonable cost. For all warranty claims 
return your PFD to us for assessment as soon as 
possible. We advise that you do not perform repairs 
yourself.

We recommend that you float test your PFDs every 
year from 3 years after date of purchase. For heavy 
users we recommend beginning annual float testing 
after 2 years. We offer a customer service for float 
testing and inspecting your PFDs in our factory 
water tank (see page 122).

Palm PFDs are made to ISO 12402-5 (50 Newton 
standard) and 12402-6 (special purposes standard). 
This standard covers a range of weights with 50 N 
buoyancy for an adult of 70 kg or more. For small 
people and kid’s PFDs this scale applies:

We mark the rated buoyancy of our PFDs on the 
label. Our larger buoyancy aids, or those intended 
for special purpose will float in excess of the 
50 N standard. Many Palm PFDs exceed the 50 N 
standard.

CLUBS AND COMMERCIAL OPERATORS
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PFD LABELLING

SIMPLE FLOAT TEST

Palm PFDs are labelled with their size, batch number 
and rated floatation (old products may be labelled 
differently). The size is marked on the fabric label 
inside the back of the PFD and the label beneath 
shows the product’s name and code, principle 
component materials and the batch number.

Printed in the back of your PFD is the ISO label, 
showing the ISO standard to which it is rated, the 
rated floatation for that size and model of PFD and a 
guide to fit for paddler size and weight.

Attached to each new PFD is a booklet, which also 
has marked on the back cover the average rated 
buoyancy for the PFDs in this batch from the Palm 
factory, marked in pen on the information chart.

To test your own PFDs you will need: a hanging 
scale (electronic luggage scales are good), a 
short length of rope, a 10 kg weight (12 kg if you’re 
testing a model with more than 100 N floatation like 
the Highside Rafter), and enough fresh water to 
dunk your PFD and weight entirely underwater (a 
swimming pool or large barrel are ideal).

 Attach your weight to the scale with the rope 
and dunk it underwater. Take a reading from 
the scale.

CLUBS AND COMMERCIAL OPERATORS

FITTING NON-ADJUSTABLE 
CHEST HARNESS

(harnesses with black webbing and no buckle to 
adjust circumference)

 Wearing your full set of on-water clothing, don 
your PFD and adjust the straps for a secure fit.

 Thread the webbing through the metal load 
spreader and then through the plastic cam 
buckle. Pull the webbing through until you have 
removed any slack.

 Close the cam buckle ensuring the release 
knob is accessible. There should be no less 
than 3cm and no more than 15 cm of loose 
webbing protruding from the plastic buckle.

 To shorten, mark the webbing, remove the PFD 
and cut straight with a hot knife (making sure 
not to leave any lumps that might catch on 
your buckle). 

 Test by pulling the release knob forcefully until 
the cam buckle is fully open.

Chest harnesses
We have implemented the recommendations of research into 
improving the performance of quick release rescue harnesses 
(Collins & Onions 2013) in our whitewater PFDs. In tests 25% of 
incorrectly adjusted harnesses fail to operate as expected and 
that by following these guidelines on the optimum length and 
setup, the quick release results in over 95% effective releases. 
Seek appropriate training on the use of quick release chest 
harness before using this device.

 Attach the weight to your PFD and then to the 
scale with the rope. Dunk it underwater and 
wait for any trapped air bubbles to escape. 
Take a reading from the scale.

 Subtract measurement 2 from measurement 1 
to get your PFD’s floatation in kg force. Multiply 
this by 9.8 to convert kg to Newtons and you 
have the PFD’s buoyancy in Newtons.

FITTING ADJUSTABLE 
CHEST HARNESS

(harnesses with coloured webbing and a metal 
tension lock buckle to adjust the circumference)

 Wearing your full set of on-water clothing, don 
your PFD and adjust the straps for a secure fit.

 Thread the webbing through the metal load 
spreader and then through the plastic cam 
buckle, leaving 3 cm of loose webbing (as 
shown in the illustration).

 Close the cam buckle ensuring the release 
knob is accessible.

 Tighten the chest harness using the side metal 
tension lock buckle until any slack is taken up 
and stow any loose webbing.

 Test by pulling the release knob forcefully until 
the cam buckle is fully open.
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PRODUCT INFO

Helmets
All helmet plastic degrades with time and use: glue, webbing, buckles 
and cradles will all be subject to wear and tear. How long your helmet 
lasts will be affected by how often they are used, the environment in 
which they are used, and how well they are maintained.

Do not use permanent marker, paint or self adhesive 
stickers to add identifying marks to your helmet. 
Popular sticky mounts, for cameras and lights, may 
affect the shell material, attach them at your own 
risk, their effect on the helmet is not covered by 
warranty.

• Washing – rinse helmets in clean, fresh water 
after each use to help reduce odour, corrosion 
or degradation of materials. The liner in a 
Shuck helmet can be removed and machine 
washed on a 30 °C cycle.

• Drying – drip dry helmets out of sunlight and 
away from heat sources. Frequent forced 
drying in drying rooms will shorten the lifespan 
of the foam inserts and parts.

• Storage – store helmets upright on a shelf 
out of sunlight. Do not hang helmets from the 
chin strap. Do not store helmets wet or damp. 
Avoid stacking your helmets, as sustained 
compression can damage the shell.

HELMET MAINTENANCE

MARKINGS AND MOUNTS

CHECKING HELMET CONDITION

Make a visual check each time you fit your helmet. 
We recommend that you should carry out these 
checks. If a product does not pass any of these it 
should be repaired by Palm or retired.

Should the shell sustain significant impact, for 
example resulting in deep abrasion or gouges, then 
the helmet should be retired from use.

Repeated low level impacts, such as being dropped 
onto hard surfaces, can result in damage in the 
form of white marks on the inside of the shell. Tests 
show these would be unlikely to result in the shell 
not performing to the ISO standard, but you should 
consider the age, amount of use and extent of any 
damage when deciding to keep using your helmet.

Significant bleaching of colour of the shell, through 
exposure to UV in sunlight, is an indicator that the 
plastic material may be degraded and the helmet 
should be retired from use.

Throwlines
Throwlines are portable bags of strong floating rope, easy to throw 
from the bank to a swimmer and also useful for lifting and lowering 
on slopes and in hauling systems to recover pinned boats. Seek 
appropriate training on using a throwline before using this device 
and practice your throwline skills regularly. 

• Throwing the bag – how you throw is up to you: 
an underarm throw is easiest but an overarm 
throw is also useful in some situations. If you 
miss, quickly recoil the rope and throw again. 
Practise throwing so you're accurate when 
it counts, and we recommend getting some 
good training too.

• Pulling a swimmer in – once the swimmer has 
grasped the rope, they should hold it across 
their chest and swim on their back to keep 
their airway clear. You won't be able to pull 
them against the current, instead aim to swing 
them into shore.

• Repacking – repack the bag one small handful 
of rope at a time. Don’t coil the rope as this will 
cause knots and tangles.

USING A THROWBAG

Foam – check the foam fit. If loose or missing return 
to Palm for repair.

EPP liner – for helmets with an EPP foam liner, if the 
EPP foam is damaged or deformed retire your 
helmet.

Buckles – buckles have no broken parts, lock closed 
and open as intended.

Straps – straps are free to slide and webbing is free 
from tears, snags or unravelling.

Cradle – cradle and/or adjuster is fitted correctly and 
is in good working order.

Shell – the shell is not misshapen, dented or cracked.

Shell – check the plastic shell inside and out for 
cracks or white marks that may indicate an 
impact. Do not remove the foam liner attached 
to the shell.

Abrasion/wear – check for excessive abrasion that 
might result in the shell of the helmet failing.

Fading – check colour for significant fading (which 
may be caused by exposure to ultraviolet in 
sunlight), as this may indicate a deterioration 
of the strength of the materials. 
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Attachment – empty the rope from the bag and 
check that it is tied correctly into the bag.

Sheath – pass the length of the rope through your 
hands while coiling to check for damage to 
the outer sheath of the rope, if the strands are 
frayed or cut. 

Core – check to see if the white core is visible at any 
point along the length of the rope and the rope 
is uniformly flexible.

Closure – check that the draw cord or clip fastens 
easily and stays closed.

Knots – while repacking, flake the rope in handfuls 
into the bag and remove any other knots in 
the rope.

Fading – check for significant fading, as this may 
indicate a deterioration of the strength of the 
materials.

Quickclip

Ropes and moving water can be a dangerous mix, 
as they sometimes get snagged or tangled during 
the course of a rescue. There should be no knot 
or loop at the end of the rope furthest from the 
bag to ensure that the rope is releasable. We've 
eliminated all unnecessary knots or loops in the 
throwbag rope and kept any loops too small for a 
hand or wrist to fit through. Palm throwbags have a 
Quickclip attachment point which can be detached 
from the rope if required and is very easy to clip a 
karabiner to. 

THE CLEAN LINE PRINCIPLE

THROWLINE MAINTENANCE

• Washing – Rinse your throwline in fresh water 
to remove mud or grit.

• Drying – drip dry your throwline with the rope 
in loose coils, out of the bag.

• Storage – store your throwline in a dry place, 
either hung in coils or packed dry in the bag.

KNOTS AND BREAKING STRAIN

Please bear in mind that tying knots in the rope will 
reduce its strength and can lower the breaking load 
by as much as half.

CHECKING THROWLINE CONDITION

Make a visual check each time you use or repack 
your throwline. We recommend that you should carry 
out the checks alongside. If a product does not pass 
any of these it should be repaired or retired.

Before you use your throwbag, unpack, re-pack and 
test throw.

CHECKING YOUR THROWBAG KNOT

The rope inside our bags is fastened to the Quickclip 
webbing with a rethreaded figure of eight, so you 
can remove and reattach the bag whenever you 
need to. It's a good idea to periodically check that 
the rope is well knotted into the bag with a well 
dressed knot and an adequate tail. 

Throwline waistbelts
The Quick Release Belt and Zambezi Belt are designed to carry 
Palm throwlines around your waist so that they are always to hand.

WEARING A WAISTBELT TO ATTACH A PALM THROWLINE TO DEPLOY THE THROWLINE

When dressing to paddle, put the waistbelt on last 
as this reduces the risk of it being hidden under 
the paddle jacket or PFD. Do not wear under your 
spraydeck. Check that the cam buckle for the belt is 
at the front and easily accessible.

 Release the throwline attachment strap and 
unthread it from the belt-loop so it is free to 
accept a throwline.

 Thread the strap through the loops on a 
compatible Palm throwline.

 Ensure the strap is threaded through the belt-
loop on the waistbelt to secure the throwline. 
There are two belt-loops on the Quick Release 
Harness to hold small or large throwlines in 
place.

 Thread the strap webbing through the cam 
buckle and close.

 Grasp the throwline with one hand.

 With the other hand, pull the yellow ball on the 
attachment strap quick release buckle.

 Pull the throwline away from your body. The 
throwline will unthread from the attachment 
strap.

 To release the whole waistbelt, pull the ball on 
the main belt cam buckle.

Check that the cam buckle is at the front and 
easily accessible.
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PRODUCT INFO

• When packing your gear away, fold it up 
loosely and take care not to let latex seals 
come into contact with abrasive dirt, sand, 
oil-based substances, sunscreen or insect 
repellent.

• Try not to leave your gear in a damp condition 
for long periods.

• Hand wash or machine wash on a gentle/
delicates cycle at a maximum temperature 
of 30 °C.

• We recommend washing with Granger’s 
Performance Wash detergent.

• We also recommend you spray the outside of 
your garment with Granger’s Clothing Repel to 
renew the DWR.

• Do not tumble dry. Hang your gear to dry 
naturally out of direct sunlight.

• Once dry, check to see if any repairs are 
necessary (we provide an excellent repair 
service).

• Store in a cool, dry place away from sunlight.

• Don’t pile your gear high, or stuff if all back 
into one bag. Avoid compressing your gear.

Wash 
30 °C

Don't 
bleach

Don't  
dry clean

We recommend washing with Granger's Performance 
Wash detergent. www.grangers.co.uk

Don't 
tumble dry

Don't 
iron

Towlines
Towlines are used to help tired or injured paddlers to safety 
whilst in their kayaks. They are suitable for use on calm water or 
short distances at sea. We do not recommend using the towline 
on whitewater or for towing empty boats, which may become 
swamped. Seek appropriate training on using a towline before 
using this device.

TO DEPLOY THE TOWLINE

Clip the towline to the kayak bow loop or deck 
lines with the karabiner gate facing upward away 
from the boat (this reduces the chances of the clip 
twisting open).

WEARING A WAISBELT

Check that the cam buckle is at the front and 
easily accessible.

Waterproof outerwear
Our XP fabrics are highly waterproof, breathable and durable. Our 
garments are made for life on the river or at sea. Nevertheless you 
can keep your garment waterproof and breathable for longer if you 
follow a few simple steps:

Our belt towlines are worn around the waist. Take 
care that the towline is not pulled under your PFD, 
so when dressing to paddle, put the towline on last 
as this reduces the risk of it being hidden under the 
paddle jacket or PFD. Do not wear your waistbelt 
towline under your spraydeck.

• Open the pouch and locate the plastic clip (or 
karabiner). Attach the clip to the bow loop of 
the boat that needs to be towed.

• Remove the towline webbing/rope from the 
pouch. Paddle away pulling the towed boat 
behind you.

• After use, repack the rope and clip in the 
pouch as soon as possible to avoid snagging.

• The velcro pouch flap should be securely 
closed to avoid the line escaping when not 
in use.

TOWING METHODS

Standard tow – One paddler tows another directly 
behind.

Rafted tow – One paddler tows two rafted paddlers.

Short tow – The towline rope can be shortened 
by ‘daisy chaining’. It is important that the 
shortened towline does not entangle the user 
or the rescuer.

Shunt tow – This can be achieved without the 
towline and is useful where a short nudge is 
required rather than an extended tow.
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Waterproof zips
Palm use the best waterproof zips in our pants and suits. Take 
care of your zip to ensure that the teeth stay aligned and the zip 
functions smoothly. 

• The zip is susceptible to damage when it is 
only part undone. Keep your zip fully open or 
fully closed.

• Keep the zip flat and straight when folding or 
storing your garment. Don’t fold the garment 
across the zip as this can break the teeth.

• Rinse zips with fresh water after use, 
especially after use in salt water.

• Check your zip for sand or dirt every use.

• Lubricate your zip periodically with beeswax 
or a silicone lubricant, like McNett Max Wax, 
for BDM brass coil zips; TiZip silicone grease 
for plastic MasterSeal zips; or YKK Ziptech 
lubricant for AquaSeal zips.

• If the zip jams, try to release it by thoroughly 
washing in fresh water and applying lubricant. 
After releasing the zip, gently run the slider 
back and forth to spread the lubricant along 
the length of the zip and protect it from future 
jams.

• Store your garment rolled up. Avoid folding or 
compressing your zip.

• BDM brass coil zips: store the garment with 
the zip open.

• TiZip MasterSeal zips: store the garment with 
the zip closed.

• YKK AquaSeal zips: store the garment with the 
zip closed.

Latex seals
Look after your neck, wrist and ankle seals, if you want to keep 
the water on the outside! Latex seals are not 100% watertight. 
Movement will always cause a minor amount of seepage, but this 
is usually insignificant and should not affect your comfort. Due to 
their vulnerability, no guarantee can be given on latex seals once 
the garment has been worn.

Waterproof socks
Most of our pants and suits feature breathable waterproof socks 
with taped seams and reinforced soles or they have latex socks.

The size of the latex seals are related to the size 
of the garment. Should a seal feel excessively tight 
it is possible to achieve a custom fit by carefully 
trimming the seal with sharp scissors – neck seals 

have concentric rings as a guide. Take extreme 
care. Ideally, you should wear the garment outdoors 
in cold weather to assess the size required before 
deciding whether to trim your seals.

EVERY TIME YOU USE YOUR JACKET, PANTS OR SUIT

• Remove watches, rings and jewellery. Gently 
place your hand and wrist inside the seal and 
with your other hand ease each seal on one 
at a time.

• Use both hands for the neck seal. Gently 
stretch the aperture to allow the seal to pass 
over your head.

• Finally, remove any excess air from the paddle 
top by venting the neck with two fingers.

• If there are neck or cuff protectors on your 
jacket, check that the velcro is not firmly 
closed when you try to put it on.

• Once the latex seals are fitting snugly and in 
place, ensure that the velcro tabs are properly 
adjusted and secured.

• Take just as much care when removing 
your paddle jacket; follow the reverse steps 
dressing and undressing.

• For pants with latex ankle seals, it’s best to 
wear a sock, easing the seal on and then 
removing the sock.

• We recommend using a silicone protectant 
(eg McNett Seal Saver) to extend the life of 
your seals.

• Natural latex seals are very sensitive to 
sunlight and also vulnerable to damage from 
oil based products, sunscreen and insect 
repellent.

Remove all jewellery before 
putting on apparel

Use other hand to ease 
seal over hand

Use both hands to 
open neck seal

Wear a pair of socks while 
putting on ankle seals

Neck seals can be trimmed 
to size with a pair of scissors

TRIMMING LATEX SEALS

Don’t walk around or paddle in your socks without 
overshoes. Both fabric and latex socks can be 
damaged by sharp or abrasive things like grit, sand or 
toenails. It’s best to wear a comfortable layer inside 
your waterproof sock, try the Tsangpo fleece socks.

We can replace worn out socks at Palm through our 
repair service. Socks may also be fitted to garments 
that originally had latex or neoprene gaskets 
attached by our UK customer services department.

Clean and lubricate 
your zips regularly

LOOKING AFTER YOUR SOCKS REPLACEMENT SOCKS
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Your logo
Palm own logo artwork spec

Feb 2016

OWN LOGO PLACEMENTS

Logo placements are standard and the dimensions given are the maximum available sizes.

 PFD back (13 x 5 cm)

 Jacket arm right

 (13 x 5 cm)

 Jacket arm left

 (13 x 5 cm)

 Jacket chest

 (13 x 5 cm)

 PFD front (5 x 5 cm)

QUANTITIES

12159 Helmet side . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

12159 Second helmet sticker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

12157 PFD front . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

12158 PFD back . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

12160 Jacket arm right . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

12160 Jacket arm left . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

12161 Jacket right chest  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

12162 Salopettes thigh . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

12163 Custom  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

NOTES

Sheet 1 of 2

CUSTOMER DETAILS

Customer name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Customer’s reference  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Palm sales order ref

 Salopettes thigh

 (13 x 5 cm)

We have a standard service for branding our 
centre gear. We can place your logo in several 
positions, on Centre PFDs and jackets. Intended 
for clubs, schools, centres and organisations 
who want to mark out their gear and put their 
logo front and centre in the picture. For larger 
runs, or special requests we can also brand 
other Palm gear and garments for you.

Private label
As one of the few paddlesport manufacturers with our own 
production facility Palm is able to offer a ‘build your own’ service on 
some of our most popular volume products.

If your business is looking to develop a unique version of a product 
that lets you co-promote your brand, gain a contract or tender, or 
simply have a non-stock unique version, then we can work with you.

There are many possibilities from embroidery and screen printing, 
to custom fabric colours and changes to specification and features.

Longer lead times and minimum order quantities are a factor in the 
production of these products, so please get in touch to find out 
what is possible.

Visit the Palm dealer Dropbox to find a 
downloadable order form for printing.

SUGGESTED PRIVATE LABEL VOLUME MODELS

Roam
12268

Vista
11324

Universal
12120

Quest
11459

Vector
11469

Pop
12207

Palm own logo artwork spec
Feb 2016

OWN LOGO PLACEMENTS

Logo placements are standard and the dimensions given are the maximum available sizes.

 PFD back (13 x 5 cm)

 Jacket arm right

 (13 x 5 cm)

 Jacket arm left

 (13 x 5 cm)

 Jacket chest

 (13 x 5 cm)

 PFD front (5 x 5 cm)

QUANTITIES

12159 Helmet side . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

12159 Second helmet sticker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

12157 PFD front . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

12158 PFD back . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

12160 Jacket arm right . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

12160 Jacket arm left . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

12161 Jacket right chest  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

12162 Salopettes thigh . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

12163 Custom  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

NOTES

Sheet 1 of 2

CUSTOMER DETAILS

Customer name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Customer’s reference  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Palm sales order ref

 Salopettes thigh

 (13 x 5 cm)

Standard logo prints
The standard printable areas are on a white square or rectangle on 
our Centre jackets and Centre PFDs. Your logo can be full colour 
and the white background can be printed with a colour to match 
the garment.

Suitable logos can also be cut to shape and picked out, for an 
additional cost. Complex logos are better printed full colour on the 
standard rectangular space.

We aim for a fourteen day turn around from approval of artwork 
and order. There is no minimum order for the standard service.

Coniston
10562

Kayak Mid Weight
11453

Cam Straps
11760
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ODealer Dropbox
palmequipmenteurope.com/dropbox

Logos, product images and forms for: 
Palm, Islander, Dagger, Wilderness 
Systems and Mad River Canoe.

Shop finder
Add your store locations to our brand 
website shop finders for Palm, Wilderness 
Systems, Mad River Canoe, Dagger and 
Islander Kayaks.

Dealer newsletter
Press releases straight to your inbox and 
up to the minute news of product arrivals. 
Email sales to add your email to the 
mailing list.

Dealer resources

Information, content, news and promotion: 
resources for your business to help sell Palm gear.

Stock list
stock.palmequipmenteurope.com

Updated every thirty minutes, stock levels 
for Palm, Islander, Dagger, Wilderness 
Systems and Mad River Canoe including 
expected restock dates.

Customer newsletter
Sign up to our customer newsletter at 
palmequipmenteurope.com/newsletter to 
get our customer updates.

Videos
youtube.com/palmequipment

Including our latest product videos as well 
as handy playlists for your shop TV and 
product training.

Sponsorship
palmequipmenteurope.com/blog

Our athletes and ambassadors are active 
promoting the brand and Palm products. 
We support local grassroots paddling 
activity, attending events and making 
donations.

Social media
facebook.com/palmequipment

instagram.com/palmequipment

Follow us on Facebook and Instagram for 
the latest buzz.

Image archive
palmequipmenteurope.com/flickr

Browse our old lifestyle images. Contact 
graphics@palmequipmenteurope.com for 
the files and permission to use them.
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Low impact 
point of sale
Our new packaging will roll out 
in stages from 2020. Removing 
unnecessary material, while 
making sure that products can 
be displayed and shipped in good 
condition.  

Reducing the volume of 
packaging and using recycled 
cardboard: the new packaging 
uses 25% less material and 
50% less ink, eliminating glue 
and plastic fastenings wherever 
possible. You will see it first in 
the new lines of footwear, gloves, 
headwear and drybags.
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Shipping and 
delivery
Maximising shipping volumes by 
customising our cartons and shipping in 
large containers makes economic and 
environmental sense. We reduce our 
carbon footprint by shipping 99.7% of 
our goods by sea freight, which produces 
fifty-five times less CO2 than air freight‡.

At the distribution end of the supply 
chain, sending our products to shops, 
we choose couriers who match our 
aspirations – DPD are carbon neutral, 
reducing their emissions year-on-
year and offsetting their emissions by 
investing in green projects.

PVC free 
future
This year we've eliminated PVC fabric 
from our drybag line and PVC foam 
from our new whitewater PFDs. The 
alternatives we have used are just 
as transparent or supple, without the 
phthalates or off-gassing of volatile 
organic compounds associated with 
PVC. Our target is to remove PVC from 
our buoyancy aids and continue to seek 
non-PVC solutions wherever possible in 
all our gear.

Operations 
and facilities
Since 2017 we have been reducing 
product packing. Removing 2,000 
metres of foam rolls and 1,500 kilograms 
of plastic bags each year from our 
garments and PFDs.

In 2018 we switched to paper tape for 
dispatch, saving 198 kilometres of plastic 
tape per year. 

In our UK factory, we are seeking an 
alternative to plastic wrapping kayaks 
and we control powder and plastic 
refuse throughout the factory as part of 
Operation Clean Sweep.

Recycled 
fabric
Made from 100% post-industrial 
recycled nylon, our 2020 Terek jacket 
is certified to the Global Recycled 
Standard 4.0, a major step towards 
producing more environmentally 
sustainable garments in the future. We 
will continue to bring more products to 
market using recycled materials and 
components.

Longer lasting 
gear 
Designing and making gear that 
lasts through years of adventures 
is a significant way we reduce our 
environmental impact. The end of life 
process for a product is now part of the 
design of any new product.

Whether you’ve put a nick in your latex 
seal or a hole in your drysuit, we can fix 
it for you at our UK factory. In 2019 we 
repaired 730 items to get paddlers back 
on the water.   

Limestone 
neoprene
Of our 53 neoprene products 46 are 
made from limestone. Compared 
to oil-based neoprene, limestone 
neoprene generates 24% less CO2 in 
the production process†. The carbon 
black pigment in these products is made 
from old tyres. The face fabric is bonded 
to the neoprene with water-based 
glue, eliminating the VOCs found in 
conventional solvent based glues.

† Sheico Group data verified with Higg MSI.

‡ United Nations ESCAP report (referencing AP Meller-Maersk 2014).

ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT

(C2H3Cl)n
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Customer service

At our Clevedon, UK factory and headquarters 
we have a dedicated team, prototyping, 
testing, repairing and servicing the equipment 
we supply. If you have a problem with goods 
received or a customer product return, please 
contact the customer service department. 
customerservices@palmequipmenteurope.com

You can download a customer service form at  
palmequipmenteurope.com/serviceform

All prices include 
return postage 
(within UK)

Sock replacement
A factory fitted replacement sock. Price includes 
removal of the old sock and replacement of a fully 
stitched and taped new sock. Socks can also be fitted 
to garments which originally had latex or neoprene 
gaskets.

12014 Fabric sock (single) assembled £33.50 €38.95

12015 Fabric socks (pair) assembled £53.50 €61.95

12466 Latex sock (single) assembled £33.50 €38.95

12467 Latex socks (pair) assembled £53.50 €61.95

Latex gasket replacement
A factory fitted replacement latex seal. Price includes 
removal of the old seal and replacement with a fully 
stitched and taped new seal and QC check.

12020 Latex ankle seal (single) assembled £23.50 €27.95

12021 Latex ankle seal (pair) assembled £36.50 €41.95

12018 Latex wrist seal (single) assembled £23.50 €27.95

12019 Latex wrist seals (pair) assembled £36.50 €41.95

12017 Latex neck seal (single) assembled £33.50 €38.95

12022 Latex neck and wrist set assembled £58.50 €67.95

Waterproof zip replacement
A factory fitted replacement zip. Includes removal of 
the old zip and replacement with a fully stitched and 
taped new zip and QC check.

12474 YKK AquaSeal zip assembled – entry £96.00 €115.00

12474-318-450 YKK AquaSeal zip assembled – relief £75.00 €89.00

12029 TiZip MasterSeal zip assembled – entry £96.00 €115.00

12029-318-450 TiZip MasterSeal zip assembled – relief £75.00 €89.00

12028 YKK BDM zip assembled – entry £120.00 €144.00

12028-318-450 YKK BDM zip – relief £95.00 €114.00

Neoprene gasket replacement
A factory fitted replacement neoprene gasket. Price 
includes removal of the old gasket and a new gasket  
stitched and taped in place. Gaskets can also be fitted 
to garments which originally had latex gaskets.

12023 Neoprene ankle gasket (single) assembled £28.50 €32.95

12024 Neoprene ankle gasket (pair) assembled £44.50 €51.95

12025 Neoprene wrist (single) assembled £23.50 €27.95

12026 Neoprene wrists (pair) assembled £36.50 €41.95

11803 Neoprene single layer neck assembled £33.50 €38.95

12460 GlideSkin single layer bicep (single) assembled £23.50 €27.95

12461 GlideSkin single layer bicep (pair) assembled £36.50 €41.95

12174 GlideSkin single layer neck assembled £33.50 €38.95

12175 GlideSkin double layer bicep (single) assembled £23.50 €27.95

12176 GlideSkin double layer bicep (pair) assembled £36.50 €41.95

12027 GlideSkin double layer neck assembled £33.50 €38.95

12318 Neoprene double layer neck & latex wrist set assembled £58.50 €67.95

12626 Neoprene neck and neoprene cuff set assembled £58.50 €67.95

12462 UltraStretch single layer wrist (single) assembled £23.50 €27.95

Cagdeck service
We can fit most Palm jackets to any Palm deck for you. 
Cut to fit together, then stitched and taped.

11377 Cagdeck service £30.00 €34.00

PFD float test
We'll check your old PFDs are fit for purpose you in 
our factory water tank. Each PFD receives a report 
detailing the floatation compared to the ISO standard 
and original manufacture buoyancy rating, along with 
recommendations on wear and tear.

12300 PFD float test £20.00 €23.00

Water test
A professional inspection of the garment and full 
inflation water test. Garments under warranty tested 
free of charge.

12515 Water test (non-warranty) £20.00 €23.00

Other non-warranty repairs
For individually quoted prices please contact us.
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We will repair or replace any product with 
a defect in workmanship or materials for a 
period of 24 months from original purchase 
– no questions asked.

How are we 
doing?
For the last three years our warranty 
return rate has tracked at less than 0.4%.

Over the previous twelve months we have 
had the lowest rate of returns we have 
ever seen.

Our service team continues to work 
harder than ever: we put 730 paddlers 
back on the water last year by fixing  
their gear.

Every year we’re keeping more people on 
the water for longer with gear that stands 
up to years of intense use and comes 
back to us for repair.

Our guarantee
If your equipment is damaged or broken 
through wear and tear, misuse or neglect 
we may be able to repair it for you at a 
nominal charge.

Your statutory rights apply, see the website for details of our returns procedure – palmequipmenteurope.com/customerservice

KEEPING 
YOU ON THE 
WATER

0.4%

730
WARRANTY

REPAIRS

WARRANTY 
RETURNS / SALES  
2015 – 2019

PEOPLE BACK ON 
THE WATER WITH 
THEIR GEAR FIXED 
– 2019
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 3D anti ride-up waistbelt 
– positioned on the inside of the 
buoyancy foam panel for full 
contact around your waist, with 
a grippy rubber finish it prevents 
your PFD from riding up. 

Amara leather – a durable 
synthetic microfibre leather, 
which has a soft suede-like feel.

 Channel Flow – baselayer 
fabric with an instant wicking 
design which draws moisture 
rapidly to the outside of the 
garment away from your skin.

Chest harness – we have three 
chest harness systems on our 
PFDs, all strong nylon webbing 
mounted high up the back of 
the PFD for stability under load 
(tested to 2.5 kN) –

• Piggyback, the worlds first 
one-pull size adjustable chest 
harness, incorporating the 
latest research.

• UCLan size adjustable quick 
release harness (patent 
GB2492084) for safe release 
every time.

• QR harness, a removable 
quick release chest harness.

 Colour coded sizing – 
coloured webbing and fabric 
panels according to garment 
size, to make fitting easy for 
centre or commercial use.

 Comfort Fit – layered 
sheets of soft foam conform 
to your body shape making the 
PFD comfortable and secure. 

  
 – fabric with an exceptional 
strength-to-weight ratio, and 
high resistance to tears and 
abrasion. 

CR neoprene – high quality 
100% chloroprene rubber for 
great insulation from the cold.

Glossary
new for 
2020

updated for kids for kids 
and adults

Small Diamond neoprene – 
a textured nylon face fabric 
adds abrasion resistance 
without reducing the neoprene’s 
stretch.

Supratex neoprene – 
a woven nylon face fabric with 
a grid structure that has great 
abrasion resistance but still very 
supple and stretchy.

 Thermofibre lined 
neoprene – a knitted plush 
lining – exceptionally warm and 
comfortable wet or dry.

 Titanium neoprene –  
a very thin and flexible titanium 
coating added to the neoprene 
to reflect body heat back toward 
you, reducing heat loss.

 UPF 50+ – an ultraviolet 
protection factor (UPF) of 50 
allows only 1/50th of the UV 
radiation from the sun to pass 
through. In other words, it blocks 
98% of the UV radiation.

sole –  
our Multitendo sole provides 
the ultimate grip in challenging 
terrain. The rubber compound 
works on wet rock, whilst the 
sole is designed for traction in 
mud and debris.

 AquaGuard zip 
– a splashproof zip with a 
polyurethane coated tape to 
keep the rain out. AquaGuard 
zips are not fully waterproof 
when immersed.

 AquaSeal zip – 
immersion waterproof zips, 
individually pressure tested to 
300 mbar, with extra strong 
polyamide Vislon zipper teeth 
and slider. They are light weight, 
flexible and corrosion resistant.

 Latex neck – this stretchy 
natural rubber neck gasket 
keeps water out, and the inside 
of the garment largely dry even 
when fully immersed. 

NeoFlex – a super thin 4-way-
stretch neoprene bonded to 
a Thermospan liner. Great as 
a stand-alone layer in warm 
conditions or under a paddle 
jacket when it's colder.

 Neoprene neck – a great 
alternative to a latex seal; almost 
as dry, but more comfortable 
for frequent use or salt water 
paddling.

 Nytex – neoprene 
armoured with a smooth, tightly 
woven high-density nylon for 
long term durability.

O-ring seal – keep your 
spraydeck up and water out. 
Our waist tube has a conical, 
grippy neoprene ring, cleverly 
made without a seam.

  
odour control – wear more, 
wash less. A permanent fabric 
treatment which inhibits the 
bacteria responsible for that 
unpleasant damp gear smell. 

 fabric –  
Italian fleece specialists 
Pontetorto make fabrics 
renowned for their soft, natural 
feel. Their Tecnostretch fleece is 
Bluesign certified.

 Quick Dry neoprene – this 
dry to the touch thermal lining – 
a high-loft nylon/polyester waffle 
– drains freely and is highly 
insulating, keeping the weight 
down on a warm wetsuit.

 Quickclip – following the 
clean line principle – a webbing 
attachment point on our 
throwlines makes it easy to clip 
a karabiner onto the bag.

 Delta Fit – two wings that 
wrap your ribs, securing your 
PFD, reducing pressure on 
your abdomen, helping you to 
breathe and increasing mobility. 

Diamond Traction sole – the 
right mix of flexibility and grip – 
to fit nicely inside most canoes 
and kayaks, and to be sturdy 
enough for portaging.

 Failsafe shoulder straps 
– a continuous loop of webbing 
runs through to the PFD down 
to the 3D waistbelt for security 
under load. Tested to 3.2 kN 
(ISO 12402-6:2006).

 
magnetic closure – a joy to use; 
self fastening, rock solid when 
closed, and they open easily one 
handed, even with cold, numb 
fingers.

 Flex Fit – bonded into pre-
formed shapes, the buoyancy 
foam curves around your body 
for unparalleled comfort and 
freedom of movement.

foam – PVC free 
buoyancy, with great chemical 
resistance, low water absorption 
and naturally mould resistant.

Glued and blindstitched – 
neoprene is glued together 
along an edge and then stitched 
without piercing the inside layer 
of the fabric for a watertight join.

Gripsil – a grippy, durable 
coating which provides excellent 
grip and a watertight seal on 
your kayak’s cockpit.

 KNytex – made of the 
same smooth, high density nylon 
weave as Nytex, reinforced with 
super tough Kevlar® fibres.
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